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Studying practical consciousness means investigating what agents [ ‘people’, K v V ]  already 
know, but by definition it is normally illuminating to them i f  this is expressed discursively, 
in the metalanguage o f social science. (p. 328)
The knowledgeability o f human actors is always bounded on the one hand by the unconscious 
and on the other by unacknowledged conditions/unintented consequences o f action. Some 
o f the most important tasks o f  social science are to be fo u n d  in the investigation o f these 
boundaries, the significance o f unintended consequences fo r  system reproduction and the 
ideological connotations which such boundaries have. (p. 282)
Giddens (1984)
“I  have ju s t one question,” said Philip Swallow. “It is this: what, with the greatest respect, 
is the point o f our discussing your paper if, according to your own theory, we should not be 
discussing what you actually said at all, but discussing some imperfect memory or subjective 
interpretation o f what you said?”
“There is no point, “ said Morris Zapp blithely. “I f  by point you mean the hope o f arriving 
at some certain truth. B u t when did you ever discover that in a question-and-discussion 
session? Be honest, have you ever been to a lecture or seminar at the end o f  which you could 
have fo u n d  two people present who could agree on the simplest précis o f what had been said?” 
“Then what in G od’s name is the point o f it all?” cried Philip Swallow, throwing his hands 
into the air.
“The point, o f course, is to uphold the institution o f academic studies. W e maintain our 
position in society by publicly performing a certain ritual, ju s t like any other group o f  workers 
in the realm o f discourse - lawyers, politicians, journalists. A n d  as it looks as i f  we have done 
our duty fo r  today, shall we all adjourn fo r  a drink?” (p. 28)
D avid Lodge, Small World; an academic romance (1984)

P r e f a c e
This book explores how Dutch secondary school teachers perceive their work and current 
large-scale reforms. To understand them, a social-psychological theory on emotions is used as 
a theoretical framework. Educational reforms can be problematic, and fe w  are implemented 
successfully. Often, teachers are blamed fo r  this failure and accused o f  being too conservative 
and traditional. However, this research assumes most teachers to be strongly committed and 
capable teachers. Therefore, teachers’ resistance to particular reforms may be based on something 
other than frequently suggested, such as a “good sense”. Teachers’ good sense refers to the way 
they think their work should be, which may be different from  what reforms expect them to do. 
Being faced with those reforms, teachers often react with strong emotions, which can indicate 
that they have much at stake. This study investigates the emotions o f teachers and what they 
have at stake by examining how they perceive their work in relation to current reforms.
A s  a result o f a P h .D . project that began in A ugust 1996, this book also reveals the process 
o f becoming a researcher. This learning process is implicit within the text, and pertains to 
pragmatic, ethical, and moral aspects o f divergent issues, such as the use o f quantitative and 
qualitative methods; exploring a data set o f 452  teachers or 6 teachers or only 1 teacher; 
classifying perceptions o f  individuals; the relevance o f subject perspectives next to or compared 
with general educational perspectives in describing teachers’ orientations towards their work; the 
relationship between being a researcher and teacher educator; the value o f conducting research 
by student teachers fo r  their professional development; the way research is perceived and used 
in different discourse communities o f researchers, teachers, school leaders, journalists, policy 
makers, and politicians; being a researcher with a high professional ethos working in a political 
context where a P h .D . and publications are needed fo r  higher salaries, status o f others, and 
promotion. In general, I  feel doing research is a very special privilege that I  greatly enjoy.
The first chapter describes the purpose o f  the study, the policy context, its theoretical premises, 
and its relationship to existing theoretical and empirical work. The three following chapters 
each contains a sub-study, which has been published in or submitted to a research journal. The 
last chapter summarizes and discusses the findings.
I  am aware that a P h .D . thesis is written fo r  academic researchers, using specific language, and 
style, which may make it less attractive fo r  others. However, I  would like to encourage you to 
read this book because I  hope it will be as illuminating to you as this research was to me.
Klaas van Veen
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I n t r o d u c t i o n
Everyone’s an expert on education. Everyone’s been in school and everyone thinks they know  
what does and doesn’t work... A ll the people we interviewed thought they knew  what teaching 
is like. I  tell people, Y o u ’re an expert on studenting, not teaching. You know what i t’s like to 
be one o f twenty-five students facing a teacher. You don’t know what it’s like to be a teacher 
facing twenty-five students.
(Shedd & Bacharach, 1991, p . 13)
Schools exist in a vortex o f government mandates, social and economic pressures, and 
conflicting ideologies associated with school administrators, teachers, students, and parents. 
(Blase, 1991, p . 1)
From an emotional reaction we can learn much about what a person has at stake in the 
encounter with the environment or in life general, how that person interprets se lf and world, 
and how harms, threats, and challenges are coped with.
(Lazarus, 1991a, p . 7)
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Introduction
T he general aim o f the present research project is to explore the manner in which secondary school teachers perceive their w ork and the changes currently 
affecting their work. M ore specifically, the aim o f the present research is to explore 
what teachers have at stake within the context o f  current reforms by examining their 
emotions, professional orientations, and the school as the professional context within 
which teachers w ork and educational reforms unfold. As organizing theoretical 
framework, a social-psychological theory on emotions will be used.
Based on this social-psychological theory on emotions, it will be argued that 
emotions can reveal what teachers have at stake. That is, the current educational 
reforms involve many different and sometimes contradictory expectations with regard 
to how  teachers should w ork (i.e., teachers’ professionality) and these expectations 
may not necessarily correspond to the expectations that the teachers themselves have. 
Teacher perceptions o f their w ork tend to be highly personal and can therefore be 
construed as an essential part o f their professional identities. And any discrepancies 
between these personal perceptions and the expectations inherent in current reforms 
may therefore give rise to strongly negative or strongly positive emotions.
The relevance o f the present research aim refers to teachers’ cognitions and 
emotions, and teachers’ role in the implementation o f educational innovations. 
In general, it can be argued that the exploration o f teachers’ professional lives is 
important because teachers are crucial regarding the quality o f  teaching, education, 
and educational reforms. W ith regard to teachers’ cognitions and emotions in relation 
to teaching, we thus agree with Calderhead (1996, p. 709).
H ow  teachers make sense o f their professional world, the knowledge and beliefs 
they bring with them to the task, and how teachers’ understanding o f teaching, 
learning, children, and the subject informs their everyday practice are important 
questions that necessitate an investigation o f the cognitive and affective aspects o f 
teachers’ professional lives.
W ith regard to educational innovations, research shows the successful implementation 
o f educational innovations to largely depend on the significance attached to the new 
situation by those involved in the innovation (Fink and Stoll, 1998; Hargreaves, 
Lieberman, Fullan & Hopkins, 1998; van den Berg, 2002; van den Berg & Sleegers, 
1996a). Teachers are often the individuals most involved in educational innovations
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and their specific role in the innovation process and just how  they perceive and 
react to an innovation are therefore critical. In the recent innovation literature, the 
significant role o f teachers for successful implementation is clearly recognized in 
contrast to several decades ago when a more technical rationalistic approach towards 
innovation predominated (Hargreaves, et al., 1998). As McLaughlin (1998) also 
argues, teachers’ perspectives —  which she describes as the “insider” perspective on 
teaching, learning, practice, and students —  should be taken into account by policy 
makers. And the current study attempts to provide greater insight into the viewpoints 
o f teachers by exploring these from the perspective o f the teachers themselves and not 
the successful implementation o f reforms (cf. Gitlin and Margonis, 1995).
The present research is part o f  a broader research program being conducted on 
the professional development o f secondary school teachers under the auspices of 
the Graduate School o f Education at the University o f Nijmegen. The focus o f the 
research program is on the professional development o f teachers within both the 
classrooms and organizations in which they work, and the current study thus takes 
both o f these contexts into account. Furthermore, the current study addresses the 
personal meanings o f  teachers within the current context o f  change and attempts 
to provide greater insight into their commitments and concerns, which are crucial 
for understanding their professional development and learning within a context of 
reform.
In order to explore how  teachers feel and think about their w ork and the current 
reforms, a social-psychological approach is adopted w ith a focus on the emotions o f 
the individual in relation to the environment. In the remainder o f  this introductory 
chapter and in the first two sections in particular, the social-psychological approach 
towards teachers’ emotions will therefore be discussed. Teachers’ orientations towards 
their w ork and the demands that they are currently facing will then be considered in 
the next two sections. And a brief overview o f the remaining chapters in this book 
will then be presented in the last section o f this chapter.
A social-psychological approach to the emotions o f  teachers
T he present research is related to other research on teachers’ cognitions and emotions, teachers’ workplace, and the role o f teachers in the implementation 
o f educational innovations. Over the past 30 years, the focus o f research on teachers 
has been primarily on their cognitions (Calderhead, 1996; Richardson, 1996; 
Verloop, 1999). A central assumption within this line o f research is that cognitions
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strongly influence behavior. According to Clark and Peterson (1986), for example, 
teacher behavior is clearly determined by teachers’ thought processes. In more recent 
research on teachers’ thinking, emotions have increasingly gained attention (Nias, 
1996). N ot only the importance o f emotions for teaching but also for understanding 
the professional lives o f teachers in general is increasingly being recognized. In most o f 
the relevant studies, it is assumed that emotions cannot be separated from cognitions 
and that emotions can, in fact, provide insight into the relations between the person 
and his or her surroundings. As Nias (1996) states: “neither cognition nor feeling can 
be separated from the social and cultural forces which help to form them  and which 
are in turn shaped by them ” (p. 294). In other words, emotions seem to be a valuable 
source for understanding the professional lives o f teachers.
Teacher research focused on the emotional aspects o f  teaching obviously emphasizes 
the importance o f emotions for teaching (Noddings, 1992; Elbaz, 1992; Clark, 1995) 
and sometimes construes teaching as emotional labor (Hargreaves, 1998, 1999). 
O ther still limited research has focused on the emotional aspects o f the professional 
lives o f teachers in relation to the classroom (Golby, 1996; Hargreaves, 1998, 2000), 
their professional development (Day & Leitch, 2001), school management (Blase 
& Anderson, 1995; Schmidt, 2000), parents (Lasky, 2000), inspection (Jeffrey & 
W oods, 1996), government and reforms (Dinham & Scott, 1997; Hargreaves, 1998; 
Little, 1996; Little & Bartlett, 2002; Nias, 1999; Aarts, van den Berg & Sleegers, 
2002; Barker & Zembylas, 2003), w ork in general (Kelchtermans, 1996), and the 
intensification o f the teaching profession (Bartlett, 2001; 2002; A. Hargreaves, 1994). 
W hat is still missing is a systematic overview o f the role o f emotions in teachers’ 
professional lives/work and the manner in which their emotions are shaped by 
their changing working conditions (Nias, 1996; Hargreaves, 1999, 2001; van den 
Berg, 2002). W ith regard to the relations between reforms and teacher emotions, 
moreover, very little research can be found to adopt an explicit theoretical framework 
for the understanding o f emotions (cf. D inham  & Scott, 1997; Little, 1996; Nias, 
1999; Hargreaves, 2000; Aarts et al., 2002; Barker & Zembylas, 2003). The present 
study thus aims to contribute to this line o f research w ith the adoption o f an explicit 
theoretical framework derived from a cognitivist social-psychological approach to 
emotions.
In the widespread literature on emotions (Lewis & Haviland-Jones, 2000; 
Oatley, 2000), many different theoretical perspectives can be found, including 
the physiological, philosophical, historical, sociological, feminist, organizational, 
anthropological, and psychological perspectives. W ithin the various perspectives,
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many different questions pertaining to the nature, functions, history, context, 
biological aspects, cultural aspects, and social aspects o f  emotions are addressed. In the 
present research, we are not as interested in the nature o f  the emotions themselves 
as in the direction (positive or negative emotions) and significance o f the various 
emotions for the individuals involved. W e are also primarily interested in those 
emotions that arise from the relations between the individual and the environment, 
which leads us to a social-psychological approach.
Sociological approaches to emotions examine how  emotions are triggered, 
interpreted, and expressed by virtue o f human membership in particular groups, 
which may be —  among others —  social class, occupation, gender, family, 
community, or nation (Kemper, 2000). Psychological approaches to emotions try 
to explain them  in terms o f the structure o f the individual, stored information, and 
the dynamic interaction between the individual and environm ent (Frijda, 2000). 
Social-psychological approaches thus have a strong focus on the interactions and 
relations between the individual and the environment and how  these relations give 
rise to different emotions. W ithin the current psychological and social-psychological 
approaches, cognitive and appraisal theories can be seen to predominate (Keltner 
& Ekman, 2000; Oatley, 2000; Frijda, 2000). W ithin these theories, emotions 
are defined as the product o f the appraisal o f those environmental events that are 
perceived as most relevant to the individual’s goals and well-being (Oatley, 2000). 
Several different appraisal theories can be found (Arnold, 1960; Frijda, 1986; Lazarus, 
1991a; Oatley, 1992; Ortany, Clore & Collins, 1988; Roseman, Antoniou & Jose, 
1996). The different appraisal theories can be seen to differ in several respects (for an 
extended discussion, see Scherer, Schorr & Johnstone, 2001) but resemble each other 
w ith regard to their core assumption, namely that the arousal o f em otion depends 
on the individual’s cognitive appraisal o f  those events considered relevant (Frijda,
2000). The current study thus has a strong focus on how  teachers relate to current 
educational reforms: what they consider important and just how  the expectations 
inherent in the reforms affect them.
Appraisal theory can be criticized on several fronts (also see Scherer et al., 2001). 
Emotions are assumed to be caused by appraisal o f  the relations between one’s 
particular concerns or goals and those events perceived as affecting these concerns. It 
is argued by some, however, that emotions can also be aroused w ithout a cognitive 
antecedent as in the case o f responses to pain, a “prepared stimulus,” or a conditioned 
stimulus (LeDoux, 1996; Öhm an, 2000; Zajonc, 1980). A nother problematic aspect 
o f appraisal theory is the role o f the concern or goal in the elicitation o f emotions.
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Frijda (2000) suggests that several other sources can give rise to emotions, including 
innately hedonistic stimuli, the possibility o f loss, or actual loss. Yet another problem 
is the difficulty o f measuring the appraisal process, which is typically assumed to be 
rapid and automatic (Oatley, 2000). In the present study o f teachers’ emotions within 
the context o f educational reforms, it is only attempted to gain greater insight into 
what teachers’ emotions can tell us about their professional orientations in relation 
to the reforms (i.e. the content o f their concerns/goals and their appraisals o f  the 
reforms in relation to these concerns/goals) and not so m uch the exact nature o f the 
concerns or appraisals. Furthermore, the aim is also not to explore the actual process 
o f appraising, but to reveal the meanings involved as perceived by the subjects.
The current study draws on the social-psychological cognitivist theory o f emotions 
as developed by Lazarus with its focus on person-environm ent relations that can be 
assumed to give rise to emotions (1991abc, 1999; cf. Frijda, 2000; Keltner & Ekman, 
2000; Oatley, 2000). In the remainder o f this section, this theory will be described 
in greater detail. And, as hopefully will be seen, the approach provides an adequate 
framework for the present analyses o f teachers’ orientations, appraisals, and emotions 
within the context o f educational reforms.
Lazarus’ theory o f  emotions
According to Keltner and Ekman (2000), there is widespread agreement on the definition o f emotions as “brief, rapid responses involving physiological, 
experiental, and behavioral activity that help humans respond to survival-related 
problems and opportunities. Emotions are briefer and have more specific causes 
than moods” (p. 163). Lazarus (1999) also adds that emotions refer to a complex 
organized system consisting o f thoughts, beliefs, motives, meanings, subjective bodily 
experiences, and physiological states. Nevertheless, many different definitions can be 
found in the relevant research literature (cf. Frijda, 2000; Solomon, 2000), which 
suggests that the concept o f emotion is not that easy to define.
In order to understand emotions, examination o f the processes that give rise to 
emotions is considered more beneficial than debate o f the definition (Frijda, 2000). 
According to Lazarus, the processes that give rise to emotions involve relational, 
motivational, and cognitive aspects (Lazarus, 1991a). Relational implies that emotions 
always concern person-environm ent relations, which can either harm (for the negative 
emotions) or benefit (for the positive emotions) the individual in question. Person­
environm ent relations can change with the circumstances and over time and thus give
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rise to different emotions. Motivational implies that emotions and moods are reactions 
to the status o f  our goals during everyday adaptational encounters and our lives in 
general. The concept o f motivation helps clarify what makes a particular encounter 
relevant, a source o f harm, a source o f benefit, and thus emotional. Cognitive implies 
that emotions involve some basic knowledge and an appraisal o f what is happening 
during a particular encounter. Basic knowledge consists o f  situational and generalized 
beliefs about how  things work, and it is apt to be rather cold than emotional. 
Appraisal involves an evaluation o f the personal significance o f what is happening 
during an encounter with the environment. In the case o f a mature individual, the 
appraisal o f  a situation tends to be heavily influenced by social-cultural variables and 
personal development.
The appraisal process constitutes a core element in the emotion process and 
basically reveals what the person has at stake. To analyze the appraisal process, Lazarus 
distinguishes six components: three primary and three secondary components. The 
components should be seen as a didactic device and not as a portrayal o f  how  the 
appraisal process actually works for, as already noted above, the process is rapid, 
automatic, and therefore difficult to measure directly (Oatley, 2000).
The primary appraisal components pertain to w hether and how  an encounter and 
the situational demands o f such relate to a person’s well-being: goal relevance, goal 
congruence, and goal content. The three components are considered primary because 
they determine the emotional heat o f an encounter. Goal relevance is the extent to 
which an encounter and the situational demands o f such touch upon personal 
goals —  that is, issues that the person cares about or has a personal stake in. Goal 
congruence is the extent to which an encounter and the situational demands o f such 
are consistent or inconsistent with what the person wants —  that is, the encounter 
either thwarts personal goals (incongruence) or facilitates personal goals (congruence). 
Goal congruence thus leads to positive emotions, and goal incongruence to negative 
emotions. Goal content pertains to the kind o f personal goal at stake and may relate 
to self-esteem, social esteem, moral values, ideals, meanings, ideas, the well-being of 
others, and/or life objectives. Identification o f goal content is necessary to distinguish 
among several emotions.
The secondary components o f appraisal concern the evaluation o f one’s options and 
resources for coping with the situation in light o f  one’s future prospects. Given that 
the focus o f the present study is on the emotional reactions o f teachers to educational 
reforms in relation to their professional orientations and not on the manner in which 
they cope with the reform situation, the secondary components o f  appraisal will not
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be considered further here (see also the discussion in Chapter 5).
Lazarus distinguishes fo u r  categories o f emotion. Only the first tw o categories will be 
taken into account. Because o f the explorative character o f the present study, we are 
not so m uch interested in the specific emotions, but more in the directions o f the 
emotions - whether teachers experience positive or negative emotions.
1. Negative emotions are such emotions as anger, anxiety, fear, guilt, shame, sadness, 
envy, jealousy, and disgust. These emotions are the result o f an incongruence in 
the person-environm ent relation indicating harm, loss o f personal well-being, or 
threats o f such.
2. Positive emotions are such emotions as happiness, joy, pride, gratitude, and love —  
whether compassionate or romantic. These emotions result from a congruence in 
the person-environm ent relation indicating the attainment o f a goal or subjectively 
reasonable movem ent toward a goal.
3. Borderline cases are such emotions as hope, contentm ent, relief, compassion, 
and aesthetic emotions. The person-environm ent relation is initially appraised as 
congruent and thus beneficial to one’s well-being while it is actually incongruent 
and thus harmful.
4. N on-em otions may often be emotional but w hether they are harmful or beneficial 
to one’s well-being is ambiguous. Lazarus distinguishes a num ber o f subcategories: 
a) complex states such as grief and depression; b) ambiguous positive states such as 
expansiveness, challenge, confidence, determination; c) ambiguous negative states 
such as frustration, disappointment, and meaninglessness; d) mental confusion 
such as bewilderment and confusion; e) contentless excitement or arousal such as 
upsetness, distress, nervousness, tension, and agitation; and f) pre-em otions such as 
interest, curiosity, anticipation, alertness, surprise, and amazement.
In sum, the emotions from a cognitivist social-psychological perspective provide 
insight into “what a person has at stake in the encounter with the environm ent or in 
life in general, how  that person interprets self and world, and how  harms, threats, and 
challenges are coped w ith” (Lazarus, 1991a, p 7).
W ith regard to the emotions o f  teachers within the context o f the current 
educational reforms, it is assumed in the present study that the reforms clearly affect 
the professional identities o f teachers. The reforms involve both social and political 
expectations w ith regard to how  teachers should w ork (i.e., situational demands), and 
these expectations may or may not be congruent with the teachers’ own perceptions. 
As will be argued in the next section, the congruencies and incongruencies between
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what teachers consider important and the situational demands being imposed 
by the current reforms can give strong emotions. In the following two sections, 
teachers’ perceptions o f  their w ork will be further analyzed in terms o f the notion 
o f professionality, and the current reforms or situational demands will be further 
specified.
Professionality and teachers’ orientations towards their work
For the analysis o f just how  teachers think about their w ork and the current reforms relative to other stakeholders, the concept o f professionality appears to 
be useful1. Unfortunately the research literature shows the concept o f  professionality 
to be highly contaminated due to its many connotations and definitions (Freidson, 
1986; Soder, 1990). The meaning o f the concept is typically taken for granted and 
professionality is thus not defined in most o f the relevant publications. For these 
reasons, an attempt will be made to define the concept o f professionality here. The 
Oxford English Dictionary (1989, p. 574) defines professionality as “professional 
quality or character.” This definition is similar to the one used by Hargreaves and 
Goodson (1996, p. 4), who also provide a general definition: “The quality and 
character o f people’s actions within an occupational group.” The definitions provided 
by Hoyle and John (1995) and Clement (1995) are more specific. Hoyle and John 
speak o f “that set o f  knowledge, skills, values, and behaviors, which is exercised on 
behalf o f  clients” (p. 16). Clement (1995) defines teacher professionality in terms o f 
expertise: a combination o f reflective craftsmanship and mastership with craftsmanship 
referring to thorough mastery o f the relevant skills in the domains o f subject content, 
instruction, educational theory, and school organization and mastership referring to 
control, responsibility, and flexibility.
The use o f such terms as quality, skills, behavior, craftsmanship, and mastership 
allows different aspects o f  professionality to be distinguished. The specific interpretation 
o f these aspects o f  professionality and thereby the content o f  professionality depends, 
however, on the individual’s understanding o f “what qualifications and acquired 
capacities, what competence, is required for the successful exercise o f an occupation” 
(Englund, 1996, p. 76). W hat one perceives as the successful exercise o f the teaching 
profession is therefore strongly related to what one perceives as good teaching, good 
education, and one’s general orientation towards the goals o f education. These 
perceptions are socially defined and thus constructed by many different actors (Soder, 
1990, p. 44). And in the case o f teaching, this may include the teachers themselves,
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politicians, policy makers, educational experts, parents, and different pressure groups.
In sum, we consider the professionality o f  teachers to be a socially constructed 
concept referring to assumptions about how  teachers should w ork in terms o f what 
they should master, what they should do, and what objectives they should aim for. 
This perspective on the professionality o f teachers also implies that the definition and 
interpretation o f teachers’ professionality is the product o f  a particular time and that 
these definitions and interpretations may change with time. Reforms, in this light, 
contain both  implicit and explicit assumptions about how  teachers should w ork and 
often represent the most dominant policy view on teachers’ professionality for a 
particular point in time.
Beyond this, teachers’ own perceptions o f how  they should w ork (teachers’ 
orientations towards their work) constitute an essential part o f  their professional 
identities (i.e., their personal conceptions o f themselves as teachers) (Kelchtermans, 
1993). However, it must not be forgotten that the personal conceptions o f teachers 
are strongly influenced by the other conceptions o f the professionality o f teachers, as 
emphasized in Beijaard’s definition o f professional identity as who or what someone 
is, the various meanings people attach to themselves, or the meanings attributed by 
others (Beijaard, 2000). Theoretically, a distinction can thus be made between the 
personal and social identities o f  teachers with the personal referring to the perceptions 
and expectations o f the teacher h im /herself and the social referring to the perceptions 
and expectations o f others with regard to how  teachers should function. Teachers 
must balance their personal and social identities, which is an ongoing dynamic process 
—  particularly in times o f reform. Both the accumulation o f personal experience and 
changing social expectations can call for continuous modification o f one’s professional 
identity (Sleegers, 1999, cf. Klaassen, Beijaard & Kelchtermans, 1999).
In their research on the professional identities o f  teachers, both Nias (1989, 
1993) and Kelchtermans (1993) have concentrated on the personal side o f teachers’ 
identities. They speak o f a teacher’s sense o f self and a teacher’s professional self, 
respectively, and share the assumption that the individual person plays a central role 
in the manner in which a teacher works. From a symbolic-interactionist perspective, 
Nias emphasizes the generally deep personal involvement o f teachers in how  they 
work, think about their work, and feel about their work. Nias states that the teacher’s 
professional sense o f self should be viewed as a part o f the individual’s substantial self, 
which is “a deeply protected core o f self-defining beliefs, assumptions and values 
which, though in the first instance acquired through social conditioning, becomes so 
m uch a part o f  the individual’s sense o f personal identity that it varies very little with
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circumstances” (Nias, 1993, p. 146). In social-psychological research on the self, it is 
often stated that the self should not be construed as an entity within the person but 
as a hypothetical construct to help explain and predict how  a person will act. Stated 
differently: self-perceptions influence how  a person acts and just how  a person acts 
influences his or her self-perceptions (Shavelson, H ubner & Stanton, 1976; Marsh & 
Hattie, 1996).
From a biographical perspective, Kelchtermans (1993) focuses on the personal and 
professional biographies o f teachers as essential for understanding their identities and 
behavior. A central assumption underlying this approach is that it is actually often 
difficult to distinguish the personal from professional identities o f teachers because of 
the strong personal involvement o f most teachers in their work. Such involvement 
is fostered by the fact that teaching generally requires intense personal interaction, 
which makes it virtually impossible to separate the person from the craft. W hile Nias’ 
conceptualization o f the teacher’s sense o f self is largely theoretical, Kelchtermans has 
attempted to develop a more concrete operationalization o f the teacher’s professional 
self and distinguished five important aspects o f  the teacher’s professional self: self­
image, self-esteem, job  motivation, task perception, and future perspective. The 
task perceptions o f teachers refer to what they think their task should be and largely 
correspond to the orientations o f teachers towards their w ork as m entioned above. In 
line with Nias and Kelchtermans, thus, we take teachers’ orientations towards their 
w ork to be an essential part o f their professional identities.
In other research, Beijaard (1995, 2000) has explored teachers’ professional 
identities from a cognitive perspective. In contrast to Nias and Kelchtermans, Beijaard 
focuses on the content o f teacher’s professional identities and argues that the content 
o f teachers’ identities in terms o f the teacher as subject matter expert, pedagogical 
expert, and didactical expert is strongly related to their teaching. Beyond this, we 
would like to argue that the characteristics o f the school organization should also 
be taken into account in the exploration o f teachers’ professional identities as an 
increasing num ber o f  the current reforms assume school organizational tasks to also 
constitute a part o f  the w ork o f teachers, as will be shown in the next section (Bartlett, 
2001; Lawn, 1991; Little, 1990; Smylie, Lazarus & Brownlee-Conyers, 1996).
The present study will take into account the content o f teachers’ orientations 
towards their w ork in relation to the current reforms, which primarily affect three 
aspects o f  teachers’ work: namely the instructional characteristics, the educational 
goals, and the role o f  the teacher within the school organization. Based on research 
by Billig, Condor, Edwards, Gane, M iddleton, and Radley (1998), Denessen (1999),
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Hoyle (1980), and Witziers (1992), several teacher orientations can be distinguished 
as particularly relevant to the characteristics o f instruction, goals o f  education, and 
school organization. And these will be considered further in Chapter 2.
In sum, the conceptualization o f teachers’ orientations towards their w ork as part 
o f their professional identities stresses the importance o f the teacher’s w ork orientation 
for the teacher him/herself. The notion o f a professional identity also stresses the 
strong personal involvement o f most teachers in their work. For these reasons, we 
assume that teachers’ orientations towards their w ork —  as an essential part o f  their 
professional identities or personal selves —  will also contain a strong emotional 
dimension. In other words, as part o f “a deeply protected core o f self-defining beliefs, 
assumptions, and values” (Nias, 1993, p. 146), teachers will feel strongly about their 
conceptions o f how  they should work. In the case o f most teachers, that is, their 
professional orientations constitute not only a professional issue but also a personal 
issue that is strongly related to who they are in addition to their identity as a teacher. 
As a consequence o f this situation, their perceptions o f who they are as teachers can 
actually become an important source o f fulfillment and positive self-esteem but also 
vulnerability (cf. Kelchtermans, 1996). Given the strongly personal character o f the 
orientations o f  teachers towards their work, they can experience intensely positive 
or negative emotions in response to the political and social assumptions underlying 
educational reforms and, in this regard, their emotions can also have a political 
dimension. Nias (1996, p. 305) has summarized the connections between teachers’ 
orientations towards their work, their emotions, and the political character o f  their 
emotions as follows.
Emotions are not simply in teaching. They are also a response to the conditions 
under which it takes place, and especially to the increasing frequency with which 
individual teachers have to defend their sense o f  who and what they are. Teachers 
cannot call upon agreed technical or moral principles to justify  the rightness o f the 
professional judgements or the ethical priorities which are central to their working 
‘selves’. Instead, they have to rely on validation by others, although o f its very 
nature this is open to challenge and debate. The more profound and personal their 
commitment to particular ideals, goals or priorities, the more extreme their reaction 
when these are threatened or contested. Passion in teaching is political, precisely 
because it is also personal.
From a cognitivist social-psychological perspective, emotions are assumed to be
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determined by what is important to the individual and how  the individual appraises 
the demands o f a particular situation. The situational demands considered in the 
current study refer to the current educational reforms and teachers’ workplace, as will 
be discussed in the next section.
Situational demands: Educational reforms and teachers’ workplace
he situational demands, as explored in the current study, stem from the current
educational reforms and teachers’ workplace where the reforms unfold. The 
nature and content o f  the current educational reforms impose critical situational 
demands in at least three related manners. The first, more ideological, imposition of 
demands stems from the fact that educational innovations are mostly presented —  in 
policy documents, innovation research, and the media —  as being good and thus 
aimed at educational improvement. Most innovations, however, are implemented 
w ithout sufficient empirical evidence for an improved quality o f education; their goals 
are often too broad, vague, or overly ambitious; and they are often ill-designed (Fink 
& Stoll, 1998; Hargreaves, 1998). In other words, not all change leads by definition to 
improvement (Fink & Stoll, 1998, p. 301; Popkewitz, 1991). According to Goodson 
(2000), moreover, the reforms themselves represent a coalition o f interests and 
projects brought together under a com m on rubric at a particular point in time. That 
is, an innovation can be construed as an expression o f certain people’s values, beliefs, 
political purposes, and moral purposes embedded in a particular power context 
(Lasky, 2001). However, teachers are typically not among the people determining 
the reforms, which is particularly problematic as many teachers hold very strong 
beliefs with regard to their w ork and clearly construe themselves as professionals (cf. 
Calderhead, 1996; Nias, 1989).
The second set o f  situational demands stems from the fact that most o f  the current 
innovations, as A. Hargreaves (1994) argues, simply do not take the concerns and 
needs o f  teachers seriously. As Holmes (1998, p. 250) has noted, “despite the rhetoric, 
school change projects are inevitably top-dow n. For all the talk o f democratic 
decision-making, collaboration, and recognizing the importance o f teachers, change 
projects are and must be implemented from the top .” According to Beare and Boyd 
(1993), the source o f large-scale reforms is external policy with the goal o f  adequate 
school management within a national framework. Reforms are initially imposed from 
outside, and those responsible for the creation o f large-scale innovations seldom look 
further down the track to the task o f implementation, which is typically assigned
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to teachers. Teachers are then saddled with the complex and difficult problem o f 
translating the general starting points formulated in the innovation for concrete 
implementation at the level o f  the school and classroom (van den Berg & Sleegers, 
1996a). And many innovations have been found to fail as a consequence o f not 
taking the concrete needs and concerns o f teachers —  who play a crucial role in the 
implementation process —  seriously (Hargreaves, et al., 1998).
The third manner in which reforms impose situational demands stems from the 
large-scale character o f the current reforms (van den Berg & Sleegers, 1996a; Fullan, 
2000; Geijsel, 2001). Large-scale reforms are, in fact, bundles o f innovations and can 
be characterized by their complexity, multidimensionality, and need to accomplish 
several objectives simultaneously (van den Berg, 1992; van den Berg & Sleegers, 
1996a; Geijsel, 2001). As will be shown in the present study, teachers are currently 
faced with divergent and sometimes contradictory demands. As Geijsel (2001) has 
argued, moreover, the objectives are numerous and vaguely formulated, which makes 
specification o f the desired teaching and learning practices very difficult. In addition, 
teachers are currently expected to become more and more involved in the school 
organization itself. As a consequence o f being faced with so many and such divergent 
expectations, many teachers doubt the benefits o f  the large-scale innovations being 
undertaken and then their personal role as teachers as a result.
The aforementioned manners in which reforms can give rise to considerable 
situational demands make the negative reactions o f teachers towards such reforms 
quite understandable. The imposition o f so many situational demands also appears to 
explain the failure o f so many large-scale innovations over the past 30 years (van den 
Berg & Sleegers, 1996a; McLaughlin, 1998). Based on the assumption that reforms 
always represent improvement but w ithout any clear-cut evidence for this, many 
policy makers, educational experts, and researchers have characterized those teachers 
who show signs o f resisting a particular innovation as traditional, conservative, 
conventional, lacking knowledge, or passive. As Holmes (1998) has similarly noted: 
“Occasionally, teachers may exercise the right o f  veto, but more usually any resistance 
will see them  being accused o f being afraid o f change and defenders o f the status quo” 
(p. 250). Teachers are also, thus, frequently blamed for the failure o f an innovation 
(Hargreaves, 1996). As Gitlin and Margonis (1995) argue, however, teachers’ 
resistance may often represent “good sense” , which may refer to years o f experience 
and com m on sense, different perceptions o f what constitutes good education and 
teaching, or simply reflect different concerns and interests than in the innovation.
The present study is intended to explore the good sense o f teachers in relation to
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the expectations inherent in the current educational reforms. In order to do this, the 
content o f  the reforms should obviously be clarified along with the situational demands 
being imposed and the emotions that these give rise to. W ith regard to the content o f 
the reforms, teachers in D utch secondary education are currently faced with changes 
in three domains: 1) teaching, 2) educational goals, and 3) the school organization. 
W ith regard to teaching, a constructivist-based teaching and learning model is 
currently being implemented under the term  “Study H ouse” . This model is part o f 
a larger set o f  changes being introduced for the upper levels o f secondary school or 
the Second Phase reform. O ther aspects o f the Second Phase are the implementation 
o f study profiles for students, new  and m ore detailed student qualification structures, 
and new  subjects. Schools are not obligated to implement the Study House model 
although most schools are doing so, and they are free to implement the model in the 
manner in which they prefer.
As already noted, the change in teaching (the Study House model) is strongly 
motivated by constructivist theories as opposed to behaviorist theories while the 
latter was the basis for the training o f most teachers in the twentieth century (Greeno, 
Collins & Resnick, 1996). The constructivist versus behaviorist perspectives differ 
in their views o f knowledge, learning, and teaching. Behaviorist views emphasize 
the process o f knowledge transmission and the expert role o f  the teacher rather 
than the learning activities o f students. Knowledge is assumed to be more or less 
tangible in the books or minds o f authorities, and it is also therefore assumed that 
knowledge can be transferred in a more or less intact form (Shuell, 1996; Greeno, 
Collins & Resnick, 1996). From this perspective, the teacher plays a central role in 
the delivery o f knowledge and is indeed assumed to be the authority responsible for 
the dissemination o f knowledge (Shuell, 1996).
In contrast, current constructivist theories concentrate on the process o f learning 
and the role o f  the student in particular. Knowledge is assumed to be constructed by 
the students themselves and thus depend on the students’ mental activities. Learning 
is taken to be an active process o f construction, and knowledge is assumed to be the 
accumulation as opposed to passive assimilation o f information. The teacher is no 
longer assumed to be the deliverer o f  knowledge but the facilitator o f  active learning 
(Shuell, 1996; Verm unt, 1995; Greeno, Collins & Resnick, 1996). In the Study 
House, a constructivist view o f learning predominates and teachers are therefore 
expected to teach in a constructivist manner.
The current reforms with regard to the goals o f education clearly emphasize 
the moral dimensions o f  the teaching task. Teaching is assumed to be a moral
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enterprise because it is “hum an action undertaken in regard to other hum an beings” 
(Fenstermacher, 1990, p. 133). In addition to this, teachers are expected to be moral 
agents and focus on both the personal and moral development o f their students. 
The educational system is now  expected to qualify students in terms o f not only 
the knowledge and skills required for employment but also for functioning in a 
democratic society (Kelly, 1995). Job qualification remains important, o f course, as 
reflected by the current revision and establishment o f national achievement targets for 
numerous subject areas w ith a strong focus on measurable knowledge.
The recent revitalization o f the moral task o f teachers has been attributed to 
such complex social processes as individualization and value fragmentation (cf. A. 
Hargreaves, 1994; Bauman, 1995), which are assumed to threaten the social cohesion 
o f democratic society. The school is considered one o f the few remaining institutions 
with the potential to morally educate young people (Goodlad, Soder and Sirotnik, 
1990; Klaassen, 1996). And teachers are thus expected to have a renewed interest in 
the moral and personal development o f their pupils while also clearly qualifying them  
for the job market.
The current changes in the organizational roles o f teachers emphasize collaboration 
and increased participation in school decision-making processes. In light o f  the 
changing instructional practices m entioned earlier, cooperation between teachers 
is being called for to facilitate student learning (Shuell, 1996; Little, 1990). The 
underlying assumption is that student learning goes beyond the responsibility o f one 
teacher and is thus the jo in t responsibility o f all teachers (Little, 1990). And such an 
assumption also implies that a, in terms o f Hoyle (1980), restricted orientation towards 
only the classroom is no longer a possibility in secondary education. Collaboration is 
now  taken to be an integral part o f  the w ork o f teachers; that is, a technical teaching 
requirement as opposed to simply a desirable personal quality (Bartlett, 2001; Lawn, 
1991; Little and Bartlett, 2002; Smylie, Lazarus & Brownlee-Conyers, 1996).
In addition to the expectation o f increased teacher collaboration, current 
governmental policy is also aimed at the establishment o f more autonomous schools 
in order to reduce educational costs and simultaneously increase educational efficiency 
and quality (Jongmans, Biemans & Beijaard, 1998; Sleegers & Wesselingh, 1995). 
The desired autonom y pertains to mainly organizational and financial matters and 
is not related to educational matters (Teelken, 1995). The participation o f teachers 
in school decision-making processes is assumed to be particularly important as it is 
assumed to not only facilitate the im provem ent o f teachers’ own teaching practices 
(Conley, 1990) but also increase the degree o f com m itm ent among teachers working
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in complex and demanding contexts (Kruse & Louis, 1997; Smylie & Hart, 1999). 
Research has indeed shown schools to be more capable o f making their own policy 
when the teachers are highly involved in instructional and managerial policy-making 
(Sleegers, Bergen & Giesbers, 1994; Jongmans et al., 1998). In other words, the 
capacity o f schools for policy-making and an, in terms o f Hoyle (1980), extended 
orientation on the part o f teachers are clearly interrelated.
Beyond the content o f the current educational reforms, yet another source o f 
situational demands should be examined in order to understand teachers’ emotions 
within the context o f the current reforms, namely the workplace in which teachers 
w ork and where the educational reforms unfold. Research has examined the impact 
o f the organizational characteristics o f the school on the professional development of 
teachers in keeping with the social-psychological assumption that teachers construct 
their beliefs and subsequently act in interaction w ith the structures, policies, and 
traditions o f the workaday world around them  (Rosenholtz, 1989; Reyes, 1990). The 
educational reforms themselves are also shaped by both the people working within 
the school and the school’s structures, policies and traditions, which makes it critical 
that the school organizational context be considered in any attempt to gain greater 
insight into the professional lives o f teachers and particularly their emotions within the 
context o f  reform (cf. Nias, 1989; Little, 1996; Vandenberghe & Huberm an, 1999). 
As already m entioned, strong emotions can arise w hen the workplace structures, 
policies, and traditions (i.e., situational demands) change and touch the professional 
orientations o f the teachers.
Research has revealed several relations between the formal and informal structures 
found within a school and teachers’ involvement in the school organization, 
performance, learning, and job satisfaction. As initially found by Hoyle (1975) and 
later confirmed by Sleegers (1991) and van den Berg and Sleegers (1996b), relatively 
closed schools tend to have teachers with only a focus on their own classroom-related 
activities. M ore complex, open schools tend to have teachers who are clearly involved 
in school policy matters and different forms o f collaboration in addition to their own 
teaching activities. In addition, the provision o f opportunities for professional learning, 
social support, and feedback within a school has been found to clearly relate to the 
amount o f  communication between teachers and teacher participation in decision 
making (Bakkenes, de Brabander & Imants, 1999; Louis, Marks & Kruse, 1996; 
Rosenholtz, 1989; Smylie, Lazarus & Brownlee-Conyers, 1996). O ther researchers 
have shown teacher involvement in the school organization to be positively related to 
their com m itm ent to the school (Reyes, 1990), their motivation and job satisfaction
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(Smylie, Lazarus & Brownlee-Conyers, 1996), their professional development 
(Clement & Staessens, 1993), and the successful implementation o f educational 
innovations (Bacharach, Bamberger, Conley & Bauer, 1990; Smylie, 1994; van den 
Berg & Sleegers, 1996a). In other words, the teaching workplace appears to be of 
clear relevance for understanding the professional lives o f teachers and particularly 
their emotions within the context o f  reforms.
Some research focused more specific on the influence o f the workplace on 
teachers’ enthusiasm for reform (Huberman, 1993a; Little, 1996; Little & Bartlett,
2 0 0 1 ), suggesting that especially those teachers who are strongly involved in the 
organization, will face more situational demands related to the specific workplace 
(the other actors and the structures, policies and traditions). As Little (1996) reports, 
reform enthusiastic teachers have been found to experience major problems and thus 
increased frustration with regard to the following context-specific factors: an escalation 
o f institutional demands for innovation and progress, internal contradictions in the 
vision o f innovation or conflicts among the advocates o f such, and inconsistency 
between symbolic and material support. In research on the professional lives of 
teachers within the context o f  educational reforms, however, this aspect o f  their 
experiences —  namely, their emotions and often a concomitant decrease in their 
enthusiasm due to the situational demands related to the workplace —  has received 
relatively little recognition.
In sum, the current educational reforms are confronting teachers w ith a divergent 
set o f situational demands. The teaching workplace or place where the reforms unfold 
can also be seen to influence the professional lives o f teachers. And it is against this 
background that the current research project was undertaken.
The current research project
T he main focus o f the present research is on how  teachers perceive their work within the current context o f change. A social-psychological perspective on 
emotions is adopted along w ith the assumption that emotions are generated by 
person-environm ent interactions (see Figure 1).
That is, the demands o f a particular situation are appraised in relation to beliefs 
(personality or self) in terms o f goal relevance, goal congruence, and goal content. 
Only when the situational demands touch something o f relevance to the individual in 
question an emotion will arise. The em otion will be positive or negative depending on 
the degree o f congruence or incongruence between the situational demands and the
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Figure 1.1
Schematization of a cognitivist social psychological approach towards em otions, derived from Lazarus 
(1991a), applied to teachers' em otions in  a context of reforms
personal goals o f the individual involved. The specific content o f the goal determines 
the type o f goal at stake and thereby distinguishes among several emotions.
In the case o f teachers being confronted by a diversity o f large-scale educational 
reforms, the focus is on just how  a particular teacher appraises the current reforms 
(i.e., situational demands) in relation to his or her professional orientation, which is 
considered to be an essential part o f his or her professional identity. Emotions as a 
reflection o f what a person has at stake can thus tell us about how  teachers perceive 
their work within the current context o f change (i.e., how  they appraise the situational 
demands being imposed by the current reforms).
To explore teachers’ emotions and appraisals, first teachers’ orientations towards their 
w ork will be examined in the first study (Chapter 2). Based on the assumption that 
teachers differ in their orientations, we formulated a first research question:
i .  W hich  orientations do teachers have tow ards their work?
W ith regard to the relationship between teachers’ orientations, appraisals o f current 
reforms and their emotions towards reforms, which will be examined in the second 
study (Chapter 3), the following assumptions were formulated in this first chapter:
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• Current reforms can be seen as situational demands that affect teachers’ professional 
orientations and therefore will cause emotions.
• Most teachers have a strong personal involvement in their work, giving their 
professional orientations a strong personal character. So, when their professional 
orientations are affected, strong emotions will occur.
• W hen teachers appraise the reforms congruent with their professional orientations, 
they will experience positive emotions. W hen they appraise the reforms 
incongruent with their professional orientations, they will experience negative 
emotions.
• Considering the content o f current reforms, which assumes teachers to be student- 
oriented with regard to teaching, and extended oriented with regard to the school 
organization, it can be expected that teachers with such orientations will experience 
positive emotions, and teachers with opposite orientations will experience negative 
emotions.
Based on these assumptions, we formulated a second research question:
2. H o w  do teachers differ in the  way their professional orientations are related 
to their appraisals o f  curren t reform s and em otions tow ards these reforms?
Finally, a last assumption could be formulated, which refers to the impact o f teachers’ 
workplace, in which reforms unfold, on especially reform enthusiast teachers (Study 
3 in Chapter 4):
Despite teachers’ positive emotions towards current reforms, the way those reforms 
unfold - through many actors and within a particular school with its specific structu­
res, policies, and traditions - can lead to a decrease o f positive emotions or a loss of 
enthusiasm.
Based on this assumption, we formulated a third research question:
3. H o w  do the situational dem ands related to  o ther actors and the  particular 
w orkplace in  w hich the reform s unfold affect the positive em otions o f  a 
reform  enthusiast teacher?
In order to answer these questions, three studies were undertaken, and the results 
o f these studies will be reported in the following chapters after a brief introduction 
below.
The design and methodology used in the present research is in line w ith the
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“fitness for purpose” principle, as described by Cohen, M anion and Morrison
(2000), which states that the purpose o f a research study determines the design 
and methodology used in the study, that different research paradigms are suited to 
different research questions, and that researchers must make informed decisions with 
regard to research traditions and the political agendas that their research can possibly 
serve. The present research uses a m ixed-m ethod design, which —  as described by 
Greene, Caracelli and Graham (1989, p. 256) —  includes “at least one quantitative 
method (designed to collect numbers) and one qualitative method (designed to 
collect words), where neither type o f m ethod is inherently linked to a particular 
inquiry paradigm or philosophy.” Greene et al. distinguish five possible purposes 
for use o f a m ixed-m ethod design: triangulation, complementarity, development, 
initiation, and expansion. The purpose o f the present research as mainly development 
(i.e., identification o f a sample) and complementarity (i.e., elaboration o f the results), 
as will explained in the following.
The main motive for the adoption o f the quantitative methods used in the first 
study (Chapter 2) was the need to explore teachers’ professional orientations and 
identify a purposive sample for examination o f their emotions in relation to the 
current reforms in the second study (Chapter 3). A key variable for understanding 
emotions is insight into the individual’s particular beliefs and goals (Lazarus, 1991a). 
In the case o f teachers, we therefore focused on their professional orientations as 
representing the manner in which they view their work and thus constituting a key 
variable for understanding their emotions within the context o f the current reforms. 
More specifically, a survey o f 452 secondary school teachers was undertaken in the 
first study (Chapter 2) in order to gain insight into the professional orientations o f 
teachers and then use the results o f this survey to classify teachers according to their 
professional orientations, which were found to strongly differ with regard to the 
teaching task and the role o f the teacher within the school organization. Two of 
the most differing types o f professional orientations were then selected for closer 
examination in the second study (Chapter 3).
The main motive for the adoption o f the qualitative methods used in the second and 
third studies was the desire to explore the professional orientations and emotions 
o f teachers within the context o f recent reforms in greater detail. It is assumed that 
the professional orientations o f teachers may strongly differ as they encompass a 
constellation o f personal and professional experiences. Their orientations are partly 
related to collective occupational orientations, but they cannot be assumed solely on 
the basis o f membership in a group, so it is important to take data at an individual
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level into account. Furthermore, m uch o f the quantitative research in psychology 
and education is focused on the collection o f large-scale data in order to enable 
generalizations with regard to opinions, scores, outcomes, conditions, ratings, 
and/or causal variables. However, most o f this quantitative research fails to capture 
the ubiquitous interindividual and intraindividual differences that exist (Cohen et 
al., 2000; Lazarus, 1999). According to Lazarus, such a quantitative approach can 
be criticized for its focus on “norms about people in general, which describe no 
person in particular and even mislead us about those norms because it is based on 
small population differences” (Lazarus, 1999, p. 20). And for this reason, Lazarus has 
focused in his recent work on emotions on the use o f more qualitative methods (i.e. 
narrative vignettes), which “come closer to the natural ways in which we construct 
meaning from our life experiences” (Lazarus, 1999, p. 214). In keeping with Lazarus, 
the focus o f the second and third studies reported on below is also qualitative.
In the second study (Chapter 3), the manner in which teachers appraise current 
educational reforms in relation to their own professional orientations is considered. 
For this purpose, six o f the teachers found to differ strongly in their professional 
orientations in the first study were selected for more detailed examination in the 
second study. The teachers were then interviewed with regard to their perceptions 
o f the current reforms, and the results indeed show the experience o f both positive 
and negative emotions to be caused by considerable congruence and incongruence, 
respectively, between the teachers’ professional orientations and the situational 
demands being imposed by the current reforms. In addition to this, the results 
regarding the emotions experienced by the teachers provide insight into just what the 
teachers feel they have at stake within the context o f the present reforms.
The second study does not explicitly consider the often contradictory character of 
the current reforms or the situational demands occuring in the particular workplace of 
the teachers where the reforms unfold. For this reason, another study was conducted 
(Chapter 4). One teacher was examined within his daily working context in order 
to gain more detailed insight into the concrete situational demands arising within the 
workplace as a result o f the current reforms.
It was decided to focus on a teacher whose professional orientation was largely 
congruent with the current educational reforms or a so-called reform enthusiastic 
teacher. In considering the daily context, it was assumed that a significant degree 
o f congruence between the professional orientations o f teachers and the situational 
demands imposed by the reforms, as examined in the second study, would constitute 
a necessary but not sufficient condition for teachers to experience positive emotions.
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As assumed, reforms unfold through many actors and within a particular school with 
its specific structures, policies, and traditions, constituting other situational demands 
for teachers next to the content o f the reform itself. As research o f Huberm an (1993a) 
and Little (1996; Little & Bartlett, 2001) seem to suggest, reform enthusiast teachers 
are mostly strongly involved in implementing reforms and the school organization, 
and will therefore become more affected by the situational demands related to the 
workplace than teachers who appraise the reforms as incongruent with their own 
views, and who have often a more isolated position in the school. Therefore, to 
gain a detailed understanding o f the influence o f the workplace on teachers’ positive 
emotions in a context o f reforms, we focused on one reform enthusiast teacher.
In this particular case, the teacher faces the context-specific demands associated 
with the changing roles for himself within the workplace and other actors who often 
have very different orientations towards the work o f the teacher. As will be seen, the 
situational demands experienced by this teacher interestingly relate to the perceptions 
o f his work by the other actors within the workplace.
In the last chapter o f this book (Chapter 5), the general aim o f the present research 
will be considered in light o f the results reported in the previous chapters and in 
the relevant literature. Some directions for further research and implications o f the 
present results for educational policy and teacher learning will then be outlined.
In closing, it should be noted that the terms used throughout this study have 
been derived from the current discourse on the professionality o f teachers and are 
not intended to be normative. The terms are used to characterize the orientations 
o f teachers towards their work and not, thus, to represent the views o f the author 
with regard to what may constitute the best possible professional orientation or the 
competence o f a particular teacher.
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P r o f e s s i o n a l  o r i e n t a t i o n s
OF S E C O N D A R Y  S C H O O L  T E A C H E R S  
T O W A R D S  T H E I R  W O R K
Abstract
A gainst a background o f  current reforms which involve a diversity o f  strong expectations with  
regard to how teachers should work, this firs t study explores how teachers themselves view their 
professionality. 4 5 2  secondary school teachers were asked about their professional orientations. 
Teachers were fo u n d  to differ in their orientations and in the combinations o f  their orientations 
towards instruction, educational goals, and their role in the school organization. These findings  
are relevant to consider in light o f  successful reform o f  schools and education. The chapter ends 
with a reflection on those combinations o f  orientations.
A previous version o f  this chapter has been  presented at the conference o f the International Study 
Association on  Teachers and Teaching (1999, Dublin) and the original version is published in 
D u tch  as:
van Veen, K., Sleegers, P., Bergen, T. & Klaassen, C. (1999). O pvattingen van docenten in het 
voortgezet onderwijs over h u n  professionaliteit. Pedagogisch Tijdschrift, 24(4), 401-431.
A nd in  English as:
van Veen, K., Sleegers, P., Bergen, T. & Klaassen, C. (2001). Professional orientations o f  secon­
dary school teachers towards the ir w ork. Teaching and Teacher Education, 17  (2), 175-194.
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Introduction
As in many other W estern countries, secondary school teachers in the Netherlands are currently faced with a diversity o f multidimensional reforms, which make their work considerably more complex (see Chapter 1 for an extended description). 
The reforms involve divergent goals, focus on different aspects o f the teachers’ work, 
and can sometimes be contradictory with each other. One reform consists o f a shift 
from the classical instruction, that was com mon for decades, to forms o f teaching 
focused on students’ active learning, based on constructivist theories o f knowledge 
and learning (Shuell, 1996; Vermunt, 1995). The teacher is no longer assumed to be 
the knowledge expert, but more a facilitator o f the learning process and the provider 
o f a rich learning environment.
A second reform consists o f an increasing emphasis on moral education. School is 
considered one o f the few remaining institutions capable o f instilling important moral 
values in young people (Goodlad, Soder & Sirotnik, 1990; Klaassen, 1996).
A third reform includes changes in the role o f the teacher within the school 
organization (D.H. Hargreaves, 1994; W hite, 1992; Sleegers & Wesselingh, 1995). 
Teachers used to be relatively autonomous in their classrooms and within the school 
organization. However, the changes in teaching methods require increased teacher 
collaboration (Shuell, 1996; Little, 1990). In addition to this, governmental policy 
is also prom oting more autonomous schools with greater teacher participation in 
school decision-making processes (Sleegers & Wesselingh, 1995; Jongmans, Biemans 
& Beijaard, 1998). M ore often than not, however, these processes are only related to 
school organizational matters and not to teachers’ work in the classroom. W ith regard 
to classroom matters, the control o f the government is indeed increasing because o f 
the implementation o f new  national student qualification structures. The result is that 
the influence o f teachers on content and goals o f teaching is strongly decreasing, and 
their way o f working is strongly regulated (Teelken, 1995; Sleegers & Wesselingh, 
1995; 1997).
In sum, teachers are being confronted by a diversity o f expectations with regard to 
how  they should work. The expectations are formulated by very different stakeholders: 
policy makers, a variety o f educational experts, parents, and pressure groups. 
Teachers are expected to combine and cope with sometimes blatantly contradictory 
expectations while research on the implementation o f educational innovations has 
shown the success o f an innovation to largely depend on the significance given to the 
new  situation by those involved in the innovation (van den Berg & Sleegers, 1996a).
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Along these lines, school-effectiveness studies have been criticized by Stevens, Van 
W erkhoven, Castelijns and Jager (1996) and Maes, Vandenberghe and Ghesquière 
(1999) for neglecting such personal meanings and concentrating on only the objective 
characteristics o f innovations. It is not only important to know  the effects o f certain 
variables but also to know  how  they operate, how  organizational members react to 
them, and how  the variables are perceived (Maes et al., 1999). In other words, for the 
successful reform o f schools and education, it is important that teachers’ perceptions 
o f their work be analyzed and understood: H ow  do teachers, themselves, view their 
work; what do they consider important?
In this article, results o f research on teachers’ orientations towards their work are 
reported. The concept o f professionality will be used to analyze teachers’ orientations. 
Thereafter, the central question in this study will be considered: W hat do teachers see 
as important in their work? The design o f the study will then be described along with 
the most relevant results. In closing, a num ber o f conclusions and a discussion o f the 
results will be presented.
Teachers’ professionality and teachers’ orientations towards their work
P rofessionality is considered as a concept referring to the social constellation o f interpretations o f how  teachers should work in terms o f what they should master, what they should do and aim for (see Chapter 1). The way teachers view their 
professionality is described in the present study as teachers’ orientations towards their 
work. In the literature, various orientations towards the different aspects o f teachers’ 
w ork have also been identified (Hoyle, 1980; Nias, 1989; Clement & Staessens, 
1993; Goodson & Hargreaves, 1996; Klaassen, 1996; Billig, Condor, Edwards, Gane, 
M iddleton & Radley, 1988; Denessen, 1999). The current reforms in secondary 
education, m entioned in the introduction, primarily affect three aspects o f teachers’ 
work, namely the instructional aspects, the goals o f education, and the role o f teachers 
within the school organization.
Regarding the instructional aspects, two main orientations can be distinguished: 
an orientation towards the transmission o f knowledge and a more student-centered 
or learning-oriented orientation (Billig et al., 1988; Denessen, 1999). The current 
reforms regarding teaching methods are strongly dominated by constructivist as 
opposed to behavorist theories while the latter dominated most o f the twentieth 
century and constituted the training o f many teachers (Greeno, Collins & Resnick, 
1996). The behavorist views o f instruction are more transmission- and teacher-
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oriented while the constructivist views are more student- and learning-oriented.
Regarding the goals o f education (Billig et al., 1988; Denessen, 1999), two major 
orientations can again be distinguished: an orientation towards qualification, on the 
one hand, and an orientation towards personal and moral development, on the other. 
The current reforms with regard to the goals o f education clearly emphasize the moral 
dimensions, character, and tasks o f teaching (Fenstermacher, 1990). In addition to 
this, teachers are expected to educate their students morally. The educational system 
must not only qualify students for jobs in terms o f required knowledge and skills but 
also prepare them  to function in a democratic society (Kelly, 1995).
Research shows that people can value, either positively or negatively, both 
transmission-oriented teaching and student-oriented teaching at the same time. 
Also in the case o f educational goals, people can value, either positively or 
negatively, qualification and personal development at the same time. This indicates 
that transmission o f knowledge and student-oriented teaching are not valued as 
the opposite o f each other. The same holds true for qualification and personal 
development. Furthermore, research shows that the orientations towards instruction 
and goals intercorrelate strongly: an orientation towards qualification correlates with 
transmission-oriented teaching while an orientation towards personal and moral 
development correlates with a more student-centered teaching approach (Billig et al., 
1988; Denessen, 1999).
W ith regard to the organizational aspects o f the school, H oyle’s distinction 
between a restricted and an extended orientation is useful (Hoyle, 1980). A teacher 
with a restricted orientation is primarily focused on pedagogical content, subject 
matter, and her or his own teaching activities. A teacher with an extended orientation 
is more involved in the school organization and has a wider scope o f teaching interest 
than the classroom. According to Hoyle and John (1995), most teachers nowadays 
would have an extended orientation towards their role in the school organization, 
although they do not provide empirical evidence for their statement. In their study, 
Jongmans et al. (1998) were not able to find teachers with a restricted orientation 
towards the school organization, although their respondents are teachers working in 
secondary agricultural education. The current changes in the organizational roles of 
teachers emphasize collaboration between teachers and participation o f teachers in 
school decision-making processes, which favours an extended orientation towards the 
school organization.
In Chapter 1, the problematic character o f current reforms for many teachers has been
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discussed in great detail with regard to the very strong and different expectations about 
how  teachers should do their work. Against this background, it is important to know 
how  the teachers themselves define their professionality; what they see as important. 
Another important question is how  the orientations o f the teachers interrelate. 
Research has shown teachers’ orientations towards instruction and the goals o f 
education to be strongly interrelated (Denessen, 1995; 1999). However, hardly any 
research could be found w ith regard to interrelations between those orientations and 
teachers’ orientations towards the school organization (see Bartlett, 2001; 2002), 
which makes this relevant for exploration. Furthermore, teachers presumably differ 
in the way in which they define their professionality: what they view as important 
for their work. The combination o f orientations held by a particular teacher can 
be considered as teacher’s definition o f professionality, and exploration o f these 
combinations can provide insight into the different definitions o f professionality held 
by teachers or what we will call their different professional orientations.
Exploring these questions on teachers’ orientations towards their work, two 
variables will be used as background variables, namely age and subject. Literature on 
professional life-cycles o f teachers (Huberman, 1989) suggests that different phases 
can be distinguished in teachers’ career in which teachers differ in their commitment, 
involvement, and flexibility in their work, and this also affects the orientations of 
teachers towards their work. Age will be used to indicate in a general manner the 
phase teachers are in. Huberm an (1989, p.357) argues that age gives a very general 
indication o f a phase and that other variables, determining influences o f a psychological 
and social nature, are more important; age itself is a “hollow” variable. Considering 
no data was available on other relevant variables in this respect, age will be used in this 
study, although with caution.
W ith regard to the impact o f subject on teachers’ orientations, educational 
research strongly suggests that teachers’ orientations towards teaching, collaboration, 
and innovations are framed by the particular school subjects they teach (Grossman 
& Stodolsky, 1994; Stodolsky & Grossman, 1995; Stodolsky, 1993), and the subject 
departments they belong to (Siskin, 1994; Siskin & Little, 1995). Stodolsky and 
Grossman’s research suggests that the differences between teachers in their orientations 
are related to the academic background o f the different subjects, more specifically, 
to the extent to which the academic background is heterogeneous. The more the 
academic background o f a subject is heterogeneous, the less teachers would have the 
same orientation towards instruction, and the less willing they would be to consult or 
to exchange classroom material.
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In the following, how  teachers define their professionality will be empirically 
explored in terms o f four research questions:
1. W hich specific orientations do teachers hold towards their work?
2. H ow  do teachers’ orientations towards their work interrelate?
3. W hat types o f professional orientations can be distinguished?
4. W hat is the relationship o f age and subject to teachers’ orientations?
Method
This section describes methodological aspects as the sample o f this first study, the 
measures used to explore teachers’ orientations, and the way the data was analyzed.
Sample
This research was conducted among the teachers working at secondary schools affiliated w ith the “Carmel college” foundation in the Netherlands, which consists o f 19 schools. This foundation was willing to participate in our research 
(Theunissen, Bergen, Hermans, Klaassen, Sleegers & Van Veen, 1998; van Veen, 
Theunissen, Sleegers, Bergen, Klaassen & Hermans, 2003). At the time o f data 
collection (April 1997), the population consisted o f 1707 teachers. A questionnaire 
was sent to 855 teachers, w ith 452 teachers completing the questionnaire for a 
response rate o f 53%. The response group did not significantly differ from the whole 
population with regard to age and sex. N o data was available about the subject 
background o f the whole population. The age o f the respondents was distributed 
as follows: 6.2% between 21 and 30 years, 15.3% between 31 and 40 years, 49% 
between 41 and 50 years, and 29.5% either 51 years or older. Regarding the sex o f the 
respondents, 30.8% was female, and 69.2% was male. W ith regard to subject matter, 
39.8% of the respondents taught languages, 17.6% social studies, 21.8% math and 
science, 11.3% an expression subject, and 9.6% a vocational subject2.
M easures
In April 1997, the 452 respondents were asked about their orientations towards instruction, the goals o f education, and their role in the school organization:
Orientations towards instruction and goals o f  education
The orientations towards instruction refer to the manner in which teachers are 
supposed to prepare, practice, and evaluate instruction. The orientations regarding
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Tabel 2.1
Factor loadings for varimax-rotated factor analyses, communalities (h2) and percentage of the variance 
explained for the domain of instruction
f1 f2 h2
In their lessons, teachers should connect to  the  prior knowledge of their pupils as 
much as possible.
.36 .12 .14
Teachers should teach pupils how to  plan their own learning. .63 .10 .41
Teachers should particularly teach pupils how they can cooperate with each other. .42 -.26 .24
Teachers should particularly teach pupils how they can handle and solve problems. .62 -.01 .39
It is necessary th a t  teachers teach pupils how they can prepare their own learning. .72 -.02 .52
In the  first place, teachers should stim ulate pupils to  develop themselves 
independently.
.57 -.16 .35
Teachers should particularly limit theirselves in the  lesson to the  learning of 
content.
-.02 .74 .54
The most im portant task of teachers consists of teaching subject knowledge. .02 .58 .33
% explained variance 24.1 12.5 36.6
f1 = Learning, f2 = Transmission
Tabel 2.2
Factor loadings for varimax-rotated factor analyses, communalities (h2) and percentage of the variance 
explained for the domain of goals of education
f1 f2 h 2
Teachers do particularly have the  task to  give pupils a general education and 
development.
.58 .07 .34
The subject content is only a tool for teachers to  give atten tion  to  all kinds of 
things which are im portant for pupils.
.45 -.11 .21
Teachers should teach pupils to  communicate about values and norms. .55 -.12 .31
It is the  most im portant task of teachers to  raise pupils to  be people with a critical 
attitude.
.50 .13 .27
The task of teachers mostly consists of the  transfer of values and norms to  pupils. .63 .12 .42
The most im portant task of teachers is to  inform pupils about different values and 
norms in society.
.70 .03 .49
The main task of teacher is to  facilitate pupils on their way to  adulthood. .61 -.09 .38
Teachers primarily have the  task to  take care th a t  pupils m aster their subject. -.07 .71 .51
The most im portant task of teachers is to  increase the  achievem ent level of their 
pupils.
.03 .57 .32
I t is particularly the  task of teachers to  give their pupils a substantial schooling. .03 .70 .49
% explained variance 23.6 13.9 37.5
f1 = Moral developm ent, f2 = Qualification
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educational goals refer to the manner in which teachers are expected to educate their 
students in terms o f general development and schooling. These orientations were 
operationalized in 25 items (12 items with regard to instruction and 13 items with 
regard to goals o f education). The items were derived from a study on tasks o f Dutch 
secondary school teachers (ITS, 1973) and were brought up to date for our research. 
Five-point Likert scales were used: 1= disagree, 5= agree.
Exploratory factor analyses were used to explore whether teachers would 
distinguish the theoretical distinctions made earlier in this article. For instruction, 
two theoretical orientations were considered: student/learning-oriented teaching 
and transmission o f knowledge/teacher-oriented teaching. Also for the goals of 
education, two theoretical orientations were considered: An orientation towards the 
moral development o f the student and an orientation towards qualification.
Based upon the scree-plot, the percentage o f the variance explained, and 
the interpretability o f solutions, two factors were derived within each domain. 
Correlations between the factors were low  within each domain (see Table 2.7); 
therefore orthogonal (Varimax) rotated solutions were interpreted. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 
consist o f the loadings o f the items on the factors, after removal o f items with a too 
low divergent and/or convergent validity respectively for the domain o f instruction 
(Table 2.1) and o f goals o f education (Table 2.2). The results o f these factor analyses 
seem to indicate that the distinctions teachers make in their orientations in both 
domains are similar to the theoretical distinctions in orientations made earlier in this 
article.
For the domain o f instruction, the first factor covers teaching methods that 
emphasize the student being responsible for her or his own learning process and aspects 
o f self-regulation, cooperation with peers, and metacognitive skills. It represents 
process-oriented instruction with a focus on the learners’ construction o f knowledge. 
This factor is described as Learning-oriented. The second factor refers to product- 
oriented instruction with only a focus on the transmission o f core-subject knowledge. 
This factor is described as Transmission-oriented. The internal consistency o f the 
first scale was estimated by computing Cronbach’s alpha. Cronbach’s alpha for the 
Learning-oriented scale was .723.
For the domain o f goals o f education, the first factor refers to a focus on 
students’ general and moral development. The teacher attempts to guide students 
into adulthood, stimulates a critical attitude, and educates morally. This factor is 
described as M oral-oriented. The second factor refers to teaching that emphasizes 
the qualification, attainment, and schooling functions. This factor is described as
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Qualification-oriented. Cronbach’s alpha for the M oral-oriented scale was .77 and 
for the Qualification-oriented scale .68.
Orientations towards school organization
The orientations towards the school organization refer to the extent to which teachers 
are expected or willing to participate and collaborate in the school organization. In 
the research literature on participation o f teachers in decision-making, mostly two 
decision domains are distinguished: strategic- or organizational-level decisions and 
work- or task-level decisions (Bacherach & Aiken, 1976); managerial and technical 
domains (Mohrman, Cooke & M ohrman, 1978); managerial versus technical decision 
domains (Bacherach, Bamberger, Conley & Bauer, 1990); management versus 
instruction domain (Rice & Schneider, 1994). The current pleas for increased teacher 
participation can refer to both domains. Based on recent research, however, researchers 
have emphasized teachers’ participation in the instructional domain because teachers 
appear to be more willing to be involved in the instructional domain, because it refers 
to issues o f curriculum and instruction, which is more related to the core o f their 
work. Teachers are less willing to be involved in matters o f budgets and staff, which 
belong to the management domain (Bacherach, et al., 1990; Conley, 1990; Smylie,
1992). Furthermore, participation in the instructional domain would have a positive 
impact for teachers’ own practice (Kruse & Louis, 1997; Smylie & Hart, 1999). For 
these reasons, we only focused in this study on the instructional domain with regard 
to participation. Furthermore, three groups in the school were distinguished with 
regard to participation in decision-making: the teacher her or himself, the other 
teachers, and the school management. So, teachers’ orientations towards participation 
in school decision-making processes were operationalized in terms o f the extent 
to which teachers viewed influence o f these different group as important on issues 
belonging to the instruction domain.
Besides teacher participation, we also focused on teacher collaboration. Also for 
collaboration, three groups in the school were distinguished: subject colleagues, other 
teachers, and school management. Teachers’ orientations towards collaboration were 
operationalized in terms o f the extent to which teachers perceived consultation with 
these different groups as important on issues belonging to the instruction domain.
Furthermore, two main orientations were examined: a restricted and an extended 
orientation. W ith regard to teachers’ orientations towards participation in school 
decision-making, it is assumed that a more extended orientation will encourage 
teachers to recognize the influence o f all the different groups in the school (teachers
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themselves, other teachers, and school management) as important. W ith  regard 
to teachers’ collaboration, it is assumed that those teachers with a more extended 
orientation will see consultation with all different groups in the school (subject 
colleagues, other teachers, and school management) as important.
These orientations towards participation and collaboration were measured using 
the following 6 scales derived from Witziers (1992). The scales Influence o f the teacher 
self (14 items, alpha= .93), Influence o f other teachers (14 items, alpha= .93), and 
Influence o f school management (14 items, alpha= .87) refer to the importance that 
teachers attach to the influence o f each group on issues belonging to the instruction 
domain as “The choice o f the educational m ethod” , “The pedagogical approach”, 
“R eport marking”, and “The amount o f hom ew ork” (4-point scale 1= no influence, 
4= much influence).
The scales Consultation with subject colleagues (14 items, alpha= .90), 
Consultation with other teachers (14 items, alpha= .87), and Consultation with 
school management (14 items, alpha= .87) refer to the importance that teachers 
attach to consultation with each group on issues belonging to the instruction domain 
as “The choice o f the educational m ethod” , “The pedagogical approach” , “R eport 
marking”, and “The amount o f hom ew ork” (4-point scale: 1= not important, 4= 
important).
Analyses
To gain insight into how  teachers define their professionality, the aforementioned 
ten scales were analyzed. For the first research question concerning the orientations 
o f teachers towards their work, mean scores, standard deviations, and paired samples 
t-tests were computed. For the second research question regarding the interrelations 
among the teachers’ orientations, correlational analyses were conducted. For the 
third research question concerning the different types o f teachers’ professional 
orientations, a cluster analysis was undertaken to identify teachers who differ in how 
their orientations interrelate. For the fourth question regarding the relationship o f the 
background variables o f age and subject to teachers’ orientations, regression analyses 
(ANOVA) were conducted. W ith regard to the relationship o f the background 
variables to the types o f teachers’ orientations, crosstable analyses were conducted. 
The level o f significance was set at p = .0 5 .
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Table 2.3
Mean scores and standard deviations for teachers' orientations
M SD N
Learning-oriented * 4.07 .45 451
Transmission-oriented * 3.00 .80 451
Moral-oriented * 3.47 .57 450
Qualification-oriented * 3.70 .68 451
Consultation on educational issues:
with subject colleagues** 3.53 .39 449
With other teachers** 2.44 .49 435
with school management** 2.36 .50 435
Influence on educational issues:
of teacher him/herself*** 3.14 .52 440
Of colleagues*** 2.85 .65 441
of school management*** 2.06 .49 432
* = 5-point scale (1=disagree, 5= agree w ith  th e  im portance of)
** = 4-point scale (1= n o t im p ortan t, 4= im p ortan t to  consult w ith) 
*** = 4-point scale (1= no influence, 4= influence of)
Table 2.4
Relationships of the background variables subject matter and age to 
teachers' orientations
Subject m atter 
(DF=4; 419) (DF=
Age 
3; 421)
MS F MS F
Learning-oriented .14 .68 .59 2.96*
Transmission-oriented 2.02 3.22* .34 .54
Moral-oriented 2.44 7.97** .50 1.63
Qualification-oriented .48 1.09 .29 .67
Consultation with subject colleagues .42 2.92* .16 1.08
with o ther teachers .85 3.57** .19 .81
with management .28 1.15 .31 1.26
Influence of teacher him /herself .48 1.83 .02 .07
of o ther teachers .81 1.94 .60 1.44
of management .32 1.30 .49 2.04
* p < .05 ** p <.01
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Results
The results section reports the mean scores o f the teachers on the orientations scales, their relationships with background variables as subject matter and age, the interrelationships between the orientations, and types o f different combinations 
o f orientations.
T eachers’ orientations
The mean scores and standard deviations for the ten orientation scales are reported 
in Table 2.3.
The mean scores in Table 2.3 show the teachers in our sample to be more 
learning-oriented than transmission-oriented (paired samples t-tests: t-value= 24.16; 
df= 450; p<.01). The high mean o f the learning-oriented scale and less than half a 
standard deviation suggests a high social acceptance o f this orientation. The relatively 
large standard deviation o f the transmission-oriented scale (.80) with a mean score 
o f 3, suggests two opposite groups o f teachers, having a strong positive or a strong 
negative orientation towards transmission o f knowledge. W ith regard to the goals 
o f education, teachers view both moral education and qualification for employment 
to be somewhat important, although qualification is viewed as more important than 
moral development (paired samples t-tests: t-value= -5.71; df= 449; p<.01). W ith 
regard to the organizational aspects o f the school, teachers view consultation on 
educational issues with their subject colleagues as more important than consultation 
with other teachers or the school management (paired samples t-tests: t-value= 44.38; 
df= 434; p<.01). Finally, the means for the influence scales show the teachers to 
perceive the influence o f themselves and their colleagues as more important than the 
influence o f management (paired samples t-tests: t-value= 22.27; df= 430; p<.01).
R elationship o f  subject m atter and age to teachers’ orientations
Several o f the orientation scales were found to differ with regard to subject matter and 
age (see Table 2.4). Subject matter had a significant effect for transmission orientation 
and moral orientation and for consultation with subject colleagues and consultation 
with other teachers. W ith regard to age, only one significant relation was found. Age 
affects the learning orientation. N o  interaction effects between subject and age on 
teachers’ orientations were found (not reported in Table 2.4).
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Table 2.5
Mean scores for selected teacher orientations per subject
Oriented on: Transmission Moral development Consultation with 
subject colleagues
Consultation with 
other teachers
Subjects:
Languages 3.06 3.42 3.56 2.52
Social studies 2.75 3.73 3.45 2.38
Math and Science 3.13 3.27 3.61 2.31
Expressive 2.93 3.44 3.44 2.44
Vocational 2.95 3.63 3.47 2.56
Table 2.6
Standardized regression-coefficients for the differences between math and science teachers versus 
other teachers' orientations
Math and science 
teachers versus:
Transmission Moral development Consultation 
with subject 
colleagues
Consultation 
with 
other teachers
Languages teachers .07 -.15* .06 -.21**
Social studies teachers .38** -.45** .16** -.06
Expression teachers .20 -.17 .17* -.13
Vocational teachers .18 -.35** .14* -.25**
* p < .05 ** p <.01
Table 2.5 shows the mean scores for the four orientations for which a significant 
relation was found according to subject matter.
Inspection o f the mean scores shows math and science teachers to differ most from 
the other teachers. In Table 2.6, the standardized regression-coefficients (ANOVA) 
used to examine whether the math and science teachers differ significantly from the 
other teachers are presented (with the math and science teachers constituting the 
reference group).
W ith regard to the transmission orientation and moral orientation, math and science 
teachers differ most strongly from social studies teachers. Compared to all o f the other 
teachers, math and science teachers consider the transmission o f knowledge to be 
most important while social studies teachers consider the transmission o f knowledge 
to be least important. W ith regard to an orientation towards moral development, the 
opposite pattern o f findings was found. Compared w ith the other teachers, social 
studies teachers consider the moral aspects o f education to be most important while 
math and science teachers consider these aspects least important. Math and science
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Table 2.7
Intercorrelations for teachers' orientations
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. Learning- 
oriented 1
2. Transmission- 
oriented -.05 1
3. Moral- 
oriented .47** **3.2 1
4. Qualification- 
oriented .12* **8.5 -.01 1
5. Consultation 
subject 
colleagues
.27** .05 .12* .15** 1
6. Consultation 
with other 
teachers
.20** -.03 **5.2 -.02 .34** 1
7. Consultation 
with
managem ent
.18** -.01 .21** -.03 **4.2 **6.6 1
8. Influence of 
teacher self .07 .02 .09 .09 .16** .06 .06 1
9. Influence of 
colleagues .13* .03 .17** .01 **0.3 .31** .19** .14** 1
10.Influence 
of school 
managem ent
.18** .01 .16** .01 .17** .36** .61** .12** **3.2 1
* p < .05 ** p <.01
teachers are most outspoken in their views on consultation with subject colleagues 
and other teachers: They view consultation with their subject colleagues as most 
important and forms o f consultation with other teachers as least important.
W ith regard to the relationship o f age to teachers’ orientations, it was found that 
teachers who are 41 to 50 years old are less oriented towards active learning (M= 4.02) 
than other teachers (M 21-30 years= 4.09; M  31-40 years= 4.16; M  50 > = 4.15).
Interrelations betw een  teachers’ orientations
The correlational analyses reported in Table 2.7 show that a learning orientation 
strongly correlates with a moral orientation, and to a m uch smaller extent with a 
qualification orientation. The learning orientation also correlates with several school 
organizational orientations. The same pattern was found for the moral orientation,
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which correlates with several school organizational orientations, although no 
significant correlations were found with a qualification orientation.
A different pattern o f correlations was found with regard to a transmission 
orientation, which only correlates negatively with a moral orientation and correlates 
very positively with a qualification orientation. N o correlations were found between 
a transmission orientation and any o f the school organization orientations. In addition, 
the qualification orientation correlates slightly but positively with an orientation 
towards active learning and consultation with subject colleagues.
W ith regard to the teachers’ orientations towards the school organization, 
numerous significant correlations are found. The strongest correlations are between 
consultation with other teachers and consultation with the school management and 
between consultation with the school management and the influence o f school 
management. The results o f these correlational analyses indicate that teachers do not 
have the same orientations towards their work. Teachers do not seem to constitute 
a monolithic block with the same attitudes towards their work (Sleegers, 1999; 
Kelchtermans, 1993). This makes it reasonable to explore teachers’ orientations in 
more detail by cluster analyses.
Types o f  professional orientations
For the cluster analysis, we used the hierarchical m ethod o f W ard (1963). This 
method is a procedure for forming hierarchical groups o f mutually exclusive subsets 
with members that are maximally similar with respect to specific characteristics4. For 
this analysis, the scores from all ten scales were used. A solution with six clusters was 
chosen to obtain the same num ber o f respondents in each cluster and maximum 
discrimination between the clusters. A NO VA analyses were used to test the differences 
between the clusters for the ten variables. The mean scores and standardized mean 
scores for the clusters o f teachers are shown in Table 2.8.
As can be seen, the standardized scores for the clusters in Table 2.8 allow us to 
typify six types o f teachers who differ in the combination o f orientations towards their 
work5. The typification o f the six clusters o f teachers refers to the relative positions 
on the ten scales. The predicate “low ” (-) for a cluster o f teachers means that these 
teachers agree less with the orientation than other teachers do. The predicate “high” 
(+) for a cluster means that these teachers agree more with the orientation than 
other teachers do. To determine the relative positions o f the different clusters on 
the ten scales, the standardized mean scores are thus used. The six types o f teachers’ 
orientations are:
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Broad, extended professional orientation.
Compared to the other teachers, the teachers in this cluster (Cluster 1) have higher 
mean scores on all the distinguished orientations with regard to instruction and 
goals o f education, which can be described as a broad orientation. Compared to the 
other teachers, they also have high mean scores on the different school organization 
orientations, which indicates an extended view o f the school organization. 
Progressive, extended professional orientation.
These teachers (Cluster 2) also can be characterized as having a broad professional 
orientation but their mean scores on transmission o f knowledge and qualification are 
low compared with the other teachers. These teachers seem to reject more traditional 
forms o f instruction in favor o f more progressive forms o f instruction. Furthermore, 
compared with the other teachers, they have, like the teachers in cluster 1, relatively 
high mean scores on the school organization orientations, which indicates an 
extended orientation.
Progressive, moderately extended professional orientation.
Compared to the teachers in clusters 1 and 2, the mean scores o f these teachers 
(Cluster 3) on the learning and moral orientations are relatively less high, although 
their mean scores on the transmission and qualification orientations are very low, even 
lower than the mean scores o f the teachers in cluster 2. Therefore, this orientation can 
be described as progressive. In contrast to the teachers in cluster 1 and 2, however, 
the teachers in this cluster seem to have a less extended orientation towards the school 
organization: their mean scores on consultation with subject colleagues and on their 
own influence are, compared with the others, not so high. Their mean scores on 
the other school organization orientations are not so low, compared with teachers in 
other clusters (especially with cluster 5 and 6, as described below). Therefore, their 
orientation towards the school organization can be characterized as a moderately 
extended orientation.
M oderately progressive, moderately extended professional orientation.
Compared with the other teachers, the mean scores o f these teachers on instruction 
and goals o f education can be characterized as moderate; they do not distinguish 
themselves in an extreme way, although their mean scores are not low. Therefore, 
their orientation towards instruction and goals can be described as moderately 
progressive. Regarding their mean scores on the school organization orientations, 
these teachers have, compared with the other teachers, high mean scores on 
consultation. W ith regard to influence, their mean scores are less high. Therefore, 
their school organizational orientation can be described as moderately extended.
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Table 2.8
Mean scores and standardized mean scores* for clusters of teachers on different orientations
Total N = 426 Cluster 1 (N= 81)
Cluster 2 
(N= 65)
Cluster 3 
(N= 75)
Cluster 4 
(N=75)
Cluster 5 
(N=68)
Cluster 6 
(N= 62)
4.21 4.21 4.08 4.05 3.82 3.97
Learning-oriented .328 .327 .038 -.033 -.549 -.220
(+) (+) (±) (±) (- -) (-)
Transmission- 3.64 2.29 2.20 3.10 3.88 2.72
oriented .804 -.886 -1.00 .125 1.11 -.353
(+ +) (- -) (- - -) (±) (+ + +) (- )
3.68 3.82 3.51 3.58 2.90 3.25
Moral-oriented .366 .618 .069 .187 -.989 -.387
(+ ) (+ +) (±) (±) (- - -) (-)
Qualification- 4.24 3.50 2.88 3.72 4.15 3.71
oriented .790 -.301 -1.22 .018 .665 .014
(+ +) (- - -) (±) (+ +) (±)(-)
Consultation subject 3.70 3.63 3.42 3.55 3.42 3.43.450 .265 -.277 .059 -.275 -.262colleagues
(+ ) (+) (-) (±) (-) (-)
Consultation with 2.60 2.72 2.41 2.62 2.26 1.94.317 .559 -.061 .351 -.366 -1.03other teachers (+) (+ +) (±) (+) (-) (- - -)
Consultation with 2.53 2.63 2.32 2.53 2.23 1.87.346 .539 -.087 .327 -.275 -.996management
(+) (+ +) (±) (+) (-) (- - -)
Influence of teacher 3.45 3.49 2.85 2.93 2.92 3.19.592 .679 -.576 -.423 -.428 .090self
(+ +) (+ +) (- -) (±)(-) (-)
Influence of 3.33 3.18 2.95 2.76 2.67 1.97
colleagues .732 .507 .147 -.140 -.272 -1.35
(+ +) (+ +) (±) (±) (-) (- - - )
Influence of school 2.20 2.38 2.00 2.17 1.86 1.69.291 .649 -.122 .224 -.408 -.749management
(+) (+ +) (±) (+) (-) (- -)
* Standardized Mean Scores betw een -.2 and .2 are assigned a (±); betw een -.45 and -.2 or betw een .2 and .45 are 
assigned a (-) or (+), respectively; betw een -1.0 and -.45 or betw een .45 and 1.0 are assigned resp. a (- -)
or (+ +), respectively; and scores lower th a n  -1.0 or h igher th a n  1.0 are assigned resp. a (----- ) or (+ + +),
respectively.
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Traditional, restricted professional orientation.
The mean scores o f these teachers (Cluster 5) on the transmission and qualification 
orientations are, compared with the other teachers, very high. This is in contrast to 
their mean scores on the learning and moral development orientations, which are 
lower than in the other clusters, though the score on the learning-oriented scale is still 
high. They seem to have a more traditional orientation towards instruction and goals 
o f education. W ith regard to the school organization, they have, compared with the 
other teachers, low  mean scores, which indicates a restricted orientation.
Indifferent, restricted professional orientation.
The teachers in this cluster (Cluster 6) distinguish themselves from the other teachers 
in that their mean scores on the orientations with regard to instruction and goals o f 
education are relatively low (though also their score on the learning-oriented scale is 
still high), which seems to indicate that they have a more indifferent attitude towards 
these issues (in the sense that they seem to have no strong views about these aspects 
o f their work). Similar to, and sometimes even stronger than the teachers in cluster 5, 
they have lower mean scores on the school organization orientations, which suggests 
a restricted orientation towards the school organization.
The results o f the preceding cluster analyses and intercorrelations (Table 2.7) show 
in general a progressive orientation (with regard to instruction and goals o f education) 
to sometimes be combined with an extended orientation (with regard to the school 
organization), and a traditional orientation to sometimes be combined with a 
restricted orientation. The combinations o f a progressive with a restricted orientation 
or a traditional with an extended orientation were not, however, found.
R elationship o f  age to clusters o f  teachers
Controlling for the background variables o f subject matter and age, only teachers’ age 
was found to differ significantly across the six clusters (Crosstable analysis: Cramer’s 
V= .16, df= 15, p <.01). Those teachers with a broad, extended professional 
orientation (cluster 1) were not o f a specific age. The teachers w ith a particularly 
negative orientation towards the transmission and qualification functions o f teaching 
and a progressive, (moderately) extended professional orientation (clusters 3 and 
2) were mostly younger than 50 years o f age. Those teachers typified as having a 
moderately progressive, moderately extended orientation (cluster 4), a traditional, 
restricted orientation (cluster 5), or an indifferent, restricted orientation (cluster 6) 
were mostly 50 years o f age or older.
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Conclusions and discussion
The focus o f this study was on secondary school teachers’ orientations towards their professionality. Teacher professionality was considered as a concept referring to the social constellation o f interpretations o f how  teachers should work in 
terms o f what they should master, what they should do and aim for.
In examining w hat teachers view  as important in their work particular attention was 
paid to three aspects that are being strongly affected by current educational reforms: 
the instructional aspects, the goals o f education, and the school organizational aspects. 
The results show that teachers are more generally oriented towards active student 
learning than forms o f traditional instruction and the transmission o f knowledge. 
In other words, the shift from a more teacher-oriented to a more learning-oriented 
approach to education appears to be supported sufficiently by these teachers.
W ith regard to the goals o f education, teachers are oriented to both moral 
development and qualification, although they see the qualification o f their students 
for employment as more important than moral development. This result suggests 
that the qualification and moral development orientations are not opposites; teachers 
clearly value both orientations. Denessen (1999) has also found orientations towards 
qualification and moral development to be valued at the same time. According to 
Denessen, this result is related to current social developments in which the importance 
o f qualification for a job  is emphasized (by a stronger emphasis on career and work) 
as well the importance o f moral and personal development (by a decreasing accent 
on bonds with social institutions such as church, family, and neighborhood, and an 
increased cultural liberalization o f values: a greater accent on hedonistic values and less 
on social criticism).
W ith regard to the orientations towards the school organization, it should be noted 
that the focus o f this research was only at the instructional domain (as described in the 
m ethod section). This should be kept in mind in interpreting the results o f this study. 
The results showed with regard to the consulting o f different groups within the school 
and the influence o f these groups on the domain o f instruction, that teachers appear 
to have a more extended orientation with regard to influence than consultation. The 
consultation with and influence o f the management was perceived as not important, 
which could be explained by the fact that this study only focused on the instructional 
domain. Hoyle and John ’s assumption (1995), that most teachers nowadays would 
have an extended orientation towards their role in the school organization, can be 
confirmed by our study, because about a third o f the teachers in our research seemed
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to have a restricted orientation towards their role in the school organization.
Regarding the relations between the different orientations, this study has found 
orientations towards active learning and moral development to intercorrelate and 
orientations towards the transmission o f knowledge and qualification goals o f 
education to intercorrelate. This result corresponds w ith the research o f Denessen 
(1999) about orientations towards education. Furthermore, teachers oriented 
towards active learning and moral development were also found to have an extended 
orientation towards the school organization while teachers oriented towards only the 
transmission o f knowledge were found to have a restricted orientation towards the 
school organization. This suggests that progressive teachers tend to value consultation 
and welcome the influence o f different groups within the school and that traditional 
teachers do not.
The results o f the cluster analyses indeed showed six different types o f professionality 
to exist among teachers. The first involves a broad extended professional orientation 
with all o f the different orientations towards the work o f teachers considered important. 
In the progressive, extended and the progressive, moderately extended professional 
orientations, less importance is attached to the more traditional forms o f instruction and 
the educational goal o f qualification than to active learning and moral development. For 
teachers with the fourth type o f professional orientations or a moderately progressive, 
moderately extended orientation, the traditional instruction and qualification goal of 
education are also not particularly strong. For all these professional orientations, the 
perspective on the school organization can be characterized as more or less extended. 
For the traditional professional orientation and the indifferent professional orientation, 
the perspective on the school organization is restricted.
As already noted, a progressive orientation towards instruction and goals of 
education appears never to be accompanied by a restricted orientation towards the 
school organization and vice versa: a traditional orientation towards instruction 
and goals seems never to be accompanied by an extended orientation towards the 
school organization. According to Smylie (1994), not much is know n about the 
relationship between the classroom practices o f teachers and the manner in which 
they collaborate w ith each other or participate in school decision-making processes. 
Research has shown collaboration to certainly affect the level o f com mitment to 
the school organization (Reyes, 1990), the level o f motivation and job satisfaction 
among teachers (Smylie, Lazarus & Brownlee-Conyers, 1996), and the professional 
development o f teachers (Clement & Staessens, 1993). Furthermore, the participation 
o f teachers in school policy-making has been found to clearly contribute to the
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successful implementation o f educational innovations (cf. Bacherach, Bamberger, 
Conley & Bauer, 1990; Smylie, 1994; Van den Berg & Sleegers, 1996a). The 
relationships we found between the orientations o f teachers towards instruction, 
collaboration, and participation were also found in research by Jongmans, Biemans, 
Sleegers and Beijaard (1999), who suggest that participation effectively motivates 
teachers to change their classroom practices (cf. Leithwood, 1994; Smylie et al., 1996). 
In other words, an orientation towards participation in the school organization may 
influence a teacher’s orientation towards instruction. An alternative explanation for 
the observed relationships may lie in the concept o f a professional self (Kelchtermans,
1993) or the teacher’s personal conception o f her or himself as a teacher. Several 
authors have argued that the interpretative framework teachers use to give meaning 
to their professional situation consists o f their conception o f themselves as a teacher 
(Ball & Goodson, 1985; Nias, 1989; Kelchtermans, 1993). This implies that the 
orientations towards instruction, the goals o f education, and the school organization 
may be related to each other at a deeper level, namely at the level o f one’s conception 
o f oneself as a teacher. This assumption seems to be confirmed by recent research of 
Bartlett (2001; 2002), in which teachers o f two high schools are found to be extended 
oriented because out o f understandings and commitment to internal notions o f good 
teaching, collegial expectations, and the moral imperative o f teaching to provide the 
best possible educational opportunities for students. Further research is nevertheless 
needed to explore this relationship in greater detail.
The results o f the present study also show the professional orientations o f teachers 
to sometimes be related to age. A broad, extended professional orientation, however, 
is not associated with age group. A progressive, extended orientation tends to be 
associated with teachers under fifty years o f age while the traditional, indifferent, and 
restricted types o f professional orientations tend to be associated with teachers o f fifty 
years or older. Apart from the assumption that teachers’ orientations could be reduced 
to the professional self, this effect o f age could also be explained by suggesting that 
younger teachers would be more sympathetic towards the current discourse about 
professionality, in which progressive and extended orientations seem to be dominant. 
This last assumption should be explored in further research in more detail, especially 
because the teachers with broad and extended orientations in our research are both 
younger than fifty as well as older. This group o f “broad, extended” teachers also 
seem to confirm H uberm an’s (1989) assertion that the age variable is not such a 
determining factor for teachers’ orientations, and, as Huberm an suggests, that other 
influences, more psychological and social, are probably more relevant.
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Regarding the effects o f subject, math and science teachers appear to differ 
particularly with social studies teachers in being more oriented towards transmission 
o f knowledge than towards moral development. Furthermore, compared to the other 
teachers, math and science teachers are the most oriented towards consultation with 
subject colleagues and the least oriented towards consultation with other teachers. The 
first difference between subject content and orientation toward moral development 
can be explained partially in relation to the content o f the subject: values and norms 
is a part o f the curriculum o f social studies. However, according to Grossman and 
Stodolsky (1994; Stodolsky and Grossman, 1995; and Stodolsky, 1993), the subjects 
differ more profoundly, and could strongly influence teachers’ orientations towards 
the school organization and innovations. As m entioned earlier, their research suggests 
that the differences are related to the academic background o f the different subjects, 
more specifically, to the extent to which the academic background is heterogeneous. 
The more the academic background o f a subject is heterogeneous, the less teachers 
would have the same orientation towards instruction, and the less they would be 
willing to consult or to exchange classroom material. Social studies is a subject with 
many different academic disciplines as background, in contrast to mathematics which 
has a very homogeneous academic background. The consensus on content in the 
case o f a subject with a homogeneous academic background is larger and the subject 
content is also more defined, and the possibility and willingness to negotiate is more 
restricted than in the case o f subjects with a heterogeneous background. This difference 
should also affect the extent to which teachers are willing to change, namely teachers 
with a homogeneous academic background would be less willing to change than 
teachers with a heterogeneous academic background. The findings in our research 
regarding the difference between math and science versus social studies teachers could 
be interpreted along these lines: math and science teachers consider consultation with 
their subject colleagues as more important than social studies teachers do. Because o f 
their homogeneous academic background they are more willing to consult each other 
and to exchange classroom material. Interpreted as such, these results seem to support 
the findings o f Grossman and Stodolsky (1995).
In this study, teachers’ professional orientations w ith regard to three domains 
(instruction, goals and school organization) were examined. In this way we hope to 
gain more insight into how  teachers define and construct their own professionality: 
what they perceive as important and how  they think about their work. This approach 
could imply a high extent o f socially desirable answers. W ithin the context o f the 
current discourse about the professionality o f teachers, teachers could have answered
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in a “politically correct” way instead o f giving their own “real” opinion. The high 
score o f all teachers on the learning-oriented scale seems to suggest so. The other 
results however showed different types o f teachers’ orientations, not all o f which 
reflect the current political view on teachers’ professionality, and also differences with 
regard to subject and age were found. Therefore, in our view, this problem o f social 
desirability is relatively negligible.
Chapter 5 will review and discuss the results o f this chapter in an extended 
manner.
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H o w  d o e s  i t  f e e l ?
T e a c h e r s ’ e m o t i o n s  i n  a  c o n t e x t  o f  c h a n g e
Abstract
In  this second study, ju s t  how  teachers perceive their work w ithin the current context o f  
educational reform is examined. A  cognitive social-psychological approach to emotions is 
adopted as the theoretical fram ew ork fo r  understanding w hat teachers have at stake w ithin  
the context o f  the reforms. S ix  secondary school teachers w ith strongly differing professional 
orientations are then interviewed. The results show the manner in which teachers appraise the 
relations between their professional orientations and the situational demands being imposed 
by the current reforms to shape their emotions. A fte r  discussion o f  the results in light o f  the 
relevant theoretical fram ework, the value o f  the approach fo r  understanding the emotions o f 
teachers and the further implications o f  the results fo r  educational policy are considered.
A previous version o f  this chapter has been  presented at the conference o f the Am erican 
Educational R esearch Association (2001, Seatle) and the  orginal version is subm itted as: 
van Veen, K. & Sleegers, P. H ow does it feel? Teachers’ emotions in a context o f change.
h o w  d o e s  i t  f e e l ? t e a c h e r s ’ e m o t i o n s  i n  a  c o n t e x t  o f  c h a n g e
Introduction
In his review essay, W exler (2002, p. 471) summarizes the meaning o f school reform in the day-to-day lives o f teachers as follows.
The po in t is that incorporating school reform into the working day o f  teaching 
requires not only expertise and sagacity. I t is an enormous am ount o f  often- 
frustrating additional work that is taken on by teachers, sometimes as an organic, 
professional innovation and, at other times, as a no-less professional adaptation 
to an external imposition, which becomes part o f  a changing definition o f  ‘good’ 
professional performance.
The above quotation points to at least two problematic aspects o f the ongoing 
educational reforms for teachers with particular relevance for the present study. The 
first is the changing definition o f good professional performance, which can often 
come into conflict with the daily practices and professional orientations o f teachers. 
The second is the amount o f time and energy which the current reforms require and 
thus the impact o f such reforms on the emotional lives o f teachers.
W ith regard to the changing definition o f good professional performance, many 
o f the reforms claim to be good and therefore constitute educational improvement 
while most o f them  are implemented with insufficient evidence for their positive 
effects, goals which are too broadly or too vaguely formulated and less than adequate 
designs (Eisner, 2000; Fink & Stoll, 1998; Hargreaves et al., 1998). In light o f these 
observations, it should not come as a surprise that teachers frequently experience 
problems with the changing definitions o f ‘good’ professional performance. As many 
researchers have pointed out, teachers are often involved in only the implementation 
o f the reforms and not their design, which offers them very little control over the 
actual improvement process (Holmes, 1998; Olson, 2002). As Eisner also states in 
his review o f fifty years o f school improvement in the USA, teachers need ‘to feel a 
part of, if  not in control of, the improvement process. The teacher [...] needs to have 
a stake in how  schools change’ (2000, p. 347). In the recent innovation literature, 
the crucial role o f teachers for successful implementation is more widely recognized 
than several decades ago when a more technical rationalistic approach to innovation 
predominated (Hargreaves et al., 1998). According to Olson (2002), however, the 
beliefs o f teachers are still cited as something to be managed in most change models. 
Educational research emphasizes the importance o f identifying what teachers think
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about a reform while ‘...w hat teachers take to be their task, and why they see it the 
way they do, is often ignored’ (Olson, 2002, p. 131). The aim o f the present study 
is therefore to contribute to a better understanding o f what teachers view as their 
task and just what they have at stake in the current context o f reform and changing 
definitions o f their work.
W ith regard to the amount o f time and energy required o f teachers by the current 
reforms and thus their impact on the emotional lives o f teachers, recent research 
emphasizes the importance o f attending to teachers’ emotions as basically inseparable 
from their cognitions and providing valuable insight into what they have at stake 
(Hargreaves, 1998, 2000; Nias, 1996). Although several studies have examined 
teachers’ emotions with regard to their work, a systematic understanding o f their 
emotions is still missing (Hargreaves, 1999, 2001; Nias, 1996; van den Berg, 2002) and 
very little research has examined the emotions o f teachers in relation to the current 
reforms or within the framework o f an explicit theory o f emotions (cf. Dinham  & 
Scott, 1996; Little, 1996; Nias, 1999; Hargreaves, 2000, 2001; Aarts et al., 2002).
In the present study, the manner in which teachers perceive their work within the 
current reform context will therefore be examined through the lens o f their emotions. 
It is assumed that the emotions o f teachers within the present educational context 
have a political dimension as teachers often perceive their professional identities as 
being at stake. It is also assumed that the emotions o f teachers when confronted 
with educational reforms should thus be approached in terms o f self- or identity 
preservation (cf. Kelchtermans, 1996; Nias, 1996). The cognitive social-psychological 
theory o f emotions as put forth by Lazarus (1991a) is adopted for use within this largely 
exploratory study. And in the following, the theoretical approach to emotions will 
first be considered with respect to the reforms currently being implemented in Dutch 
secondary education. Thereafter, the research questions aimed at the attainment of 
greater insight into the emotions o f teachers within the current context o f change will 
be outlined and considered. In light o f our interest in the professional orientations of 
teachers in relation to their emotions, it was decided to undertake in-depth interviews 
with the teachers and the results o f these exploratory interviews are thus presented 
followed by a num ber o f more general conclusions.
Theoretical framework
The social-psychological theory o f emotions developed by Lazarus (1991abc, 1999; cf. Lewis and Haviland-Jones, 2000) was selected for use in the present
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study because o f its focus on how  emotions are generated by person-environment 
relations and the emotions within the individual (see Chapter 1 for an extended 
discussion o f the theory). W ithin this relational, motivational, and cognitive theory 
o f emotions, the following concepts are o f particular relevance: the personality or 
self, the situational encounter or demands, the appraisal process, and the emotions 
themselves.
Personality or teacher orientations
The personality or self, according to this theory, includes what is important to the 
individual —  that is, the person’s goals, beliefs, and knowledge. W ith regard to 
teachers, Kelchtermans (1993) defines the professional self as the individual teacher’s 
personal conception o f him /herself as a teacher. The professional self is, for most 
teachers, very personal because most o f them  tend to strongly invest their own 
‘selves’ in their work and their students. Such personal investment is almost inevitable 
because teaching involves intense personal interaction (cf. Nias, 1996) and, according 
to Fenstermacher (1990), good teaching requires personal involvement with the 
students. Their perceptions o f themselves as teachers are also therefore an important 
source o f self-esteem and fulfilment but also vulnerability.
W ithin the context o f the present study, the focus is on teachers’ orientations 
towards their work and what is thus important to them. Teachers tend to have very 
personal and strong views on how  they think they should work. That is, teachers 
do not constitute a monolithic block with the same attitudes, the same educational 
philosophy, the same subjective educational theory, the same values, or the same 
expectations with regard to the professional, pedagogical, and organizational aspects 
o f their work (Kelchtermans 1993; Sleegers 1999; Chapter 2). Teachers’ orientations 
can be defined as how  they think they should work and are therefore o f critical 
importance for change.
Situational dem ands or educational reform s
The situational encounter involves the demands, constraints, and resources that a 
situation brings with it. In our study, this means the reforms that teachers are facing. 
For the current reforms in D utch high school education to succeed, three kind o f 
changes are being asked o f teachers:
1. changes in the teaching-learning process inspired by current constructivist views 
on learning or a shift from classical instruction to active learning;
2. changes in the goals o f education with the moral dimension being re-emphasized;
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3. changes in the role o f the teacher within the school organization or teacher
em powerment via the stimulation o f greater collaboration and participation.
Furthermore, these current large-scale educational innovations are also often 
multidimensional in nature, which means that they contain divergent and often 
contradictory expectations with regard to how  teachers should work. Moreover, 
teachers are often not involved in the (political) decision-making process that leads 
up to an innovation. That is, large-scale innovation programs typically do not stem 
from the teachers or educational advisors. The source o f such large-scale reforms is 
external policy with the goal o f adequate management o f the school within a national 
framework. That is, reforms are often imposed —  at least initially —  from the outside 
(Beare and Boyd, 1993).
According to Goodson (2000), an educational innovation represents a ‘coalition’ 
o f interests and projects brought together under a com mon name at a particular point 
in time. Stated differently, an innovation can be considered an expression o f people’s 
values, beliefs, political opinions, and morals embedded within a particular power 
context (Lasky, 2001). So, educational innovations carry both implicit and explicit 
assumptions about how  teachers should work, but these assumptions need not be in 
keeping with the views o f the teachers themselves, and therefore can invoke strong 
emotional reactions (see also Chapter 1).
T he appraisal process
The appraisal process involves continual evaluation o f the significance o f what is 
happening for one’s well-being. These continual evaluations are a core element in the 
emotion process and show what the person has at stake. As mentioned, the present 
study especially focuses on the appraisals o f teachers with regard to current reforms.
To analyse the appraisal process, Lazarus distinguishes six components: three 
primary and three secondary components.
The primary components o f appraisal pertain to whether an encounter is relevant 
to a person’s well-being and just how: goal relevance, goal congruence, and goal 
content. The three components are considered primary because they determine the 
emotional heat o f an encounter. Goal relevance is the extent to which an encounter 
touches on personal goals —  issues that the person cares about or has a personal 
stake in. Goal congruence is the extent to which an encounter is consistent or 
inconsistent with what the person wants —  the encounter either thwarts personal 
goals (incongruence) or facilitates personal goals (congruence). Goal congruence leads
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to positive emotions; goal incongruence leads to negative emotions. Goal content 
pertains to the kind o f personal goal at stake and may relate to self-esteem, social 
esteem, moral values, ideals, meanings, ideas, the well-being o f others, and life goals. 
Identification o f the goal content is necessary to distinguish among several emotions. 
The secondary components o f appraisal concern an evaluation o f one’s options and 
resources for coping with the situation and one’s future prospects. This is not the 
focus o f the present study and therefore not taken into account (see also Chapter 1 
and the discussion in Chapter 5).
In sum, it is relevant to focus on the reciprocal relations between teachers’ 
orientations towards their work (as part o f the personality or self), the situational 
demands (i.e. changes in teaching and the role o f teachers in the school organization 
as a result o f educational reforms), and mediating processes (i.e. primary components 
o f appraisal) in order to understand teachers’ emotions in a context o f change. It 
should be noted that emotion and cognition are strongly interwoven in nature and, 
therefore, often cannot be treated as separate, except only for reasons o f analysis. As 
Frijda (2000) summarized current psychological research, some emotions in particular 
situations seem not to have a cognitive antecedent, but many emotions do, and also 
cognitions often have an affective component, which makes it difficult to treat them 
separately (cf. Lazarus, 1991a).
The focus o f the current study is not so much on which emotions teachers actually 
experience but on the direction o f the emotions (positive or negative) and the way in 
which they construe their situation. The following questions stand central:
1. H ow  do teachers emotionally experience the current reforms?
2. H ow  are these emotions related to teachers’ professional orientations and the 
situational demands they are faced with?
Method
This section describes methodological aspects as the sample o f this second study, the procedure o f the interviews, and the way the data was analyzed.
Sample
The teachers in the current study were selected from a larger sample o f 452 teachers 
who participated in a previous study (Chapter 2). This previous study was conducted 
in April 1997 and explored high-school teachers’ orientations towards different aspects 
o f their work in a quantitative manner. O f  particular interest were their orientations
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towards the instructional aspects o f teaching, the goals o f education, and the role o f 
the teacher within the school organization.
In a previous study (Chapter 2), based on educational literature, we distinguished 
two orientations with regard to teaching (i.e. the instructional aspects o f teaching 
and the goals o f education): a student/learning-centred orientation and a content/ 
teacher-centred orientation (Billig, Condor, Edwards, Gane, M iddleton & Radley 
1988; Denessen, 1999). The first orientation emphasizes the process o f learning and 
the personal development o f students. The content/teacher-centred orientation 
stresses the importance o f teaching the subject and the qualification o f students.
W ith regard to the school organization, two distinct orientations could again be 
distinguished in the previous study (Chapter 2) on the basis o f educational literature: 
a restricted versus an extended orientation (Hoyle, 1980). A teacher with a restricted 
orientation is focused primarily on pedagogical content and his or her own teaching 
activities. A teacher with an extended orientation is more involved in the school as an 
organization and has a wider teaching scope than just the classroom.
The results o f the previous study showed the orientations o f the teachers to vary 
across six groups o f teachers, from which two groups were taken that differ strongly 
from each other, so to gain more insight into the relationships between orientations, 
appraisals, and emotions. One group o f teachers (Cluster 2 in Chapter 2, described 
as ‘progressive, extended oriented’) was strongly student/learning oriented with 
regard to their teaching and had a clearly extended orientation towards the school 
organization. The other group o f teachers (Cluster 5 in Chapter 3, described as 
‘traditonal, restricted’) was more teacher/content oriented with regard to their 
teaching and had a restricted orientation towards the school organization6. From 
these two groups o f teachers, we selected six teachers for closer examination in the 
current study: three teachers from each group. The teachers clearly differed with 
respect to their orientations and were also therefore expected to differ with respect 
to their emotions related to the current reforms. As mentioned, the focus was not so 
much on the specific emotions, but more on the direction o f the emotions (positive 
or negative) and the way the teachers appraised the relation between their professional 
orientations and the situational demands they are faced with.
The six teachers were interviewed in October and Novem ber o f 1998, and the 
validation interviews took place three months later. They all worked at different 
schools7. The following three teachers were selected from the group o f teachers 
with a student- and learning-centred orientation towards teaching and an extended 
orientation towards the school organization.
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• Desiree who teaches mathematics; she has been teaching for more than 14 years.
• Hanneke who is an English as Second language teacher with more than 18 years o f 
experience.
• Thijs who is a m other tongue language teacher (Dutch language and literature) with 
more than 20 years o f experience.
The other three teachers were selected from the group with a teacher- or content­
centred orientation towards teaching and a restricted orientation towards the school 
organization.
• Peter who teaches geography and social studies and has more than 18 years of 
experience.
• T om  who teaches D utch language and social studies; he has been teaching for more 
than 30 years.
• Frits who teaches Classic languages and has more than 5 years o f experience. 
Procedure
The interviews took place either at school or at home. The first interview lasted
1.5 to 2 hours. The focus o f the first interview (semi-structured) was on teachers’ 
orientations towards the different aspects o f their work and the way they perceived 
and felt about current reforms affecting their work. M ore specific with regard to their 
orientations, questions were asked about what teachers saw as their tasks, about the 
relevancy o f those tasks, the way their work should be, and their motivation to work. 
W ith regard to the reforms, they were asked about which and how  current reforms 
affected their work, how  they experienced those reforms in terms o f supporting their 
daily work, how  they felt about it, and how  the reforms related to their own views 
o f how  to work as a teacher. Two researchers conducted each o f the interviews: 
one asked questions with the aid o f a topic list, and the other listened, took notes, 
and possibly posed additional questions at the end o f the interview. Both during 
and after the interview, a research log was kept (Kelchtermans, 1994). In this log, 
the researchers reported their general impressions o f the interview, what went well, 
what could be improved, their personal impression o f the respondent in terms o f 
pleasantness and interest, their impression o f the environment in which the interview 
took place, and their role in the interview (Nisbett & DeCamp Wilson, 1977; Miles 
& Huberman, 1984; Kelchtermans, 1994).
All o f the interviews were audiotaped and transcribed to create a written protocol, 
whicn constisted o f the complete plain text o f the interview. The first analyses
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followed (see the next section, phase 1-4). A second interview followed, lasting 1 to
1.5 hours. The focus o f the second interview was on the content o f the first interview 
and the initial analyses, and on the relationships between their perceptions o f the 
reforms and their orientations. The interview protocols and the initial analyses were 
sent to the respondents for validation. All o f the teachers subsequently agreed with the 
content o f the protocols8, and the initial analysis.
Analyses
Based on Miles and Huberm an (1984), we analyzed the written interview protocols 
in several phases. First, we assigned a descriptive code to those interview segments 
that appeared to be relevant to the different research questions. Second, we 
assigned a more interpretative code to each o f the selected segments in order to 
globally summarize the content o f the segment. Third, each interview segment was 
specifically coded with regard to the following information: orientation (student/ 
learning-oriented versus teacher/content-oriented; restricted versus extended), the 
primary components o f appraisal (goal relevance, goal congruence, and goal content), 
and emotions (positive versus negative emotions). Fourth, each segment was next 
examined from the perspective o f the research questions and, on the basis o f this 
information, a more specific classification o f the segments was made. A summary 
data matrix was then created for each respondent. Fifth, these initial analyses 
were discussed with the teachers in the second interview, which resulted in some 
adjustments and refinements. Sixth, the summary data matrix for each respondent 
was analyzed separate from the other respondents (vertical analysis); the data matrices 
from the different respondents were then compared to each other and summarized 
within a single data matrix (horizontal analysis). In the final phase, a summary o f the 
results was written with clear references to the data matrices, interview segments, 
and written protocols. Use was made o f the Atlas/ti (1997) software program for 
qualitative analysis to guide the analyses.
Results
This section is divided into three parts. In the first part, teachers’ emotions related to the current change in teaching and the analysis o f their emotions is reported. In the second part, teachers’ emotions related to the current change in the school 
organization and the analysis o f their emotions will be reported. The last part discusses 
the results o f the first two parts in terms o f identity-preservation.
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W ith regard to the impact o f the current changes on their professional lives, the 
teachers only referred to those reforms relating to instruction and their role within 
the school organization. The change with regard to the goals o f education (i.e. the 
current emphasis on the moral task) went largely unm entioned and was therefore 
omitted from the analyses.
As m entioned in the method section, the six teachers were selected from two 
groups o f teachers reflecting two main types o f orientations, assuming that they will 
differ in their emotional reactions towards the current changes. As will be shown 
below, they indeed did as expected. However, the focus o f the study is not so much 
on which emotions they have, but more on the way the teachers appraise the relation 
between their professional orientations and the situational demands they are faced 
with. So, therefore, first the emotions will be reported, followed by an analysis in 
terms o f what the teachers perceived as important in their work (their professional 
orientations) and in terms o f goal relevance, goal congruence and goal content.
Em otions related to  the change in teaching
The current reforms w ith regard to the practice o f teaching in the upper level o f Dutch 
secondary education, called the Studyhouse, ask teachers to adopt a more process- 
oriented model o f teaching w ith themselves serving as the facilitators o f student 
learning and in such a manner emphasizing active learning and responsibility on the 
part o f students. The teacher is no longer expected to simply pass on knowledge; the 
teacher is, rather, expected to provide a rich learning environment9 (cf. Vermunt, 
1995; Shuell, 1996). In the reactions o f the teachers towards this change in teaching 
divergent emotions could be found, varying from being angry, anxious to happy and 
satisfied. As m entioned earlier, two groups o f teachers with different professional 
orientations are taken for this study. For each group, quotations will be given below, 
containing the emotions the teachers talked about in the interviews with regard to the 
Studyhouse. In the next sections, the emotions will be analyzed then.
From the group o f teachers w ith a teacher- or content-centred orientation 
towards teaching, Frits, the classic languages teacher for more than 5 years, showed 
anger towards the change in teaching in the Studyhouse, and fear with regard to the 
results o f the students:
W hat upsets me and even makes me angry is that the possibility is taken away from  us to a 
large extent to teach the students w hat needs to be taught to them. T hey  w o n ’t, I  th ink, reach 
the level that is now  normal. Look, m y two subjects (Greek and Latin , K vV )p ro ve d  to be much 
more difficult in the upper level than in the lower level, no matter w hat method or book you use.
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T ha t problem exists. A n d  exactly at the m om ent that problem occurs, the students are required 
to do everything independently. I t w ill become a disaster.
Another reaction came from Peter, the geography and social studies teacher for about 
18 years, who only saw his teaching efforts increase because the students are supposed 
to work more independently in the Studyhouse, which seemed to worry and to 
frustrate him:
You ju s t  see that they (the s tuden ts ,K vV ) can’t work so independently and be so self-responsible. 
So the more you notice that, the harder you have to work to help them. T ha t is o ften... that is 
ju s t  ... and it is ju s t  very frustrating because your results are... you have to work as three times 
as normal and the results (the learning o f  the students, K v V )  are not even improving fo r  ten 
percent. Yes, that worries m e... and I  f in d  that very frustrating.
Tom , the m other tongue language teacher for more than 30 years, told that he is not 
convinced that this new  m ethod o f teaching in the Studyhouse really works, which 
made him feel anxious:
So, o f  course I  try to let them work independently as much as possible. A n d  w hen fo r  instance 
they do work independently on their reading portfolio, and I  talk w ith  one student, all the 
others also th ink they can talk. A t  that moment, w hen everybody talks, nobody can really 
work anymore, and that gives me the impression ‘there is still a long way to g o ’. So, that 
independence, that really worries me very much.
The three teachers o f the group with a student- or learning-centred orientation 
towards teachers gave opposite reactions. Desiree, the mathematics teacher for more 
than 14 years, said, when asked how  she feels about the new  way o f teaching in the 
Studyhouse:
I  fe e l.. . well, it gives me more satisfaction because... this new w ay o f  teaching f i ts  me so much 
more. Absolutely. M uch more than the frontal w ay o f  teaching. I  fe l t  m yself fa i l  so m any times 
then. I  would see a child who was really unhappy but have to focus on the subject matter because 
I  had to fin ish  the chapter, you know ... and now I  really have time to p ay  attention to one 
child...
Thijs, the m other tongue language teacher for more than 20 years, started to talk 
about the role o f the m entor when asked about the new  way o f teaching, which to 
him  was a condition for the Studyhouse way o f teaching:
T he role o f  the mentor in the Studyhouse becomes so much more important and only fo r  that
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already, I ’m very happy w ith this change. You know, large schools run the risk o f  letting 
students drowned, and especially now the S tudyhouse where they are supposed to be so much 
more independent. B u t besides that, already fo r  years I  had the feeling  that m any students ju s t  
did not get enough attention.
Hanneke, the English as Second language teacher for more than 18 years, told to feel 
good about giving students more responsibility in the Studyhouse way o f teaching:
I  think, to give the students the responsibility fo r  their own learning is a good thing... very 
im portant... that they learn because they themselves are convinced o f  the relevancy, and not 
because I  am the one that thinks it is important. I  see that most students are more motivated 
when I  give them more responsibility, w hich... stimulates m e... that feels good...yes, it makes 
teaching fo r  me more challenging, so much more.
These quotations showed the teachers to have negative and positive emotional 
reactions towards the current change in teaching. As argued in the theoretical 
framework, emotions can be viewed as showing what a person has at stake. The 
quotations already indicate different reasons why these teachers feel positive or 
negative about the Studyhouse way o f teaching. To try to understand what these 
teachers have at stake, their orientations towards their work and the way they 
appraised this change in terms o f goal relevance, goal congruence and goal content 
will now  be analyzed.
Orientations towards teaching
As the quotations above already indicated, the teachers from the group with a teacher- 
or content-centred orientation towards teaching differ from the teachers in the other 
group in the way they motivate their reactions. All three seem to refer somehow to 
the doubts they have about the ability o f the students to learn independently (their 
subject), as proposed in the Studyhouse, while the other three teachers seemed to be 
concerned about the well-being o f the students. Table 3.1 summarizes the orientations 
o f the teachers towards their teaching.
W hen asked about their primary task as a teacher, they - Peter, Tom , and Frits 
- m entioned teaching their subject and helping students acquire knowledge o f the 
subject. W ith regard to attention the personal well-being o f students, they did not 
consider this as part o f the teaching task. Attention for group processes and educational 
climate within the classroom are considered important but from a practical point of 
view. As Peter said: In  a nice atmosphere, they work better. As both T om  and Frits argued,
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Table 3.1
The orientations of the teachers towards their teaching
Teachers Orientations towards teaching
Desiree 
Mathematics 
14 years experience
Most im portant is how children feel, and how they develop. As teacher you have to 
be focused on how students know them selves, how they stand in the  world. 
Teaching my subject is no t the  most im portant thing.
Hanneke 
English as 
second language 
18 years experience
As teacher she feels responsible for the  whole group process. I t  is all about being 
human beings together, and about giving real atten tion  to  children. You are not 
there as a teacher bu t as a human being.
Teaching my subject is very important.
Thijs
Dutch language 
20 years experience
As a teacher you are responsible for the  social process with students, for how they 
th rea t each other.
Your task is to  make more complete people of them.
Both aspects are as im portant as teaching your subject.
Peter 
Geography /  
social studies 
18 years experience
Teaching the  subject is im portant because th a t's  where you get paid for.
Too much atten tion  for pedagogical issues takes away tim e to teach.
A ttention for atm osphere in the  classroom is im portant: the  class performs better 
and there is less bullying.
Tom
Dutch language 
30 years experience
Teaching the  subject is my most im portant task.
I am here to  teach and no t to  interfere with students in a personal way. 
Bullying problems is the  domain of the  mentor.
Teaching norms and values is not the  task of a teacher, bu t the  domain of the 
subject social studies.
Frits
Classic language 
5 years experience
Students go to  school to  develop themselves in an intellectual manner.
Students are supposed to  get a grip of the  subject and to  develop themselves in a 
political, social, and cultural manner.
My task is to  teach them  the  subject and in such a way th a t  they follow th e  subject 
with joy to  a certain extent.
I t  is no t my task to  help students who do feel troubled in a personal way. That is a 
task of the  mentor.
they do not interfere with students who feel fine. Attention to personal development 
is largely unimportant because the most important task o f the teacher is to teach their 
subject. Frits was most outspoken w ith regard to what he sees as his primary task. 
To him, it is very important to educate students in a political, cultural, and historical 
sense. In this light, he referred to the German Bildungs ideal from the 19th century. 
It is important that they [the students] not become unworldly freaks but, so to say, p la y  a role as 
a citizen in the fu tu re . In other words, that they have not only factual knowledge o f  how society 
works but also an ability to th ink creatively about this [...] . M a n y  o f  m y students [pre-university 
students] will have executive positions in the fu tu re  and, from  someone in an executive position, 
you can expect such a person to have a certain kind o f  education, B ildung in German.
The quotations in the previous section o f the teachers o f the other group with a
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student- or learning-centred orientation towards teaching seemed to indicate a focus 
on the personal well-being o f the students, which was confirmed when asked about 
their orientations towards teaching (see Table 3.1). They - Desiree, Hanneke and 
Thijs - perceived teaching first and foremost about how  children feel and how  they 
are doing. Teaching is about contact w ith students as human beings, and it is therefore 
essential to keep an eye on what students have on their minds. Therefore, they also 
feel responsible for the group process within the classroom and for the relationships 
between the students. As Hanneke stressed, this means paying real attention to children. 
According to Thijs,
You have to show a student that you are interested in that student, that that student is important 
to you [...] , that cheers people up, the feeling  that they are valued.
These teachers also m entioned the importance o f the subject they teach, but this 
aspect is viewed as self-evident: the focus is clearly on the well-being and personal 
development o f the students. Desiree described it as follows.
T h a t’s fo r  me teaching. To me, teaching is something different than transmission o f  knowledge. 
Otherwise, I  would work at a long distance learning institute, where I  sim ply have to correct the 
assignments submitted by people. T h a t’s really knowledge transmission. B u t w hen you choose fo r  
a school w ith living creatures who you really see, I  th ink you should look at the overall picture.
Goal relevance, goal congruence and goal content
As can be concluded from Table 3.2, the degree o f goal relevance that the teachers 
experienced in connection with the Studyhouse changes seemed to be quite high as 
the reforms appear to touch the heart o f their work.
All o f the teachers defined teaching as their most important task and an important 
source o f joy although they emphasized different aspects o f the task in line w ith their 
particular teaching orientation. As Tom, who had a strong focus on subject matter 
just like Peter and Frits, said: Teaching m y subject, tha t’s something I  enjoy. Desiree, on 
the other hand, who, just as Hanneke and Thijs, had a strong focus on the well-being 
o f students, said:
I  get m y energy from  the contact w ith m y students. T ha t gives me so much jo y . That, to me, 
is m y work.
W ith regard to the degree o f goal congruence that the teachers experienced and the 
goal content, they strongly differed and their experiences strongly related to their 
teaching orientation. Desiree, Hanneke, and Thijs perceived the current changes as
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Table 3.2
Teachers' goal relevance and goal content with regard to the change in  teaching
Teachers Goal relevance Goal content
Desiree Teaching as most im portant task: contact 
with students gives joy.
New model of teaching gives more space to  pay 
a tten tio n  to  individual students.
Hanneke Teaching as most im portant task: focus 
on the  well-being of the  group and each 
student.
New model of teaching gives individual student 
responsibility for learning, which is positive for its 
focus on the  individual.
Working independently is difficult for students, and 
for Hanneke is it  difficult to  give students their 
responsibility.
Thijs Teaching as most im portant task: focus 
on how students feel, and on making 
more complete people of students.
New model of teaching prevents students to  be 
drowning into the  anonymous group because of its 
focus on the  individual student.
Peter Teaching as most im portant task: enjoys 
teaching his subject.
Increasing workload because students can 't work 
independently. But he feels he is no t allowed to 
teach anymore like he would like to.
Tom Teaching as most im portant task: 
teaching his subject is most im portant 
task.
Students are only motivated by grades. They can't 
work independently. Teacher is needed to teach 
them  the  subject, but he has hardly space to  do so.
Frits Teaching as most im portant task: 
teaching his subject and to  stim ulate the 
intellectual development of his students.
New model of teaching takes away possibility to  
teach his subject, and the  core of education is 
taken away.
consistent with their teaching orientation while Peter, Tom, and Frits experienced 
inconsistency. Desiree, Hanneke, and Thijs viewed the new manner o f teaching as 
positive. W ith regard to goal content, they, as the quotations in the section about 
emotions also showed, m entioned different aspects o f their own teaching orientation 
in connection with the new  manner: it gives you space to pay attention to each 
individual student and space to give students responsibility for their own learning. 
Only Hanneke, although she was very positive about the focus on the responsibility 
o f students, m entioned some problems with the new  way o f teaching. The problems 
appeared to be related to her perception o f her task as a teacher, and she found it 
difficult to let go o f the control that she has over her students.
To f in d  a balance between letting go and somehow having some control over them is difficult fo r  
me [...] . S tudents responsible fo r  their own learning, yes, okay, but they need a lot o f  feedback 
and I  experience a lack o f  time fo r  that.
Peter, Tom , and Frits experienced greater goal incongruence with regard to the 
changes. In their opinion, their teaching activities are important precisely because 
students are often not able to take responsibility for their own learning or work
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independently. These teachers had strong doubts about the notion o f students being 
responsible for their own learning. As T om  said:
In theory, it is a nice notion, but in real practice, it does not work. Students are only concerned 
about their grades.
In addition, the new model o f teaching was experienced as increasing the workload 
o f these teachers because most students are not able to work independently. Just 
as Hanneke, they also noted that they found it difficult to let go and that the new 
m anner o f teaching therefore took a lot o f time. In contrast to Hanneke, moreover, 
they did not view the changes as realistic or positive. Peter m entioned how  his 
workload has increased. N ote that this quotation is strongly related to the quotation 
o f Peter in the previous section about emotions. Furthermore, this quotation also 
seems to indicate the com mitment o f Peter as a teacher towards his students and the 
dilemma he experienced with the new way o f teaching.
W ell, then you have to choose between two options. Ju s t let such a student work independently 
and w e’ll see. O r — fo r  which I, o f  course, yes, actually you have no choice —  I  decide to help the 
students a lot. T ha t takes energy. T ha t takes a lot o f  time. H elping a lot, demonstrating, asking 
questions. Trying things out. M eanwhile hoping it [students’ ability to work independently] 
will improve. B u t it takes a lot o f  energy. B u t well, you can’t leave them on their own. Yes, it 
is contradictory. In  other words, the word ‘independence’ looks very attractive on paper...
At a deeper level, with regard to goal content, Peter, Tom, and Frits had the feeling 
that this new  model o f teaching gives them  too little space to teach their subject, 
which the students are not capable o f mastering on their own. In other words, their 
basic conceptualization o f teaching seemed to be at stake. Frits expressed the point 
with the following words:
The possibility o f  teaching students w hat needs to be taught is being done away w ith [...]. 
There is no more space fo r  general education. I f  this change goes on, then not only the B ildung  
is removed, not only the core o f  m y teaching, but —  in m y opinion —  also the core o f  the entire 
education system.
Em otions tow ards the change in  the school organizational role o f  teachers 
W ith regard to the role o f the teacher in the school organization, teachers today are 
now  expected more than ever to take an active role within the school organization 
(cf. D .H . Hargreaves, 1994). This includes collaboration with colleagues and 
participation in school decision-making processes. Collaboration with colleagues is 
strongly related to the changing manner o f teaching (cf. Shuell, 1996). The demand
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to participate in school organizational matters is a result o f governmental deregulation 
aimed at increasing the autonomy of schools (cf. Sleegers & Wesselingh 1995). The 
concrete result, however, is that many teachers experience an increased num ber of 
meetings with colleagues, coordinators, and managers. Many schools also have a new 
task policy, which means an additional school organization task for each teacher in 
addition to the teaching task.
As in the previous section about the change in teaching, also in this section, first 
the emotions the teachers talked about in the interviews will be reported, followed 
by the analysis. The teachers were asked how  they felt about the change in the 
school organization, and especially that they were expected to collaborate with 
their colleagues and to participate in school policy matters. The answers reported 
below already seemed to reveal much about how  the teachers perceived the school 
organization and their own role in the school.
Frits, the classical language teacher, talked with much irritation when asked how 
he perceived the current changes with regard to the school organization:
T ha t is also a change that annoys me. W ell yes, the fac t that the school more and more thinks 
that m any other tasks also belong to the work o f  teachers. For instance, you can th ink o f 
the mentoring o f  students, which is an extra task since last year. O r something which I  did 
informally, taking students to a p la y  in the theatre, that has become now the task o f  a new  
committee ( ... ) . W h y  it annoys me? Because I ’m already very busy w ith the task, which was 
the reason I  became a teacher, nam ely teaching, educating m y students.
Also Peter, the geography and social studies teacher, referred to his teaching task, and 
described how  he increasingly experienced his work as unpleasant, compared to his 
w ork in the past:
In  the past... you ju s t  did teach fo r  2 9  hours, 3 0  hours. A n d  all the other tasks, that was 
something you did together (...). T ha t was something you sim ply did. A n d  that took a lot o f  
time, but you d idn’t mind. N o w  we have this task policy o f  the school management. You have so 
m any hours... well, when I  teach fo r  so m any hours, then so m any hours are still left... and I  am 
mentor and I  am member o f  some kind  o f  board... then I  did work all m y hours, so I  d on’t have 
to go to meetings w ith colleagues, because I  worked enough, on paper. B u t I  don’t fe e l like... 
not... no, I  don’t like it this w ay (...). I  would ju s t  like to teach only. J u s t simple teaching, that 
is w hat I  enjoy. A l l  those side issues... make m y work more and more unpleasant.
Tom , the m other tongue language teacher, started to sum up the many meetings he 
has, which he disliked, except for the contact with one subject colleague:
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Terrible. T ha t is really the worst, you know, lately. M eetings about all kinds o f  issues. I  am 
the chair o f  the lower level. W e have every week a f ix e d  hour (...). Besides that I  have every 
week a meeting w ith the coordinator about m y classes (...). W e also have those meetings with  
some other schools, w ith  which we collaborate (...). A n d  internal, we have a meeting w ith the 
subject colleagues each Tuesday, the seventh hour (...). I  have this one subject colleague, the 
only one actually w ith whom  I  really like to talk and collaborate... ju s t  to hold o n ... also to 
stay up to date.
Desiree, Hanneke en Thijs reacted in a different way. Asked about the changes in the 
school organization, Desiree, the mathematics teacher, referred especially to the value 
o f supporting each other as colleagues:
T ha t you talk w ith each other about the problems you have. . .  problems w ith students, or with  
your teaching, or w ith ... all kinds o f  problems. A n d  that you then together think, like ‘Try  
th is’ or ‘D id  you already try this?’, you know. ( . . . ) .  I t is sometimes so simple and so clarifying. 
R eally! Sometimes ju s t  a simple advice can already help you ( . . . ) .  Then you think, it is really 
nice that you can support each other like that.
Hanneke, the English as Second language teacher, seemed to perceive the 
organizational tasks as a normal aspect o f her work, which she liked, and she also 
referred to a jo in t responsibility for students:
W ell, the am ount o f  meetings... I  th in k ... i t ’s ju s t  a part o f  your work ( . . . ) .  I  like it, yes, I  
do. You know, only teaching would make me fa ll  asleep so to say ( ... ) . I  really have something 
like ... a feeling  o f  responsibility, like ‘I t has to go all right and we are together responsible fo r  
tha t’.  yes, you are responsible, aren’t yo u ? ... to g e th e r . fo r  a important phase in the life o f 
the student.
Thijs, the m other tongue language teacher, also seemed to perceive the organizational 
aspects as normal, which, next to his teaching, gave him  feelings o f pleasure:
Since a year or two, we have a kind  o f  task policy ( . . . )  ju s t  to divide in a honest w ay the non­
teaching tasks. . .  the tasks in the school ( . . . ) .  B u t to me, it doesn’t matter how much I  have 
to work. W hether I  work 5 0  or 60  hours or only 3 0 , I  don’t care. I  work here w ith so much 
pleasure ( . . . ) .  I  like to be involved in the school. . .  and I  also th ink i t ’s somehow natural when  
you work in a school that you care about the bigger picture ( ... ) . W ith  regard to meetings... 
well, i t ’s not m y m ostfavourite thing, but it is so useful! You have to talk w ith  each other sim ply  
to improve the school and education.
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These quotations showed the teachers to have negative and positive emotional 
reactions towards the school organizational aspects o f their work. Although they 
referred to different aspects, these quotations seemed to reveal much about how  they 
perceive the work and their role in the school. To gain a more fully understanding o f 
how  these teachers experience emotionally these aspects, their orientations towards 
the school organizational aspects o f their work and the way they appraise the current 
change in terms o f goal relevance, goal congruence and goal content will now  be 
analyzed.
Orientations towards the school organization
Peter, Tom , and Frits were selected from a group o f teachers with restricted 
orientations towards the school organization, and Desiree, Hanneke, and Thijs from 
a group o f teachers with extended orientations, as m entioned earlier. The interviews 
confirmed the way they were oriented to their role in the school (see Table 3.3), as 
the quotations above already indicated.
This means that Desiree, Hanneke, and Thijs viewed collaboration with colleagues 
and participation in school policy-matters more positively than the other teachers. 
Such involvement appeared to be self-evident for them. W ith regard to collaboration 
with colleagues, Desiree, Hanneke, and Thijs stressed that it is an important source 
o f support (teaching itself is a very heavy job  as Desiree said) and an important source of 
advice for complicated and demanding work; as teachers, you have jo in t responsibility 
for the students and for the implementation o f educational innovations. W ith 
regard to participation in school policy, these same teachers considered themselves 
responsible for the well-being o f their colleagues, the fair treatment o f students, and 
the exertion o f some influence on the school (Hanneke and Thijs). For these reasons, 
these two teachers also rejected highly autonomous teachers who do not want to 
collaborate. Desiree does not have this rejection o f highly autonomous teachers. 
These teachers also motivated their orientation towards the school as organization 
by m entioning the students (their orientation towards teaching). Thijs described how  
he became a coordinator and was therefore able to design and implement a m entor 
system for all students and not only those with problems. Hanneke stressed the joint 
responsibility for students as a reason for being involved in the school organization. 
Desiree motivated her involvement more indirectly and thus similarly to her focus on 
students when she states that i t ’s all about having contact w ith  hum an beings and therefore 
involves a focus on how  people —  including her colleagues —  feel.
Peter, Tom , and Frits, in contrast, talked about collaboration and participation as
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Table 3.3
The orientations of the teachers towards the school organizational aspects of their work
Teachers Orientations towards the school organization
Desiree 
Mathematics 
14 years experience
Consultation with colleagues is important: to  support each other emotionally because 
teaching is a heavy job.
It is im portant to  keep an eye on each other, how people feel.
Involvement in school policy is relevant because of the  concerns of the  students, the 
teachers, and the school.
Hanneke 
English as 
second language 
18 years experience
Consultation with colleagues is im portant because you have a jo in t responsibility for 
the  students, and the  students have the  right on an equal treatm ent.
Autonomous teachers are contradictionary with her idea of a jo in t responsibility.
She has a strong involvement in school policy m atters because, as she says, she has a 
strong feeling of responsibility and likes to  organize things.
Thijs
Dutch language 
20 years experience
Consultation with colleagues is necessary to  improve education. Autonomous teachers 
obstruct improvement.
His involvement in school made possible the  development of a mentor system for all 
students.
To him, it  is im portant to  be involved in school policy matters because it  is a part of 
the  work, and he likes to  be involved and to  have influence.
Peter 
Geography /  
social studies 
18 years experience
Consultation with colleagues is of course im portant about practical issues, bu t where 
to  find the  tim e for it?
Involvement in school policy m atters is of course im portant but a t th is moment 
he has no tim e for it. Priorities are with his family, and he tells th a t  he feels an 
increasing workload with the  school organizational demands.
Tom
Dutch language 
30 years experience
All those meetings with different groups about all kinds of issues are terrible. Only 
the  meetings with my subject colleague are useful to me.
Involvement in school policy gives increasing workload, for which you don't get paid.
Frits
Classic language 
5 years experience
To work autonomously is very im portant because he is the  expert, and i t  gives him joy 
to  fill up his subject by himself.
The school management expects you to be involved, bu t he sees no real reason for 
that.
Involvement in school policy m atters is useful because people with power need to  be 
checked, but it  is no t his priority right now. He wants to  use his tim e for teaching.
something that is more or less obligatory. W ith the exception o f consultation with his 
subject colleague, T om  perceived all other meetings as terrible and only increasing 
his workload w ithout any form o f compensation. Peter observed that being involved 
in the school organization is important but should occur ‘o f course sparsely’ because 
it takes so much time. Frits was most outspoken and considered the organizational 
aspects o f school completely unimportant. W orking autonomously, in contrast, is 
very important: It gives me pleasure in m y job  ... that I  work so independently. W ith regard 
to their non-involvem ent in the organizational aspects o f the school, these teachers 
also motivated their position by mentioning their orientation towards teaching. All 
three o f these teachers clearly preferred teaching their subject and not being involved
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in the school organization as the teaching is what gives them  pleasure and takes a great 
amount o f time.
Goal relevance, goal congruence and goal content
Related to the differences in orientations, the teachers also strongly differed in the 
degree o f goal relevance that they experienced with regard to increased involvement 
in school organizational matters (see Table 3.4).
The quotations in the previous section about the emotions o f the teachers 
towards their school organizational role and the summary in the datamatrix (Table 
3.4) show that for some, being important was clearly important; for others, such 
involvement was not at all important even though it may concern goals or issues that 
they deeply cared about. Desiree, Hanneke, and Thijs considered collaboration and 
participation part o f working in a school and also considered such involvement part 
o f their responsibilities towards students and colleagues. To them, being involved in 
the school as organization was not only self-evident but also very relevant. Given 
such a high degree o f goal relevance, Desiree, Hanneke, and Thijs also experienced 
considerable goal congruence. They reported no complaints o f increased meetings or 
feelings overburdened by their task within the school organization.
In contrast, Peter, Tom , and Frits considered involvement in the school 
organization irrelevant and something that simply distracted them from their primary 
task, which is to teach in their eyes. The organizational demands being imposed on 
them now  are thus perceived as incongruent with their orientations towards their 
work. The way in which they talked about cooperation, moreover, reminds us o f 
the notion o f ‘contrived collegiality versus collaboration’ (A. Hargreaves 1994). 
Collaboration can be characterized as spontaneous, voluntary, unpredictable, and 
a normal part o f teachers’ work; contrived collegiality is administratively regulated, 
compulsory, implementation-oriented, fixed in time and space, and predictable. As 
Frits said: These are tasks that the management thinks belong to the work o f  teachers. Peter, 
Tom, and Frits all stated that their primary task is teaching and that this is what they 
preferred to do. As Peter stated: Ju s t teaching, tha t’s something I  enjoy, because all those 
marginal things that come along w ith the job  make it annoying. M ore and more.
Teachers’ orientations, appraisals and em otions related: identity  preservation 
W ithin the context o f the present study, teachers’ orientations towards their work 
were considered as an essential component o f who they are as teachers: their 
professional identity or self. Their orientations reflected not only what they think
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Table 3.4
Teachers' goal relevance and goal content with regard to the school organizational change
Teachers Goal relevance Goal content
Desiree I t  is self-evident and im portant to 
be involved in the  school. You work 
toge ther with other people.
To support colleagues, to  take care of each other, 
and the  concerns of students.
Hanneke I t  is self-evident and im portant to be 
involved in the school. I t  is a part of 
your work.
Jo in t responsibility for students.
Strong feelings of responsibility for how th ings go. 
She likes to organize.
Thijs I t  is self-evident and im portant to be 
involved in the  school. The school is the  
place where I work.
To improve education.
Working in a school implies th a t  you care about the 
bigger picture.
It's nice to have influence.
Peter Being involved is im portant but it  takes 
too much time.
I t  takes too much time, and i t  increases the 
workload. He prefers to  teach only.
Tom Almost all involvement in the  school is 
no t important.
Increasing workload and i t  is hardly useful. He 
prefers to  teach only.
Frits Involvement in the school is not 
im portant a t all.
I t  takes you away from your task: teaching.
I t  gives joy to work on your own.
He has the  feeling th a t  the  managem ent aims to 
keep teachers busy.
their work is all about but also the strong personal commitment that the teachers have 
to their work. The teachers in our study clearly had this kind o f commitment, which 
meant that the changes being expected o f them cut to the core o f their professional 
identities, namely the manner in which they think that they should teach. The new 
model o f teaching did not appear to negatively affect the professional identities of 
such teachers as Desiree, Hanneke, and Thijs. In fact, the new  approach appeared 
to give them  greater joy  in their work. However, the professional identities of 
such teachers as Peter, Tom , and Frits appeared to be rather negatively affected by 
the current changes. Indirectly, they indicated that they will not cooperate if  the 
current changes become the dominant manner o f teaching. Tom  said that he was 
not prepared to invest m uch energy in the changes and that he had therefore decided 
to teach only lower grades (the Studyhouse pertains the upper level only). More 
radically, Frits stated that he was reconsidering his job as a teacher because he felt 
threatened by the current developments. The Studyhouse model was not the manner 
in which he wanted to teach and his professional identity seemed thus to be at stake. 
Frits summarized his situation as follows.
Yes, the developments scare me. M y  intention is to see how the first two years o f  the Studyhouse 
go. I  can very well imagine looking fo r  another job , outside education, i f  things look too useless.
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W ith regard to the school organization, the organizational demands increasingly 
being imposed on teachers did not constitute a problem for such teachers as Desiree, 
Hanneke, or Thijs because the organizational aspects o f their work were perceived 
by them as self-evident and important. These teachers did not restrict their work to 
teaching but construed the school as a potential source o f support and energy. Thijs 
summarized his position as follows.
I  ju s t  enjoy it [working as a teacher], I  always did, and I  still do. A n d  everything, I  mean, 
whether it is ju s t  the working week, or ju s t  having contact w ith  students, or being involved in 
the organization... it m ight be an island in the evil world, but I  like to be there.
In contrast, Peter, Tom, and Frits experienced the organizational demands as 
‘contrived’ and interfering with their preferred manner o f working. Such demands 
also appeared to affect their professional identities. Frits stated his position as follows. 
I  have m y hands fu l l  w ith  the purpose o f  being a teacher in the firs t place, educating m y students 
with regard to m y subject area as well as w ith regard to their general development.
So, the data showed three teachers with a strong teacher- or content-centred 
orientation and restricted school organizational orientation to experience particular 
difficulties today, and the simultaneous implementation o f the changes with regard 
to both teaching and the school organization may only com pound these difficulties. 
The current changes seemed to affect their professional identity or self, which can be 
understood in the light o f changing definitions o f ‘good’ professional performance 
within reforms, as m entioned in the introduction. Good performance in education 
refers nowadays to a constructivist approach towards teaching and a collaborative and 
participating role in the school organization (D.H. Hargreaves, 1994). Having different 
perceptions o f ‘good’ professional performance seems to make teachers feel less at 
home in the profession they like to do. It also seems that current educational policy 
seem to exclude teachers with different perceptions on professional performance.
Conclusions and discussion
The main purpose o f this study was to gain greater insight into how  teachers perceive their work within the present context o f reform (i.e., just how  teachers appraise the relations between their professional orientations and the situational 
demands being imposed by the current reforms). For this purpose, six secondary 
school teachers with strongly differing orientations towards their work were selected
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from a previous study for closer examination o f their appraisals o f their work and 
emotions within the current context o f reform. The teachers’ orientations varied 
from being largely student- or learning-centred and extended w ith regard to the 
school organization to largely teacher- or content-centred and restricted with regard 
to the school organization. And a cognitive social-psychological theory o f emotions 
was adopted in an attempt to better understand the appraisal process and emotions 
underlying teachers’ perceptions o f their work within a rapidly changing instructional 
and school context.
The results showed the teachers in question to fundamentally differ with respect 
to how  they appraised the current changes, with their appraisals showing strong 
relations to their professional orientations towards their work. The three teachers 
with a student- or learning-centred orientation towards teaching and an extended 
orientation towards the school organization appraised the changes as congruent 
with their professional orientations, which then explained their positive emotions. 
The three teachers with a teacher- or content-centred orientation towards teaching 
and a restricted orientation towards the school organization appraised the changes as 
incongruent with their professional orientations, which then explained their negative 
emotions.
The results o f the present study also showed the teachers’ very personal conceptions 
o f how  they should work to be clearly at stake. As argued, a teacher’s view o f his or 
her work is an essential part o f his or her professional identity. This means that those 
teachers who experience a congruence between their professional orientations and 
the current changes will react more positively and experience their professional 
identities as being reinforced while those teachers who experience an incongruence 
between their professional orientations and the current changes will react more 
negatively or in so-called terms o f self-preservation (cf. Kelchtermans 1996; Nias 
1996). And this is what the results o f the interviews undertaken in the present study 
showed to be the case.
Assuming that the quality o f education largely depends on the professional growth 
o f teachers, examination o f the professional orientations o f teachers in relation to 
the current reforms was considered critical w ithin the context o f the present study. 
According to Nias (1998), the marked personal dedication o f most teachers to their 
students and thus their work means that their professional development cannot be 
separated from their personal growth and thus their personal concerns (Fuller, 1969). 
In other words, most teachers have —  according to Nias (p. 1258) —  one over-riding 
concern: ‘the preservation o f a stable sense o f personal and professional identity’ or a
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so-called ‘substantial self which can be realized in different manners at different times 
via the concerns o f different ‘situational selves’ (also see Ball, 1972). In other words, 
the manner in which teachers react to educational reforms is largely determined by 
whether the teachers perceive their professional identities as being reinforced or 
threatened by the same reforms, which means that not only what teachers think 
about the reforms (Olson, 2002) but also how  they feel about the reforms and the 
implications o f the reforms for their daily practice should be more carefully considered 
and explored.
Strong relations were found between the teachers’ orientations towards their 
teaching and their orientations towards the role o f the teacher within the school 
organization. These results confirm the results o f our previous quantitative study 
(Chapter 2). Similarly, other researchers have found teachers’ involvement in the 
school organization to be positively related to their commitment to the school 
(Reyes, 1990), their motivation and job satisfaction (Smylie, Lazarus & Brownlee- 
Conyers, 1996), their professional development (Clement & Staessens, 1993), and the 
successful implementation o f educational innovations (Bacharach, Bamberger, Conley 
& Bauer 1990; Smylie 1994; van den Berg & Sleegers, 1996a). As Smylie (1994) notes, 
however, very little is known about the relations between the classroom practices o f 
teachers and the manner in which they collaborate with each other or participate in 
school decision-making processes. The results o f the current study suggested that a 
possible explanation for the relations between the teaching and school-organization 
orientations o f teachers may indeed lie in the manner in which teachers view their 
teaching: as student- and learning-oriented versus teacher- and content-oriented. 
Teachers with a teacher- or content-centred orientation defined their work primarily 
as the teaching o f their subject and perceived colleagues or school policy as having 
little relevance and even distracting them  from their work at times. Teachers with 
a student- or learning-centred orientation defined their work in terms o f not only 
teaching but also the broader organizational aspects o f the school. Colleagues were 
relevant because they share joint responsibility for the students and represent a 
potential source o f support and advice. Participation in school policy matters was 
also considered relevant from the perspective o f jo int responsibility for the students. 
However, the data from the current study only provided limited evidence for these 
explanations. R ecent research o f Bartlett (2001; 2002) seems to support this line of 
thinking. In her research, teachers o f two high schools were found to be extended 
oriented because out o f understandings and commitment to internal notions o f good 
teaching, collegial expectations, and the moral imperative o f teaching to provide the
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best possible educational opportunities for students. Research o f Rosenholtz (1989) 
and Kleinsasser (1993) give another opposite explanation for the relationship between 
teachers and the school organization, suggesting teachers’ perceptions and behaviour 
in the classroom and school to be strongly determined by the organizational and 
social environment in which teachers find themselves. Research o f Stodolsky and 
Grossman (1995) emphasizes the impact o f the subject background o f teachers on 
their perceptions about teaching and collaboration. Exploring this issue, combining 
different perspectives such as teachers’ core definitions o f their work, the social 
organization, and subject background, seems to be relevant in the light o f research 
into the interface between teachers and their schools. As Richardson and Placier
(2001) note, still much need to be examined with regard to the way teachers, 
working individually and collaboratively, affect the school context and the learning 
o f students.
The six teachers in this study were selected from two strongly differing groups of 
teachers. The first study (Chapter 1) found four other groups o f teachers, for which it 
can be assumed that those teachers would have different emotional responses than the 
six teachers in the present study because o f their differing professional orientations. 
Further research is needed to explore more in detail the relationships between 
teachers’ professional orientations and their appraisals and emotions towards reforms, 
and which takes the difference among teachers with regard to the way they view their 
work into account.
W ith regard to the actual content o f the current reforms and the reactions of 
teachers to this, it appears that the current reforms involve a more or less uniform 
set o f expectations with regard to how  all teachers should work. Teachers are now  
expected to be or become more student and learning oriented. They are also expected 
to become more involved in the school as organization. In other words, teachers are 
being forced to adopt exactly the same attitudes towards their work while policy 
makers and administrators should actually acknowledge and exploit the diversity o f 
orientations and practices found among teachers for successful innovation. If this is 
not done, teachers can become very isolated as was found to be the case for Peter, 
Tom , and particularly Frits in the present study. And in the end, certain teachers may 
even feel forced to leave the profession —  not because o f a lack o f commitment or 
bad teaching practices but simply because they cannot or do not want to teach and 
behave in the manner expected o f them or disagree with the dominant definitions 
o f ‘good’ professional practice (Wexler, 2002). The aforementioned uniformity has 
been questioned by those who consider plurality to be an essential part o f life and thus
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teaching. Plurality can be viewed as a necessary condition for professional vitality and 
growth (Klette, 1997) and also as an important impetus for high quality education 
and teaching (van de Ven, 1996). In other words, whether or not education will 
really improve when teachers are expected to adopt exactly the same professional 
orientations and behave in exactly the same manner is very much the question.
As argued in the introduction, many reforms are more or less blindly assumed to 
constitute an improvement and any opposition or resistance on the part o f teachers is 
then characterized as representing an overly traditional, conservative, conventional, 
or passive perspective and concomitant lack o f knowledge. As we have argued, 
however, many reforms contain poorly documented but very complex notions, 
which can be clearly at odds with the professional orientations o f most teachers. 
One example is the general expectation o f increased teacher collaboration, which is 
typically presented as self-evident in the dominant discourse on the work o f teachers 
(D. Hargreaves, 1994). As the results o f the present study have shown, however, such 
collaboration can prove very problematic —  for Frits, Tom , and Peter to be specific 
(cf. Little & McLaughin, 1993). The desired collaboration appears to be clearly in 
conflict with the professional identities o f these teachers, which led A. Hargreaves 
(1994) to speak o f ‘contrived collegiality versus collaboration.’ Whereas collaboration 
can be assumed to be spontaneous, voluntary, unpredictable and more or less a part o f 
the normal teaching task, contrived collegiality is administratively dictated, regulated, 
fixed in time and space and thus non-spontaneous and very predictable.
Drawing on Lortie (1975, pp. 183-4), Little (1990) states that the culture of 
teaching can be characterized as very individualistic and conservative. That is, privacy 
and individual autonomy characterize the w ork o f teachers (Little, 1990, p. 513), and 
this certainly appeared to be the case for teachers as Frits, Tom , and Peter. According 
to Huberm an (1993b), the main reason for the individualistic character o f the 
teaching culture is the underlying artisan model which is clearly called for and takes 
teaching to be ‘highly individualistic and context-sensitive’ (p. 22). As Huberm an 
argues, classrooms are complex, dynamic and largely unpredictable or unmanageable 
entities which means that teachers must be independent artisans with a high degree 
o f freedom as opposed to simply the technical implementers o f the instructional 
plans o f others. As Eisner (2000, p. 347) similarly states: ‘Teaching is not a complex 
science, it is a complex and subtle art.’ Collaboration in and o f itself is therefore not 
a fully legitimate end unless it can be shown to positively affect —  either directly or 
indirectly —  the nature and/or degree o f pupil development (Huberman, 1993b). 
Given that research shows many forms o f collaboration to not exert such a positive
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effect (see Huberman), the resistance observed among certain teachers may actually 
be very legitimate. In other words, the negative emotions experienced by teachers 
should be taken very seriously as they clearly indicate what they have at stake. And 
as Hargreaves (1998, 2000) has argued, in order to fundamentally change teaching 
practices, the ‘less convenient’ emotions must also be placed on the educational 
agenda.
Chapter 5 will review and discuss the results o f this chapter in an extended 
manner.
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C a u g h t  b e t w e e n  a  r o c k  a n d  a  h a r d  p l a c e
E M O T IO N S  OF A R E F O R M  E N T H U S IA S T I C  T E A C H E R
Abstract
This third study presents the case o f  a reform enthusiastic teacher whose enthusiasm is strongly 
declining due to the situational demands related to government mandates fo r  large-scale reforms, 
the school management, and the workplace. Insight is gained into both the emotions being 
experienced by the teacher and the situational factors that appear to be causing these emotions. 
T he results show the clearly differing and often conflicting interpretations o f  the work o f  the 
teacher by those responsible fo r  the situational demands on the teacher to negatively affect his 
enthusiasm. T he article ends w ith some reflection on the current implementation o f  educational 
innovations.
A previous version o f  this chapter has been  presented at the conference o f the International Study 
Association on  Teachers and Teaching (2001, Faro) and the  orginal version is subm itted as: 
van Veen, K., Sleegers, P. & van de Ven, P. ‘Caught between a rock and a hard place’: Emotions o f a 
reform enthusiast teacher.
c a u g h t  b e t w e e n  a  r o c k  a n d  a  h a r d  p l a c e : e m o t i o n s  o f  a  r e f o r m  e n t h u s i a s t i c  t e a c h e r
Introduction
Large-scale educational reforms are often problematic for teachers due to the very divergent expectations that they contain with respect to the work o f teachers. In addition, the expectations are typically not formulated by the teachers themselves 
but by actors outside the actual educational situation —  such as politicians, policy 
makers, advisors, parents, and various special interest groups. As Goodson (2000) 
states, educational innovations represent ‘coalitions’ o f interests and projects brought 
together under a single rubric at one particular point in time. Stated differently, 
an innovation can be considered an expression o f people’s values, beliefs, political 
interests, and moral intentions embedded in the context o f power (Lasky, 2001). 
Furthermore, current large-scale innovations are often multidimensional in nature 
and thus contain diverse, if not contradictory, expectations regarding the work of 
teachers (Geijsel, Sleegers, van den Berg & Kelchtermans, 2001). In the end, thus, the 
expectations regarding the work o f teachers may not correspond completely to the 
views o f the teachers themselves and major problems may then be encountered with 
the implementation o f educational reforms.
W ithin the context o f educational reforms, the manner in which teachers perceive 
and approach their w ork or, more specifically, their professionality may be at stake. 
Professionality o f teachers can be described as a social constellation o f assumptions 
regarding how  they should work in terms o f what they should master, what they 
should do, and just what the aims o f their teaching should be (see Chapter 1). In 
previous research, we have argued that teachers will experience reinforcement of 
their professional identities when the demands o f ongoing reforms are in keeping 
with their professional orientations (i.e., the manner in which they perceive their 
professionality) or rejection o f their professional identities when the demands o f the 
ongoing reforms are not in keeping with their professional orientations (Chapter 3).
As research by Little (1996; Little & Bartlett, 2002) suggests, however, such 
a correspondence appears to be a necessary but not sufficient condition for the 
implementation o f national innovations within the localized school setting. That is, 
reform enthusiastic teachers have also been found to experience major problems and 
thus increased frustration with regard to the following context-specific factors: an 
escalation o f institutional demands for innovation and progress, internal contradictions 
in the vision o f innovation or conflicts among the advocates o f such, and inconsistency 
between symbolic and material support. In research on the professional lives of 
teachers within the context o f educational reforms, however, this aspect o f their
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experiences —  namely, their emotions and often a concomitant decrease in their 
enthusiasm —  has received relatively little recognition (cf. Huberman, 1993a; Little, 
1996).
The aim o f the present study is therefore to explore the case o f a self-described 
reform enthusiastic teacher, named David, whose enthusiasm gradually decreased 
during the course o f the implementation o f a reform due to local context-specific 
factors. The concept o f emotion will be used during our exploration as current 
research on teachers’ thinking and work has shown emotions to play a critical role in 
their professional lives (Nias, 1996; Hargreaves, 1998, 2000). The focus will be on 
how  David experiences the ongoing innovations emotionally and then in relation to 
the professional orientations that he has towards his work. In order to reveal what 
David has at stake and how  he interprets ‘self and world’ within the context o f the 
current educational innovations, a social-psychological perspective on emotions is 
adopted (Lazarus, 1991a). Both the individual and environment —  which is the 
school organization in this case —  are thus taken into account.
The social-psychological perspective on emotions will be shortly described in the 
following section. Thereafter, the m ethod used for the case study will be described. 
David’s case will then be presented, followed by a num ber o f closing comments. The 
central questions for the present study are the following.
1. W hich emotions does David experience within the context o f the current 
reforms?
2. H ow  do the situational demands relate to the emotions that David experiences?
3. W hich interpretations o f David’s work can be found behind the situational 
demands?
In answering the latter question, it will be argued that it is not so m uch the increased 
situational demands but the interpretations o f his professionality by a num ber o f the 
other actors within the local school setting who are responsible for those situational 
demands that can explain David’s emotions and thereby his decreased enthusiasm.
Emotions
I n  recent research on teaching, attention to the emotions experienced by teachers is 
considered a valuable tool for understanding their professional lives. In the present 
study, a cognitivist social-psychological perspective on emotions is adopted because 
o f the focus within this approach on the manner in which individuals appraise the
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relations between themselves and their surroundings (Frijda, 2000). According to 
Lazarus (1991a), emotions are determined by what the individual person considers 
important (i.e., goals, commitments, beliefs, knowledge) and the manner in which 
the individual appraises the situational encounter or demands o f a particular situation. 
Emotions show in this regard what a person has at stake (see Chapter 1 for an extended 
discussion o f research on emotions and Lazarus’ cognitivist social psychological 
approach on emotions).
In the present study, it is assumed that what is at stake are David’s professional 
orientations, which constitute a critical part o f professional identity o f a teacher. 
Kelchtermans (1993) defines a teacher’s professional identity or self as simply the 
teacher’s personal conception o f him /herself as a teacher and then distinguishes 
five aspects o f the professional self: self-image, self-esteem, job motivation, task 
perception, and future perspective. Research has indeed shown teachers to have very 
strong personal conceptions o f their work and very strong personal involvement in 
their work (Kelchtermans, 1993; Nias, 1989; Chapter 2). W hen teachers’ professional 
orientations are then affected, strong emotional reactions can be expected. In the 
present case, the situational demands that David faces on a daily basis refer to the 
current reforms.
In sum, in order to explore which emotions —  which are the result o f the 
interaction between person and environment —  arise within a teacher when 
confronted by a num ber o f wide-reaching educational reforms, a social-psychological 
perspective appears to be particularly well-suited. Such an approach can reveal the 
manner in which the individual appraises the situation and just what the person takes 
to be at stake.
he aim o f the present study was to gain insight into the professional life o f a
teacher at the individual level within a day-to-day working context; more 
specific, into the emotional complexities in the context o f the workplace o f the 
teacher where divergent and even sometimes contradictory reforms unfold. It was 
therefore decided to work with only one teacher but then in considerable detail. 
Although the present case involves a very individual tale, the story nevertheless 
illustrates what can happen to a reform enthusiastic teacher within the current context 
o f widespread educational change.
David is a teacher who collaborates with the Graduate school o f Education at the
Method
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University o f Nijmegen for the education o f student-teachers. He is also actively 
involved in the implementation o f innovations within his classroom and school. And 
he also describes himself as ‘enthusiastic’ about the innovations.
The data for the present study were collected during several rounds o f semi­
structured interviews. Before these interview rounds, the researchers and David 
already discussed many times his work and current changes, which was not audiotaped, 
but used as input for the interview questions. Furthermore, this familiarity between 
the researchers and David seemed to contribute highly to the openness and depth 
o f the interviews. The first interview took place in September 2000, and lasted 2.5 
hours. This interview was audiotaped and transcribed to create a written protocol. 
Initial analyses were undertaken to obtain a picture o f David’s professional identity, 
his professional orientations, his perspective on the current reforms, the problems 
he has encountered, and the emotions that he had experienced. The characteristics 
o f this picture represent so-called sensitizing concepts that were taken as the starting 
point for further interview and analysis. Before doing this, however, the protocol 
and summary o f the initial interview were first sent to the teacher for validation. 
The second interview took place in N ovem ber 2000 (2 hours) and was based on 
the written protocol and summary o f the first interview. The purpose o f the second 
interview was to explore David’s views in greater detail. A final validation took place 
in April 2002 when an early version o f the present article was discussed in detail with 
David (1 hour).
The case o f  David
D avid has been a high school teacher o f D utch language skills for about 25 years now  and works full-time. He is also a member o f the project team that handles various organizational matters related to the implementation o f the current 
innovations. He is very happy with the implementation o f reading and writing 
portfolios for his subject but nevertheless experiences an enormous lack o f time to 
actually work with the portfolios, which results in many negative emotions. The lack 
o f time stems from the implementation o f other reforms and the roles o f other people 
including the school government, the school management, his subject colleagues, and 
the students.
In the following, David’s case will be presented and analyzed with respect to 
his professional identity and particularly with respect to his professional orientations 
towards his work, his appraisal o f the current reforms, and the emotions that he
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experiences. Thereafter, the roles o f the others responsible for the situational demands 
confronting David will be analyzed with regard to their interpretations o f David’s 
work. M ore specifically, David’s professional identity will first be described using the 
terms Kelchtermans (1993) has used to describe the professional selves o f teachers: 
self-image, self esteem, job  motivation, task perception, and future perspective. The 
current educational reforms and situational demands confronting David at a macro 
level will then be presented, with a subsequent focus on the implementation o f the 
reading/writing portfolios and the emotions that David experiences in conjunction 
with the general implementation o f the portfolios. Thereafter, the specific demands 
related to the implementation o f the reading/writing portfolios w ithin the daily 
context o f the school and classroom will be described along with the emotions that 
David experiences in conjunction with the specific implementation o f the portfolios. 
The case study will then be concluded w ith an analysis o f the roles o f the others 
involved in the situation o f educational reform and their perceptions o f David’s 
work.
D avid’s professional self
David describes himself as enthusiastic in his work w ith the students and the school; 
as willing to invest time and energy; as collaborative; as always having an open-door 
classroom policy; and as always willing to learn. W ith regard to the latter, he reports 
never being satisfied with his manner o f working and still striving to become a good 
teacher.
To characterize his general attitude towards his work and his students, David 
quotes Albert Camus’ version o f the Greek myth o f Sisyphus who has to roll a stone 
to the top o f a m ountain as punishment; every time he reaches the top, however, the 
stone starts rolling back down.
J u s t imagine that he gets it done, that the stone stays at the top, and he has nothing more to do. 
T ha t would seem terrible to me. A n d  i f  I  were Sisyphus, I  would sim ply give the stone a kick 
when it stays there. A fte r  that, I  would roll it up again in a very nice manner (...). R ea lizing  
that this is not a pun ishm ent but actually a life assignment that can make one fee l happy (...) 
The stone has to be moved up, no matter how you fee l about it, and so I  have to make something  
out o f  the stone and its rolling.
David also relates how  he struggled for years with the then normal teaching practices, 
which he did not like at all: teaching in a mechanical way, too m uch homework, 
suppressive classroom climate (N o t being allowed to talk in the classroom, which is too silly
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to talk about in connection w ith an educational setting). Students should enjoy going to 
school, allowed to consult with each other, and encouraged to pose their learning 
questions. From such a perspective, David experimented for years with different kinds 
o f more constructivist models o f teaching. He sees himself as permissive and open to 
dialogue but also very demanding in terms o f what he expects his students to learn. 
Teaching is —  for David —  not so m uch the transfer o f subject matter as teaching 
students to ask the right questions. His aim is to make his students independent 
thinkers, individuals capable o f thinking for themselves, and thus individuals capable 
o f asking the right questions. This aim is rather existential for David: People should 
develop and become independent thinkers; otherwise the world will deteriorate into 
complete barbarity.
W ith regard to the school organization and such aspects o f this as collaboration 
with colleagues and participation in school policy matters, David reports strong 
involvement, which he relates to his work with students. He likes to work with 
colleagues for both practical and principles reasons as this not only saves time and 
work but also contributes to the equal treatment o f students. He is a m ember of 
the project team concerned with the implementation o f the current educational 
changes. This membership is not so m uch voluntary as the result o f school policy 
dictating that all teachers must perform some school organizational task in addition 
to their teaching. Although the membership is not completely his own choice and 
he considers teaching his core task, David views involvement in the project team as 
something very positive: it gives him  greater insight into the general intentions of 
the school, which makes him more aware o f what he is doing in the classroom. In 
addition, the many different changes being introduced are greatly complicating the 
job o f the teacher and making it both necessary and useful for a core team to help sort 
things out, and David likes being responsible for the upper level.
W ith regard to the way he feels about his work, David currently experiences his 
work as nice but stressful. He feels good both physically and psychologically, still likes 
working with the students, sees the students themselves as nice, sees the school as 
nice, and describes his private situation as very good both financially and personally. 
He would quit teaching if  he did not feel the enthusiasm for his work that he now 
feels. However, the work is stressful due to the current changes in connection with 
his own personal self: A n d  [the work] is also stressful because I ’m involved in it w ith my  
whole person. David does not feel that he can influence the current working conditions 
(a current change is being forced upon the schools as the Second Phase); he nevertheless deals 
with this situation in a creative manner.
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Current educational reforms and situational demands in general
Several innovations relating to both teaching and school organizational matters in 
D utch secondary education are currently confronting David. W ith regard to school 
organizational matters, teachers are expected to become more involved in school 
policy. Government policy aimed at more autonomous schools on the financial 
and organizational fronts means that schools must become capable o f making their 
own policies with the teachers highly involved in the organization o f the school as 
a result (Sleegers, Giesbers & Bergen, 1994). In most D utch secondary schools, this 
means that teachers are being confronted with the so-called school organizational task 
policy, which dictates that each teacher must perform one or more organizational 
tasks within the school.
The most ambitious change refers to an innovation o f the upper levels o f secondary 
school or the so-called Second Phase, which consists o f three elements:
1. The implementation o f constructivist-based models o f teaching and learning, called 
the Study House,
2. The use o f student study profiles, and
3. The introduction o f new and more detailed student qualification structures 
together with new  subjects.
W ith regard to the first element, schools are not obligated to implement this model 
although most schools are currently doing so; they are also free to implement the 
Study House model in the manner that they prefer. Furthermore, it is assumed by 
the government and many schools that this model o f teaching can be implemented 
without the investment o f extra funds. In addition to changing the manner o f teaching, 
the implementation o f this model has consequences for teaching timetables and the 
internal design o f schools. In most schools, traditional subject lessons are either being 
replaced by or being supplemented with m entor hours and study hours. Space, in 
addition to the normal classroom space, is also needed to work independently or in 
small groups.
For the subject o f Dutch language and literature, the foregoing changes have 
major implications. The shift to more constructivist-based models o f teaching and 
learning along with the introduction o f some new examination guidelines within the 
framework o f the new  qualification structure is being operationalized in the form of 
reading and writing portfolios requiring students to map and document their process 
with respect to the reading o f novels and writing texts. The introduction o f these 
portfolios mark the —  at least temporary —  end to long-standing discussions within
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the subject community o f D utch language and literature about the usefulness o f reading 
and writing portfolios. The idea o f working with portfolios was clearly formulated on 
the level o f rhetoric - and sometimes already practiced - but now  got a legal status. 
The new examination guidelines emphasize process-oriented writing as opposed to 
product-oriented writing; similarly, students’ opinions regarding the literature they 
read are considered important in addition to literary analysis and literary history. The 
introduction o f reading and writing portfolios provides new roles for both students 
and teachers. The students themselves are responsible for their portfolios (i.e., the 
content and the planning). The teacher is expected to help the students by providing 
recommendations and asking reflective questions, which implies regular reading o f 
the portfolios and regular meetings with individual students. In other words, the 
teacher in the Study House model o f teaching and learning is expected to invest much 
more time in reading and guidance. This new  manner o f working has to be realized 
within the same time schedule and curriculum structure as before, however, and no 
extra time is typically given for the implementation o f this new  m ethod o f teaching 
and learning.
Em otions and situational demands experienced in conjunction w ith introduction  
o f  portfolios
David is very happy about and supportive o f the introduction o f reading and writing 
portfolios. From a social-psychological point o f view, David’s positive emotions and 
enthusiasm reflect a strong congruence between the specific reform and his own 
professional orientations toward his work. The manner in which he is now  expected 
to work with the students using their reading and writing portfolios is exactly what he 
wanted —  and tried —  to achieve in the past. His general teaching aim was and is to 
provide students with opportunities to learn to think for themselves, and the reading 
and writing portfolios are very well-suited to this aim because the students must not 
only read and write but also reflect on their progress with regard to such and the 
processes o f reading and writing. The new portfolios approach with its emphasis on 
study competence clearly and nicely prepares students for further learning in David’s 
opinion. In other words, the goal content involving the implementation o f reading 
and writing portfolios reinforces David’s professional identity (Kelchtermans, 1993). 
As David perceives the situation, he is also becoming a better teacher.
In  m y opinion, I ’m becoming more o f  a ‘Feinmechaniker’ [German fo r  instrument maker] who 
is really searching fo r  how to solve the learning problem o f  this student or how you can let the 
student solve it, instead o f  ju s t  teaching. In  this respect, I ’m becoming a more conscious teacher.
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W orking with portfolios, however, requires considerable interaction with the 
students.
I  consider oral communication about their written language use to be very important. [David  
simulates a discussion w ith a student.] You write that you learned this and this, is that really true? 
Here you made a mistake you should correct yourself. This topic I  should explain to y o u .
This kind o f interaction with students takes a lot o f time. Teachers in D utch language 
and literature state that they need more time for the new  manner o f teaching and 
learning than before (Bonset & de Kruijk, 2001). In addition to the interactions, the 
portfolios have to be checked each semester, which is three times a year. But the 
teachers are not given more time and neither is David. W orking with the portfolios 
has to be done in the same time as before.
Beyond the additional time needed to read, evaluate, and discuss the portfolios, 
other reforms also take time away from David. One o f these reforms is the introduction 
o f new subjects in the curriculum, for which space in terms o f contact hours had to 
be created. As a consequence, David, like other teachers, had to give up some o f the 
contact hours for his subject, which implied less teaching hours for him. However, 
two extra classes with 30 students each were given to him to fill up that space in his 
teaching hours. Another reform refers to the school organization, where he also has 
his obligatory task in the school organization and is thus a m ember o f the innovation 
project team.
A clear lack o f time means that David has only two minutes to read a portfolio and two 
minutes to talk about it w ith a student, which gives him far too little time to work as he 
would like to. ‘Two minutes’ if  he keeps to his professional working hours. After a 
brief period o f feeling overworked several years ago, moreover, David avoids further 
investment o f his personal time whenever possible.
The clear lack o f time experienced by David and the incongruence that the 
current conditions create with the manner in which David would like to work elicit 
strong negative emotions. David reports clearly decreased pleasure in his work and 
relates this to his own pedagogical goals.
I  th ink as a teacher you have the task o f  regularly confronting students in their school career w ith  
moments at which they have to reflect on how they should th ink. B u t I  f in d  that very difficult. 
G iven the lack o f  time. I  th ink it is a difficult task in any case, but it is a task that challenges 
me and that I  would perform with pleasure. However, I ’m not really able to perform the task in 
a good w ay any more and that also makes fo r  less pleasure in doing it.
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In addition to these general goals, David specifically points out that the lack o f time 
clearly conflicts with his views on language teaching. Language must be ‘worked 
w ith’ as this shapes the thinking o f students.
Language is thinking, because tha t’s w hat you do w ith language: shape your thinking. B u t will 
they be able to shape their thinking? A re  they able to do so when we do not have enough time 
to p ay  attention to their writing portfolios?
W ith regard to the manner in which he must now  evaluate the work o f his students 
and the minimum o f time allotted for this while the students have invested much 
more time, David reports feelings o f shame and unhappiness, which are again related 
to his views on how  he should work.
The increased num ber o f portfolios being introduced each semester has greatly 
reduced David’s enthusiasm or, as he phrases it, ‘discouraged’ him.
Each class produces reading and writing files every two months. So every two months, I  must 
collect them and that is really discouraging, really [...]. A n d  I  get so tired o f  it, because it is really 
tiring [...] . A n d  yes, i f  you evaluate them very quickly, it is not so discouraging w ith respect to 
the time investment. B u t i t ’s again discouraging w hen you return the files to the students.
Confronted with the question o f why he does not do away with the reading portfolio
—  which unlike the obligatory writing portfolio is only recommended by the new 
guidelines —  David again emphasizes the importance o f such a portfolio.
T he students have to fo llow  their own development. A s  a teacher, you take the reader’s questions 
as your p o in t o f  departure. T h a t’s w hat the student needs in order to develop. H e  m ust become 
a competent reader.
Interpretations o f  D avid’s work by other actors
The conditions responsible for the lack o f time in David’s workplace relate to different 
actors and thus different levels. Relevant are the government (i.e., the macro level), 
the school management and subject colleagues (i.e., the meso level), and the students 
(i.e., the micro level). David’s negative emotions seem actually to be caused by the 
incongruence he experiences between how  he would like to work and the views o f 
these other actors regarding his work. As will be shown in the following, David feels 
anger and unhappiness with respect to the government and the school management; 
he does not feel support from his subject colleagues; and he actually feels ashamed and 
very unhappy with respect to his students.
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Government
The government is responsible for the introduction and facilitation o f the current 
changes. David is particularly unhappy with regard to the latter. The Study House 
reform is supposed to be implemented w ithout extra financial support, which —  in 
David’s view —  simply means the government saving money and, despite their 
rethoric, more or less ignoring the importance o f constructivist teaching.
I  am more and more being confronted w ith the fac t that the Second Phase innovations are actually 
a saving. G iven the size  o f  the changes, I  don’t believe that you can im plem ent them w ithout 
extra money. T h a t’s sim ply not possible. [ ...] . There are moments I  fee l pretty unhappy because 
o f  this, really.
At a deeper level, David again feels an incongruence between his interpretation o f 
his work and the government’s interpretation. If the government should share his 
point o f view and clearly value a constructivist manner o f working, then financial 
support would be provided. In other words, the main concern o f the government 
here appears to be educational management.
Furthermore, the simultaneous implementation o f numerous reforms with very 
different —  and sometimes even contradictory —  expectations for teachers is most 
troublesome. In the literature, the contradictions in the new  government policies 
have been pointed out and discussed in great detail (cf. Hargreaves & Goodson, 1996; 
King, 1993; Sleegers & Wesselingh, 1995; van Veen, Sleegers, Bergen & Klaassen,
2001). Certain parts o f teaching are becoming ‘reprofessionalized’ while other parts 
are becoming ‘deprofessionalized’ (Hargreaves & Goodson, 1996). W ith regard to 
the teachers themselves, they are considered ‘independent professionals’ on paper but 
when it comes to the actual implementation o f the current changes they are just the 
‘executors’ o f the ideas o f others.
School management
The school management is largely responsible for the manner in which the reforms 
are implemented within a school and therefore the most relevant actor perhaps. In 
David’s case, the school management is indeed responsible for the lack o f time arising 
from the imposition o f increased institutional demands on his work. The introduction 
o f new subjects as part o f one innovation means that most teachers have had to give 
up some o f their contact hours to create space for those new  subjects. In David’s case, 
this resulted in fewer contact hours per class. His school management decided that for 
the hours David had to give up for the new  subjects, he would have two extra classes
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o f each about 30 students. For David, who is a fulltime teacher, this is a considerable 
increase because it implies sixty extra students, sixty extra writing and reading 
portfolios per semester, and the administration o f the work o f sixty extra students.
Another time-consuming element related to the school management is David’s 
membership in the project team as a result o f school policy calling for the more or less 
obligatory involvement o f teachers in the school organization. This policy is, itself, 
the result o f government policy intended to prom ote more autonomous schools. 
But the school management decides to which extent and how  to involve teachers in 
school policy matters.
A more concrete factor interfering with the successful implementation o f the 
reading and writing portfolios is the school building. W orking in a more constructivist 
manner requires a school building with the space to work in small groups and/or 
individually. However, David’s school was designed for the simultaneous teaching 
o f thirty students by one teacher. This means that teachers must now  use every piece 
o f space that they can find and that the school has become a very crowded and noisy 
place. As David says: The building is filled  w ith noise.
At one point David actually approached the school management to discuss the lack 
o f time he was encountering. He presented the evaluations o f his teaching provided 
by the students. One o f the questions was: ‘W hat aspects bothered you during the last 
year or even irritated you?’
That, to me, is a very important question to prevent making the same kind o f  m istake in the 
nex t year. Several students wrote: ‘W hat irritated us a lot was that we invested four, f iv e , six  
hours in a portfolio and noticed that you spent only two minutes looking at it. W e f in d  that 
terrible.’ I  read this to one o f  the principal. I  said: ‘This is happening at your school and I  am 
the one doing i t . ’ [The response o f  the management was as fo llow s.] ‘There is nothing we can 
do about it. W e ’ll have to deal w ith  this in a creative manner.
Both the reactions o f his students and the school management deeply affected David. 
He really feels ashamed with respect to his students. The attitude o f the school 
management makes him  very angry, frustrates him, and gives him  a feeling o f no 
support.
The actions and reactions o f the school management reveal a very different view of 
David’s w ork than David himself has. The school management appears to support the 
shift towards a more constructivist manner o f teaching, which requires lots o f time, 
but does not provide David with sufficient time. In fact, the school management even 
expects David to take on additional tasks within the school organization. The school
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management is also responsible for the decision to give David extra classes for the 
hours he had to give up on account o f the implementation o f new  subjects. And their 
recommendation when confronted with a time problem is to cope creatively. In other 
words, the school management does not share David’s view o f how  he should and 
wants to work, his educational values, his goals for the students and his subject, or his 
enthusiasm for the use o f portfolios. The agenda o f the school management appears to 
be quite different and show a remarkable correspondence to that o f the government: 
namely very managerial with the expectation that David simply executes their policy 
(cf. Malden, 1994).
Subject colleagues
A third group o f actors that appears to share David’s involvement and commitment 
consists o f his two subject colleagues. These colleagues are nevertheless not in the 
same situation as David because they work parttime. Furthermore, they do not 
share David’s resolution to only use their professional time for the evaluation o f 
student portfolios; David’s colleagues spend considerable personal time on their 
work. According to David, their behavior is not professional because, as many other 
teachers, they are prepared to make such a high investment o f personal time in their 
work. Given such an investment o f personal time, they are able to evaluate student 
portfolios in an acceptable manner and, as a consequence, David is the only one who 
does not manage to do this. As a result o f this situation, David does not feel supported 
by his two colleagues.
So I  say, don’t do it like that, do it m y w ay [...] . I  th ink that m y colleagues actually perform 
their work the wrong way. T hey  should not make any overtime hours because then they will be 
forced to work in the same w ay that I  do. T hey  will then get angry as well [ ...] . A t  the same 
time I  think, yes, i t ’s so hum an. I  can’t tell them to hide their enthusiasm. It would be against 
their nature not to honor those students.
Nias (1998) argues that colleagues play a central role in the professional lives of 
teachers and particularly with regard to their development, the provision o f practical 
and emotional assistance, referential support, professional stimulation and extension, 
and various opportunities to influence each other. Such collegial relationships can 
only be productive when the basic beliefs and values held by the parties involved are 
clearly compatible. In the present case, David indeed views his colleagues as an in­
school reference group with shared social, moral, and educational beliefs (Nias, 1998, 
p. 1262) but nevertheless experiences a clear need to defend his definition o f the
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teaching task (Kelchtermans, 1996). N ot feeling supported by his subject colleagues, 
however, can force David to adopt more self-preserving strategies and thereby limit 
his further professional growth (Nias, 1998).
Students
A fourth group o f actors with very different views o f teaching are the students. The 
students are David’s clients, so to say. They therefore have a very different status 
for David than the government, school management, or colleagues and are thus the 
main object o f his attention and commitment. From their perspective, David’s only 
concern should be teaching and not the other tasks that he is increasingly being asked 
to perform. Just as David himself, they also expect him  to have sufficient time to 
evaluate their work in an acceptable manner. Their complaints strongly influence 
David’s emotions: he is very unhappy with the situation and ashamed o f the manner 
in which he has to evaluate the work o f the students.
I  have to respect that [the investment o f  the students] but I  don’t. A n d  to respect means: ‘M y  
dear boy, come sit here. I  read your reading f i l e . . . ’ and then I  have already invested h a lf an 
hour, which is impossible. I  therefore have to say, ‘D id  you ask yourself that question? W hat 
do you actually th ink about it? Is that really true? You write here that you learned this and 
that, is that really true? O n  this page, you made a mistake, and you should check that, there, 
once more. I ’ll explain this and that to you because I  understand that it is difficult to g e t .’ Those 
kinds o f  conversations. T hey  are impossible. I  don’t even have time to read the files, so there is 
no time at all fo r  such conversations.
As many teachers have stated, most o f their job  satisfaction and joy with respect 
to the profession stems from the actual teaching and interaction with the students. 
Most teachers feel very responsible for the learning and well-being o f their students. 
An incapacity to take such responsibility —  for whatever reasons —  often produces 
decreased self-esteem, a sense o f failure, and even depression and guilt (A. Hargreaves, 
1994; Nias, 1998). David has a strong sense o f responsibility toward his students 
and therefore experiences marked feelings o f unhappiness and shame despite the 
implementation o f innovations that he clearly welcomes.
Conclusions and discussion
In the present article, the emotions o f David —  a teacher o f D utch language and literature —  were explored within a daily school context involving the
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implementation o f numerous far-reaching educational reforms. The focus o f the 
exploration was on a particular change, namely the implementation o f reading and 
writing portfolios, which David welcomes and considers important. The analysis 
showed David to experience a variety o f both positive and negative emotions relating 
to different levels o f situational demands and actors. At a macro-level, David agreed 
with the introduction o f reading and writing portfolios and therefore experienced 
positive emotions. H e was nevertheless unhappy about the lack o f financial support 
from the government. At the meso- and micro-levels or the school and classroom 
levels involving the actual changes, David experienced various negative emotions. 
The negative emotions differed depending on the views o f the other actors 
involved. In sum, the problems and different views that David confronted during 
the implementation o f the reading and writing portfolios elicited strong negative 
emotions and have clearly reduced his initial enthusiasm while he used to be one 
o f the strongest proponents o f this particular reform. David appeared to be ‘caught 
between a rock and a hard place.’ David’s professional orientation, enthusiasm, and 
commitment predisposed him towards negative emotions. Becoming less enthusiastic 
and committed was simply not a possibility for him, which put him  in a difficult 
position with respect to the changes confronting him. In other words, being an 
enthusiast, committed, and involved as a secondary school teacher appeared to make 
him  very vulnerable within the context o f the current educational reforms.
David characterized his general work attitude with the story o f Sisyphus: as the 
experience o f rolling a stone up to the top o f a mountain time after time. However, 
the current circumstances appeared to have strongly affected his general attitude in 
a negative manner. As described above, the current educational policies contained 
very diverse expectations with regard to the work o f teachers. The case o f David 
showed a teacher with a true educational concern to have a completely different 
view on the matter than the government, which appeared to be most interested 
in the management o f education. The constructive reforms must be realized under 
conditions that are clearly technocratic and represent a transmissive perspective on 
teaching and learning. As others have also pointed out, despite an apparently teacher- 
friendly rhetoric, the current educational policies are full o f contradictions and purely 
top-dow n technical treatment o f the work o f teachers (cf. Hargreaves & Goodson, 
1996; King, 1993; Sleegers & Wesselingh, 1995; van Veen et al., 2001). The case of 
David also confirmed the observations o f Beare and Boyd (1993), namely that the 
goal o f most o f the large-scale educational reforms being undertaken today is the 
adequate management o f the school within a national framework. Similarly, David’s
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case can be viewed as an illustration o f Blase’s statements that schools ‘exist in a vortex 
o f government mandates, social and economic pressures, and conflicting ideologies 
associated with school administrators, teachers, students, and parents’ (Blase, 1991, p. 
1). The conflicting expectations towards teachers’ work occurring in this vortex can 
also make teachers feel that their professional orientations are at stake, and so is their 
professional identity. And a question for future research, then, is how  teachers can 
maintain their professional identity, continue to be enthusiastic about the proposed 
reforms, and survive the vortex at the same time.
Related to this, is the notion o f work overload, which is also present in the 
worklife o f David. As Smylie (1999) notes, work overload seems to be almost a 
characteristic o f the work o f teachers historically. However, as D .H . Hargreaves 
(1994) argues and which can be found in more detail in the research o f Bartlett (2001;
2002), teachers are expected to be more and more involved in the school, outside 
their classrooms. This expansion o f the teacher role seems to result often in work 
overload. David’s colleagues invest their personal time in their work. And although 
David refuses to invest personal time, he clearly does so only by compromising on 
the quality o f his classroom work, and at considerable costs to his relationships with 
his students (shame) and colleagues (conflict). Bartlett (2001; 2002) shows teachers 
to be willing to expand their role because o f understandings and commitment to 
internal notions o f good teaching, collegial expectations, and the moral imperative of 
teaching to provide the best possible educational opportunities for students. David’s 
case confirms her findings that such notions o f understanding and commitment to 
w ork o f teaching play a role in the situational demands teachers are faced with. More 
explicit attention should be paid to notions o f work overload as a factor in growing 
emotional negativity and decline in commitment or satisfaction.
W ith regard to David’s future, two options appeared to be open. The most 
positive and suitable in David’s specific case was that he indeed finds a creative means 
to handle the current problems. At the time o f the present interviews, David was 
still convinced that he could find such a creative solution. H e decided, for example, 
to discuss the portfolios o f two students at the same time. Furthermore, he decided 
to use all o f his teaching contact hours for discussion o f the portfolios. David did 
mention that it is possible to handle the total num ber o f portfolios in such a manner 
but that the quality o f the evaluation and interaction was not particularly satisfying 
because he is ‘working with such a file in a negative manner instead o f a constructive 
manner.’ H e considered the handling o f the situation negative because the focus is 
largely on the management o f his time. Another step was to discuss his problem with
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his subject colleagues and the school management, as already described above. A last 
step talked about by David was simply to pass the problem on to the students and their 
parents. By telling the students that he only has two minutes for each portfolio, he 
can encourage them  and their parents to complain to the school management (which 
David thought they should) and the school management to consult with “the higher 
echelons” . For the very near future, David was considering the adoption o f a totally 
different manner o f evaluation. For instance, he may discuss only a very few portfolios 
with the class as a whole and then have the remainder o f the students evaluate their 
own portfolios on the basis o f such an example. David’s creative manner o f handling 
the current situation is to attempt to modify his own situation and also attempt to 
change his attitudes towards the situation. This approach reflected the use o f both 
problem-focused and emotion-focused coping strategies (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984) 
and strongly self-conscious and strategic forms o f accommodation (Woods, 1999).
In light o f the last decades o f educational reform (Hargreaves et al., 1998; van 
den Berg & Sleegers, 1996a), it is very unlikely that the manner o f initiating and 
implementing large-scale innovations will change very much. This means that 
David’s situation will also not change very m uch in the near future. If David should 
‘survive’ then, this will not be due to a change o f context but to the fact that he is 
a strong professional who still knows how  to function within the “vortex” that his 
school is in.
The other, more pessimistic, option is that David will lose his enthusiasm and 
simply leave the profession like so many other reform-enthusiastic colleagues before 
him  (see Little, 1996; Little & Bartlett, 2002). The government and many school 
managements have managed to create schools where enthusiastic teachers are actually 
‘at risk.’ The case presented in this article illustrates one way o f doing this.
In the next chapter, the results will be discussed together with the results o f the 
previous chapters.
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5
G e n e r a l  c o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n
T he aim o f  this dissertation was to gain insight from  a cognitive social-psychological perspective 
into how secondary school teachers perceive their work w ithin  the context o f  current reforms. 
From such a perspective, both the orientations o f  teachers towards their work and the situational 
demands imposed by the current educational reforms were taken into account. The emotions 
o f teachers were then exam ined to detect w hat teachers appear to have at stake in the current 
reforms. Three studies using quantitative and qualitative methods were undertaken to gain  
greater insight into the appraisal process associated w ith teachers’ emotions. More specifically, an 
attem pt was made to answer the follow ing research questions.
1. W hich orientations do teachers have towards their work?
2. H o w  do teachers differ in the w ay their professional orientations are related to their appraisals 
o f  current reforms and emotions towards these reforms?
3. H o w  do the situational demands related to other actors and the particular workplace in which 
the reforms unfold affect the positive emotions o f  a reform enthusiast teacher?
In  the present chapter, we will review and discuss the find ings from  the three empirical studies 
reported in the previous chapters. First, a sum m ary o f  the results and conclusion will be given. 
Then, the general results w ill be discussed along w ith a number o f  directions fo r  fu tu re  research 
on the emotions o f  teachers. In  closing, some implications o f  the present find ings fo r  educational 
policy, and teacher learning will be outlined.
g e n e r a l  c o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n
Summary and conclusions
In this section the studies will be briefly outlined together with the background to them  as described in the introductory chapter.
Chapter 1
In Chapter 1, the social-psychological approach to emotions as formulated by Lazarus 
was used to consider the emotions o f teachers within the current reform context. The 
central assumption underlying this approach is that emotions arise as a result o f the 
person-environment interaction. Emotions are the product o f whether the individual 
appraises the situational demands o f the surrounding environment as congruent or 
incongruent with his or her goals, beliefs, and values. In the case o f teachers’ goals 
and beliefs, the study focused on their professional orientations or what they consider 
important for their work and good teaching, which was assumed to constitute an 
essential element o f their professional identities.
W ith regard to the situational demands currently facing teachers, it was argued 
that many individuals play a role in their definition. Politicians, policy makers, 
educational experts, parents and any num ber o f special interest groups all have their 
own ideas about the professionality o f teachers or how  teachers should work in 
terms o f what they should master, what they should do, and what their objectives 
should be. Reforms were shown to be particularly problematic because they typically 
contain numerous and often conflicting expectations with regard to how  teachers 
should work and rarely consider the perspectives o f the teachers themselves. It was 
argued that reforms do not always or necessarily constitute improvement and that 
they should therefore be viewed as “coalitions” o f interests or projects brought 
together under a single rubric at a particular point in time. That is, innovations can 
be considered an expression o f people’s particular values, beliefs, political purposes, 
and moral purposes embedded within a particular power context. Most large-scale 
innovations are also —  at least initially —  imposed from outside the school, which 
leaves the teachers to implement what others have developed within the local school 
setting with its own policies, traditions. and structures. In other words, the local 
workplace clearly imposes situational demands on teachers and may often contain 
either explicitly or implicitly different definitions o f their work, which means that is 
should also be taken into account in exploring the emotions o f teachers within the 
current context o f reform.
In order to explore the emotions o f teachers in relation to the current educational
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reforms or what teachers have at stake, three empirical studies were conducted. First, 
the orientations o f teachers towards their work were explored (Chapter 2). Second, 
their appraisals o f the current reforms in relation to their professional orientations 
and thus their emotions were examined with the results o f the first study taken as the 
starting point (Chapter 3). Finally, the specific appraisals and emotions o f a clearly 
reform-enthusiastic teacher were explored in greater detail (Chapter 4).
First study
In the first study (Chapter 2), the orientations o f teachers towards their work were 
examined in a survey o f 452 secondary school teachers who were asked about 
different aspects o f their work. Based on educational research literature, several 
orientations towards different aspects o f the work o f teachers could be distinguished 
as particularly relevant to the current reforms: the instructional aspects o f their work, 
the goals o f education, and the role o f teachers within the school organization. W ith 
regard to the instructional aspects, two main orientations could be distinguished: an 
orientation towards the transmission o f knowledge or a teacher-centered orientation 
and an orientation towards learning or a student-centered orientation. W ith regard 
to the goals o f education, two major orientations could again be distinguished: an 
orientation towards qualification versus an orientation towards personal and moral 
development. W ith regard to the role o f the teacher in the school organization, two 
orientations could also be distinguished: a restricted versus extended orientation.
The 452 teachers were found to strongly differ in their orientations and in the 
combinations o f orientations towards the instructional aspects o f their teaching, the 
goals o f education, and their role within the school organization. In general, the 
teachers were more oriented towards models o f active student learning than models 
o f knowledge transmission. W ith regard to the goals o f education, they were oriented 
towards both qualification and moral development. W ith regard to the role o f the 
teacher within the school organization, the teachers viewed consultation with and 
influence o f colleagues on educational issues as important, which suggests a more 
or less extended orientation. However, the operationalization o f the orientations o f 
the teachers towards their role in the school organization within the context o f the 
present study strongly limits the interpretation o f their orientations as restricted or 
extended, as will be seen below.
Some significant relations were found for a num ber o f background variables, with 
the most relevant finding pertaining to the different perspectives on consultation for 
the math and science teachers versus teachers o f other subjects. M ath and science
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teachers were most oriented towards consultation with subject colleagues and little or 
no consultation with other teachers.
W ith regard to the various combinations o f orientations towards the instructional 
aspects o f teaching, the goals o f education, and the role o f the teacher within the 
school organization, the cluster analyses revealed six different patterns between the 
two extremes. O n the one hand, we found teachers who were learning- or student- 
oriented and considered personal and moral development to be among the goals o f 
education; they also appeared to have an extended orientation towards the school as 
organization, which meant a positive attitude towards collaboration with colleagues. 
O n the other hand, we found teachers who were content- or teacher-oriented and 
considered qualification to be more or less the only goal o f education; they also 
appeared to have a restricted orientation towards the school as organization, which 
meant a negative attitude towards collaboration with colleagues.
In other words, the results o f the first study showed the professional orientations of 
teachers to strongly differ, which confirms that teachers do not constitute a monolithic 
block with the same attitudes, educational philosophy, subjective educational theory, 
values, or orientations towards the professional, pedagogical, and organizational 
aspects o f their work (cf. Kelchtermans, 1993; Sleegers, 1999). W hile this may sound 
very obvious, educational policies nevertheless frequently assume that all or most 
teachers simply share or should share a com mon orientation towards their work (see 
also the issue o f uniformity versus plurality in the discussion section).
In addition, the results o f the first study show the orientations o f teachers towards 
teaching and the school organization to be related. A progressive orientation towards 
instruction and the goals o f education never appeared in conjunction with a restricted 
orientation towards the school as organization and vice versa: a traditional orientation 
towards instruction and the goals o f education never appeared in conjunction with 
an extended orientation towards the school as organization. N ote that the terms 
progressive and traditional stem from the current discourse on the professionality of 
teachers and not from the present researcher’s point o f view.
It should be noted with regard to the operationalization o f a restricted versus 
extended orientation towards the school as organization that, as reported in Chapter
2, teacher involvement in school policy matters related to the management o f the 
school was not examined. The orientations were operationalized in terms o f the 
importance o f consultation w ith and the influence o f different groups within the 
school organization, but this operationalization does not give complete insight into 
the manner in which teachers perceive the organizational aspects o f their work at
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school. O n a different note, the quantitative approach used in the first study provides 
insight into the relations between the orientations o f teachers towards teaching and 
the school organization but cannot explain the relations. It is simply suggested that the 
relations between the different orientations may stem from a deeper level, namely the 
professional identities o f teachers. In the second study, a broader operationalization o f 
the role o f the teacher in the school organization (i.e., actual involvement in school 
policy matters) and a clearly qualitative approach were therefore adopted to examine 
at a deeper level the different orientations identified in the first study.
Second study
In the second study (Chapter 3), the emotions o f teachers in relation to the current 
educational reforms were explored in a qualitative manner. The main purpose o f 
this study was to gain greater insight into how  teachers appraise the current reforms 
and the emotions that this process o f appraisal gives rise to. For this purpose, six 
secondary school teachers with strongly differing orientations towards their work 
were selected from the first study. Three teachers were selected from the progressive 
versus traditional extremes, as m entioned above, which means that their orientations 
varied from being largely student- or learning-centered and extended with regard to 
the school as organization to largely teacher- or content-centered and restricted with 
regard to the school as organization. Given the restricted operationalization o f the 
role o f the teacher within the school organization adopted in the first study, extra 
attention was devoted to the school organizational aspects o f the work o f teachers in 
the second study; explicit attention was now  paid to their perspectives on consultation 
with colleagues and participation in school policy matters.
In this qualitative study, the teachers discussed two specific changes: namely, the 
implementation o f a constructivist model o f teaching called the Study House and 
the increased demand for collaboration with colleagues and participation in school 
policy matters. The results showed the teachers to fundamentally differ w ith respect 
to how  they appraised the current changes and strong relations o f this appraisal process 
to the specific orientations o f the teachers towards their work. The three teachers 
with a student- or learning-centered orientation towards teaching and an extended 
orientation towards the school organization appraised the changes as congruent with 
their professional orientations and thus reported largely positive emotions. The three 
teachers with a teacher- or knowledge-centered orientation towards teaching and 
a restricted orientation towards the school organization appraised the changes as 
incongruent with their professional orientations and thus reported largely negative
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emotions. Given that the numerous and diverse changes are being implemented 
simultaneously, moreover, those teachers with a teacher-centered and restricted 
orientation were found to experience negative emotions in many domains o f their 
work.
The results o f the second study also showed the teachers to clearly experience their 
very personal conceptions o f how  they should work as teachers to be at stake. As we 
have argued, the teacher’s view of his or her professionality is an essential element 
o f his or her professional identity. This means that those teachers who experience 
congruence between their professional orientations and the current changes tend to 
view their professional identity as being reinforced. Those teachers who experience 
incongruence between their professional orientations and the current changes, in 
contrast, may view their very personal professional identity as being threatened and 
therefore react negatively or in so-called terms o f self-preservation.
W ith regard to the clear relations found to exist between the orientations o f the 
teachers towards teaching and the school organization, the results o f the second study 
suggest that the explanation may lie in the teachers being student- and learning- 
oriented versus teacher- and knowledge-oriented. The three teachers with a teacher- 
or knowledge-centered orientation defined their work primarily in terms o f the 
teaching o f their subject matter and thus perceived collaboration with colleagues 
or involvement in school policy as having little relevance and even distracting them 
from their work at times. The three teachers with a student- or learning-centered 
orientation clearly defined their work in terms o f not only teaching but also the 
broader moral and organizational aspects o f the school. Cooperation with colleagues 
was important due to the shared responsibility for students and was clearly perceived 
as a potential source o f support and advice. Participation in school policy matters was 
also considered relevant from the perspective o f jo in t responsibility for the students. In 
other words, the relations between the different orientations o f the teachers towards 
teaching and the school organization appeared to stem from their core definitions 
o f their work (cf. Bartlett, 2001; 2002). The data from the current study provide 
only limited evidence for this explanation, however, and research by Rosenholtz 
(1989) and Kleinsasser (1993) provides a different explanation for the observed 
relations between the specific perspectives o f teachers on teaching and the school as 
organization. According to these authors, the perceptions and behavior o f teachers 
in the classroom and the school are strongly determined by the organizational and 
social environment in which they find themselves. Stodolsky and Grossman (1995) 
also emphasize the impact o f the particular subject being taught on the perceptions
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o f teachers with respect to teaching and collaboration (cf. Siskin, 1994; Siskin & 
Little, 1995). Further exploration o f this issue in light o f teachers’ core definitions o f 
their work, the social/school organization, and the subject being taught thus seems 
merited. As Richardson and Placier (2001) further note, very little is known about the 
manner in which teachers working individually and collaboratively affect the school 
context and the learning o f students.
The focus o f the second study was on the tension between how  teachers define 
their work and the manner in which they are expected to work according to the 
reforms. The daily course o f events within the workplace where the reforms actually 
unfold was not explicitly taken into account while the workplace o f teachers has its 
own structure, policies, and traditions. That is, a significant amount o f congruence 
between the professional orientations o f teachers and the current educational reforms 
may be a necessary but not sufficient condition for teachers to experience positive 
emotions as the workplace in which the reforms actually unfold also produces 
numerous situational demands. In the third study, an explicit examination o f the 
effects o f the situational demands associated with teacher’s daily workplace within the 
context o f the current reforms was therefore undertaken.
Third study
In the third study (Chapter 4), the day-to-day case o f a m other tongue language 
teacher was examined in order to gain a more detailed understanding o f the 
orientations o f the teacher at the level o f the daily workplace where the reforms 
are unfolding and the emotions that he experiences in this connection. The teacher 
selected for consideration was reform enthusiastic; his professional orientations 
strongly corresponded to the current educational reforms; and such a congruence was 
taken to be a necessary but not sufficient condition for positive emotions to occur.
The results o f this study show how  a teacher who was initially very positive 
towards the reforms can gradually lose his enthusiasm during the implementation 
process. The focus o f the study was on a single constructivist reform: namely, the 
introduction o f reading- and writing-portfolios for the subject Dutch language and 
literature. The teacher was initially very happy with this reform but later experienced 
an enormous lack o f time in connection with the portfolios. The lack o f time was 
caused by a constellation o f factors, including other reforms being implemented at 
the same time, the policy o f the government and his school management, and the 
behavior o f his subject colleagues.
Closer examination o f the results shows the changing emotions o f this teacher to
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be caused by not so much the actual lack o f time but by the actors largely responsible 
for the lack o f time. The teacher in question was faced w ith very different views of 
his work, which led to negative emotions and declining enthusiasm in the end. Both 
the school management and government entertained a strong managerial perspective 
on the work o f teachers in general. Although they appeared to support the rhetoric 
underlying the current reforms, their main concern continued to be that the school be 
well-run. For this reason, they gave the teacher in question no material support in the 
form o f extra time to adopt the reform. W hile the subject colleagues o f this teacher 
shared the same enthusiastic orientation towards the reforms and also experienced a 
marked lack o f time, they performed their work in a different manner. In contrast 
to the present teacher, they simply invested their own private time in order to deal 
with the experienced lack o f time. The students constituted another group o f actors 
strongly influencing the teacher in question as he felt very responsible for them  and 
considered them  to constitute the core o f his work. The students expected the teacher 
to invest sufficient time in the reforms and thereby them, but he was clearly unable 
to do this —  to meet their expectations —  and thus experienced strong feelings of 
shame and unhappiness as a result. In sum, conflicting views o f the professionality of 
teachers within the daily workplace were found to lead an initially reform-enthusiast 
teacher to experience increasingly negative emotions in the end.
Another important result from this third study is the finding that the subject 
orientation o f the teacher strongly determined his emotional reaction to the reforms. 
His initial enthusiasm regarding the introduction o f reading and writing portfolios 
for his subject D utch language and literature was clearly dampened by the situational 
demands faced during the process o f implementation. In the discussion section, the 
relevance o f the subject orientations o f teachers will be further considered.
In sum, the results o f the case study undertaken in the third study provide insight 
into the incredible complexity o f being a reform enthusiast teacher within the current 
context o f divergent and often conflicting educational reforms being imposed by 
numerous different actors with often differing perspectives on the work o f the teacher 
and even the reforms within the daily workplace. The statement o f Blase cited in the 
Introduction to this dissertation, namely that schools “exist in a vortex o f government 
mandates, social and economic pressures, and conflicting ideologies associated with 
school administrators, teachers, students, and parents” (1991, p. 1), is thus illustrated 
by the present results. It should be noted here that David’s case underscores the 
importance o f student reactions in this vortex to the reform environment and 
teachers’ negotiation o f reform. Although students are not sources o f power and
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authority in a formal organizational sense, they have enormously high referent power 
and may outweigh other influences in accounting for teacher commitment. Also the 
collegial relations, in terms o f expressions o f approval and disapproval, seem to be 
important influences in this vortex. In sum, this third study illustrates the complex 
vortex confronting teachers from the perspective o f only one reform enthusiast 
teacher, which means that other research should also consider the vortex from the 
perspective o f other teachers (cf. Little & Bartlett, 2002).
Discussion
In this section, several overarching aspects o f the present research will be discussed, starting with the general findings and contributions o f the present research to 
understanding the professional lives o f teachers within the current reform context. 
The value o f a cognitive social-psychological approach to emotions will be discussed, 
followed by a discussion o f the relevance o f considering the particular subject 
orientations o f teachers. Thereafter, some possibly problematic aspects o f the current 
reforms for teachers will be outlined and the notion o f hum an agency emphasized as 
a promising direction for further research on the professional lives and emotions of 
teachers.
General findings
Examination o f the emotions o f teachers within the context o f reforms more or less 
reveals what they have at stake. The issue at stake within the context o f the current 
reforms are the very personal and divergent professional orientations o f the teachers 
themselves: their own perceptions o f how  their work should be done and what 
constitutes the most important aspects o f teaching. The current educational reforms 
impose numerous situational demands that are often in conflict w ith the professional 
orientations o f the teachers involved. The situational demands stem from not only the 
different manners o f teaching and different patterns o f role fulfillment called for by 
the current reforms but also from the diversity o f perspectives on how  teachers should 
w ork held by the different actors involved in the teaching environment, which may 
include government officials, school management, educational experts, colleagues, 
students, and the parents o f students. In fact, the present results show teachers to be 
currently faced with such divergent expectations, demands, and definitions o f their 
w ork that their professional identities —  their personal conceptions o f themselves as 
teachers (Kelchtermans, 1993) —  are clearly eroded.
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The professional identities o f teachers are central to not only their professional 
development but also to educational improvement. According to Nias (1998), 
moreover, the professional development o f teachers cannot be separated from their 
personal growth. And in line with Fuller’s notion o f the development o f personal 
concerns (Fuller, 1969), Nias argues that most teachers have “one over-riding 
concern —  the preservation o f a stable sense o f personal and professional identity 
(a ‘substantial self,’ Ball, 1972) —  but that this identity is realised in varying ways at 
different times through the developing concerns o f different ‘situational selves’ “ (p. 
1258). In other words, the manner in which teachers react to educational reforms is 
largely determined by the extent to which they feel that their professional identities 
are being threatened or reinforced by the reforms in question.
In the present research, the influence o f the complex relation between the 
perspectives o f teachers and the perspectives o f the other actors within the 
environment on just how  teachers feel about their work was examined. The school 
is not only a place where teachers and young people interact; it is also a place where 
reforms unfold and teachers are faced with sometimes very divergent expectations 
with regard to their work. Teachers are surrounded by other actors with their own 
perceptions o f how  teachers should work and their own concerns. As seen in the 
case o f David (Chapter 4), the government and school management may adopt a 
more technical/management perspective on the work o f teachers while subject 
colleagues can share the same com mitment and involvement but differ with regard to 
their personal concerns and willingness to provide support. A government or school 
management w ith a perspective that differs markedly from the perspectives o f the 
teachers involved can expect strong emotional reactions and even resistance (cf. Gitlin 
& Margonis, 1995). And in order to better understand the reactions o f teachers to the 
imposition o f reforms, their workplace in terms o f different actors holding different 
perceptions o f the work o f teachers should be clearly taken into account along with 
the dynamic interplay between the professional identities o f the teachers and the 
situational demands confronting them on a daily basis.
A  cognitive social-psychological approach to em otion
For the present research project, the cognitive social-psychological theory o f 
emotions as put forth by Lazarus was used to explore the reactions o f teachers to 
the current educational reforms —  that is, their professional orientations, appraisals 
o f the situational demands that the reforms give to, and their emotions. The aim of 
using this theoretical framework was to contribute to a systematic understanding o f
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teachers’ emotions in a context o f reforms. The present study had a strong explorative 
character to examine whether such a general social psychological theory on emotions 
is useful to understand teachers’ emotions towards reform. As Sleegers (1999) states, 
the consequence o f using general psychological concepts can be that the distinctive 
qualities o f teachers and the specific characteristics o f teaching are largely overlooked 
or ignored. So, using such general concepts or theories requires the specific character 
o f the work o f teachers to be explicitly taken into account. In the following, we 
would like to summarize the usefulness o f Lazarus’ theory on emotions for the present 
study, and formulate propositions and further research questions with regard to the 
field o f teachers’ emotions in a context o f reforms.
The value o f the present approach lies in the fact that the emotions experienced by 
the teachers in connection with the current reforms are understood in relation to their 
own beliefs and the manner in which they appraise the surrounding environment. 
Such an approach allows us to understand the resistance o f teachers to change, which
—  as Gitlin and Margonis (1995) have argued —  is often based on good sense or
—  in the terms o f the present research project —  professional orientations that clearly 
differ from the orientations o f those who initiated the reforms. In other words, the 
cognitive social-psychological framework adopted here revealed a considerable 
amount o f information with regard to the relations between the individual and his 
or her environment. However, the present study also indicates that still many aspects 
need closer examination, such as the direction, nature and intensity o f emotions, the 
different professional orientations, the divergent situational demands, the secondary 
appraisals and teachers’ coping behavior, and power and status in the relationships 
between teachers and other actors.
The present study focussed especially on the direction o f the emotions (positive 
or negative) and not so m uch on the nature o f specific emotions and the intensity. 
However, especially the study in chapter 4 (the case o f David) seems to indicate that 
it would be useful to explore specific emotions related to specific situational demands, 
such as shame and joy in relation to students, or disgust, anger, joy  and pride in 
relation to colleagues and the school management. In David’s case, it seemed that 
shame in relation with his students affected him  stronger than the other emotions he 
experienced (cf. Hargreaves, 1994). So, it can be expected that the nature and intensity 
o f teachers’ emotions depend o f the relationship with the specific actor. From this 
follow several questions like what is the influence o f students, colleagues, and school 
leaders on teachers’ emotions in a context o f reforms? W hich specific emotions do 
they generate? To what extent do those emotions differ in their intensity? H ow  are
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the emotions caused by these different actors related to each other? To what extent 
do they constitute contradictory influences on teachers’ emotions or to what extent 
do they reinforce each other?
These questions can also be related to teachers’ professional orientations. The 
present research distinguished between several orientations, such as a strong focus 
on the student and/or the subject, and a strong focus on the classroom and/or the 
school organization. However, the range o f different orientations as explored in the 
present study was rather limited: only two types o f professional orientations o f the 
first study were examined in the second study. The case o f David added some more 
knowledge about how  a teacher’s views o f his subject influenced his appraisals o f the 
current reform, how  his views o f teaching students in an upright manner influenced 
his appraisal o f the relationship with the students, and how  his views o f collegiality 
influenced his appraisal o f the relationship with his colleagues. However, still many 
questions remain unanswered referring to the specific orientations o f teachers and 
their relation with teachers’ appraisals o f reforms and their emotions. W hat is the 
influence o f specific orientations on teachers’ emotions in a context o f reforms? W hat 
is the influence o f the combination o f orientations? To what extent do the different 
orientations reinforce or contradict each other?
W ith regard to the situational demands, the present study showed at least four 
kinds o f demands related to the current reforms:
1. Explicit and implicit definitions o f how  teachers should work,
2. Unintentional consequences o f the reforms, such as increasing workload and 
intensification, decrease in motivation, feelings o f professional responsibility, and 
general self-worth, which affect the way teachers prefer and actually can work in 
their day-to-day practice,
3. The people within the school, who together implement the reforms, and
4. The school’s structures, policies and traditions, in which the reforms unfold.
As especially David’s case showed, the complexity o f reforms for teachers seems 
not so much to be the congruence between teachers’ professional orientations and 
the content o f one reform, but it is the combination o f all those situational demands 
that makes current reforms complex, causing many different emotions. This finding 
raises many further questions, such as what is the specific influence o f each situational 
demand on teachers’ emotions? H ow  do these situational demands relate to each other? 
To what extent do the situational demands that are congruent with the professional 
orientations o f the teacher compensate for the ones that are incongruent?
These questions also lead to questions related to how  teachers cope with all those
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situational demands, which refers also to the secondary appraisals, which were not 
included explicitly in the present research. Secondary appraisals concern an evaluation 
o f one’s options and resources for coping w ith the situation and one’s future prospects. 
It is assumed that these secondary appraisals (options, resources, and future prospects) 
moderate the nature and intensity o f the emotion (Lazarus, 1991a; cf. Hirschman, 
1970). The (im)possibility or (un)availability o f other options, resources, and prospects 
can make a person feel different about the inevitability o f a situational demands. In 
the third study, Frits was thinking about leaving the teaching profession, which might 
indicate he has other possibilities next to teaching. As some o f the teachers in study 
3 and 4 indicated, the core o f their work was to interact with students, which gave 
them  joy, and this joy seemed to compensate for the negative emotions caused by 
reform related situational demands. N ext to the secondary appraisals, which refer 
to teachers’ emotions, also their actual coping behavior can be included: how  they 
cope with all the situational demands (cf. Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Lazarus, 1999; 
W oods, 1999). Including secondary appraisals and teachers’ coping behavior leads to 
questions about the options, resources and future prospects teachers have related to 
the situational demands and their professional orientations: W hich options, resources 
and future prospects do teachers have related to each specific situational demand? 
H ow  do the different situational demands influence these options, resources and fu­
ture prospects? H ow  do teachers’ options, resources and future prospects influence 
their emotions and appraisals o f the situational demands? To what extent are teachers’ 
options, resources and future prospects related to their professional orientations? Do 
their professional orientations themselves function as options, resources and future 
prospects? H ow  can teachers’ professional orientations function as a buffer against 
incongruent situational demands?
Finally, the results o f the case study o f David (Chapter 4) showed an aspect 
that Lazarus does not explicitly discuss, namely the power and status aspects o f the 
relationships that affect emotions. As Blase (1991) observes, power and status are 
prom inent issues in the social relationships o f teachers with the other actors within a 
school —  including the school leaders, colleagues, students, and parents. According 
to Clark (1990), a constant concern in all social relationships is the acquisition and 
maintenance o f power, rank, standing, or what she calls “social place” . Emotions can 
then be taken to represent a reaction to a particular power/status relationship (Clark, 
1990; Kemper, 2000). This sociological or micropolitical approach to emotions 
(Kemper, 2000) is based on the assumption that people differ, for example, in values, 
ideologies, choices, goals, interests, expertise, history, motivation, and interpretations
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(Blase, 1991; Hoyle, 1982; Kelchtermans & Ballet, 2002). As already mentioned, 
schools also exist w ithin a vortex o f reform mandates, pressures, and ideologies (Blase, 
1991), which leads to questions as how  do the power and status dimensions o f these 
situational demands influence teachers’ emotions? H ow  do these power and status 
dimensions relate to the different situational demands? W hich role do they play in the 
combination o f actors as students, colleagues and school leaders in relation to teachers’ 
emotions?
In sum, the social psychological theory on emotion from Lazarus seems to be a 
useful organizing theoretical framework for the data o f the present study, and it also 
inspires to new  research questions. Future research into teachers’ emotions could 
give more insight into the validity and usefulness o f Lazarus social-psychological 
framework for understanding teachers’ emotions and professional lives in a context of 
reforms.
The subject orientations o f  teachers
The results o f the present research showed the specific subject orientations o f teachers 
to be an important determinant o f their emotions in addition to their orientations 
towards teaching and the role o f the teacher within the school organization. The 
orientations examined in the present research (i.e., student-centered versus teacher- 
centered, extended versus restricted) were defined from an educational perspective 
(Billig et al, 1988; Denessen, 1999; Hoyle, 1980; ITS, 1973; Witziers, 1992). In both 
the quantitative and qualitative studies, moreover, the aforementioned distinctions 
proved quite useful for the exploration o f teachers’ thinking with regard to their 
work. Nevertheless, the more specific subject orientations o f teachers should also be 
included in future research.
Subject-specific orientations refer to the content, goals, and methods o f teaching 
a particular subject and are obviously interwoven with the more general educational 
orientations. In the first study (Chapter 2), clear relations were found between the 
specific subjects being taught by the teachers and their professional orientations. 
According to Grossman and Stodolsky (1994; Stodolsky, 1993; Stodolsky & Grossman, 
1995), the differences in the orientations o f teachers teaching different subjects can 
be traced to the differing academic backgrounds associated w ith the subjects or, 
more specifically, to the heterogeneity o f a particular academic background. The 
more heterogeneous the background, the less teachers share the same orientation 
towards instruction and the less they consult with others or exchange classroom 
materials. However, they are more willing to change than teachers o f a subject
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with a homogeneous academic background because the content o f a subject with a 
homogeneous background is rigidly defined and the consensus among the teachers 
o f the subject thus larger than the consensus among the teachers o f subjects with a 
heterogeneous background. Grossman and Stodolsky mean the academic nature of 
a subject when they speak o f homogeneity or heterogeneity and not so much the 
content o f the subject. In the case study reported on here (Chapter 4), the subject- 
specific orientation o f the teacher appeared to play a prom inent role in the teacher’s 
thinking about his work and the reforms. It can even be argued that the specific 
subject orientation o f the teacher determined his initial enthusiasm for the reforms, 
which included the introduction o f reading and writing portfolios for mother-tongue 
D utch language and literature instruction. Research o f Little (1995) strongly confirms 
this observation. As she states: “That is, ‘subject’ is not merely the stuff o f curriculum, 
texts, and tests; it is more fundamentally a part o f being a teacher” (p. 184). Her 
following remark about the impact o f changes in the subject department organization 
o f schools can be applied to changes towards the subject itself and its impact in 
teachers: “Teachers experience shifts in the social organization o f their work not only 
as a demand on their subject expertise, but as a fundamental matter o f professional 
identity, community, and authority” (p. 185) (see also Siskin, 1994). In sum, the 
subject-specific orientations o f teachers are very relevant to their general orientations 
towards their work. For this reason, the subject-specific orientations o f teachers 
should also be considered in future research next to general educational orientations 
in order to gain a more complete understanding o f teachers’ perceptions o f their work 
in relation to the ongoing educational reforms and thereby their emotions.
H um an agency and control
The focus o f the present research was on what teachers appear to have at stake within 
the context o f the current educational reforms. Related to this issue is the question 
o f how  teachers actually handle the situational demands currently facing them. This 
question pertains to not only the manner in which teachers cope with the situational 
demands or problem - versus emotion-focused coping (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; 
Lazarus, 1999; Aarts et al., 2002) but also how  they maintain a sense o f control. 
Teachers are not merely the executors o f the ideas o f others; they also play a crucial 
role in the shaping o f the education o f students and the changing educational practices 
themselves, which makes having a sense o f control particularly relevant.
Sense o f control refers to human agency, which Bandura (1989, 2001) describes 
as the capacity to exercise control over one’s own thought processes, motivation, and
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action. Bandura’s concept o f agency is defined from a social-cognitive perspective, 
in which is assumed that action, personal factors, and environmental events interact 
with each other within a system o f triadic reciprocal causation. A central mechanism 
underlying personal agency is self-efficacy or people’s beliefs about their capacity to 
exercise control. In addition, three modes o f human agency have been distinguished: 
personal, proxy, and collective (Bandura, 2001). Personal agency refers to direct 
personal agency. Proxi agency refers to the exercise o f agency through others with 
the necessary power or influence. Collective agency refers to the coordination of 
efforts to secure what otherwise could not be accomplished on one’s own. The 
focus o f the third study in the current research (Chapter 4) was on the complex 
interactions between the teacher and workplace involving many other individuals 
with their own concerns and perceptions o f what teachers should do. Just how  the 
teacher keeps control was not explicitly examined, but it was nevertheless noted 
that teachers rarely have direct control over the social conditions and institutional 
practices associated with their work. The teaching workplace tends to have a strong 
political dimension, moreover, which means that all actors involved may have very 
different interests, concerns, goals, ideologies, and degrees o f power. As the results of 
the third study showed (Chapter 4), the three modes o f hum an agency appeared to 
be strongly interwoven for the teacher David. In order to maintain control over his 
work, David will have to focus on all three modes o f agency: personal, proxy, and 
collective agency.
According to W ertsch, Tulviste, and Hagstrom (1993), agency is exercised via such 
cultural tools as language, technology, and policy mandates, which are all inherently 
tied —  in turn —  to the particular historical, cultural, and institutional setting. Reforms 
are implemented in schools using such cultural tools as policy mandates, documents, 
meetings, and new textbooks. All o f the actors involved in the implementation 
process also use a num ber o f cultural tools to gain and maintain control over the 
situation, which suggests that future research should examine just which cultural tools 
are utilized by which actors and how. H ow  do the communication and negotiation 
processes unfold within the school when confronted with widespread, numerous, 
and sometimes conflicting educational reforms? Very little research has explored, as 
yet, these specific types o f interactions and the dynamics o f such processes within the 
school reform context (Little, 2001a; 2001b; Little, 2002; Wilson & Berne, 1999).
The question how  teachers maintain a sense o f control should be further examined 
within the framework o f how  teachers develop and maintain their professional 
identities. As the results o f the present research showed, the professional identities
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o f teachers could be reinforced or threatened depending on the congruence or 
incongruence between their perceptions o f their work and those inherent in the 
reforms. Stated differently, the situational demands arising within the context o f 
educational reform force teachers to continuously evaluate and possibly redefine their 
own personal perceptions o f their work, and thereby their professional identities. 
Emotions then provide an excellent indicator o f just what the teachers have at stake
—  that is, which perceptions are being affected the most. According to Meijers 
(1998), the individual must balance cognition, will, and emotions in order to give 
new  meaning to a situation. In the present research, the process o f appraisal or 
underlying meanings that give rise to the emotions experienced by teachers when 
confronted with numerous and often conflicting educational reforms were explored. 
A promising step for future research is therefore to explore the manner in which 
teachers continuously construct new meanings while maintaining their professional 
identities within the context o f changing educational expectations and complex 
situational demands.
Implications
In this section, the implications o f the present findings for government policy within the domain o f education, and the professional development o f teachers will 
be considered.
Em otions and current educational policy
The current educational reforms have affected —  perhaps unintentionally —  the 
professional identities o f teachers in a negative manner. This seems not only to be 
true for those teachers whose professional orientations are incongruent with current 
reforms, but also for reform enthusiasts, whose enthusiasm may decline when local 
definitions and conditions o f reform create conflicts, overwork, etc.
To start with, the current reforms show a tendency to promote only one manner 
o f teaching and working at school. In other words, the current “coalition” o f 
innovations involve a more or less uniform set o f expectations with regard to how 
teachers should work. Teachers are expected to either be or become more student 
and learning oriented. They are also expected to become more involved in the school 
organization. Teachers are being forced to adopt similar attitudes towards their work 
as a result o f the present reforms while we would like to suggest that policy makers 
and administrators must take the diversity o f orientations and practices among teachers
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into account for successful innovation. Certain teachers may otherwise become 
alienated, as seen in the second study reported on here (Chapter 3) where Peter, Tom, 
and particularly Frits constituted such cases. In the long run, otherwise excellent and 
often highly motivated teachers may even feel forced to leave the profession —  not 
because o f a lack o f commitment or bad teaching results but simply because they 
cannot or do not want to teach and behave in the manner currently being expected 
o f them: their definitions o f “good” professional practice clearly differ from the 
currently dominant definitions o f “good” professional practice (Wexler, 2002). Such 
uniformity has also been questioned by those who consider plurality to be an essential 
part o f teaching, a condition for professional vitality and growth (Klette, 1997), and 
an important impetus for high quality education and teaching (van de Ven, 1996). In 
other words, it can be doubted whether education will really improve when teachers 
are expected to have exactly the same orientations and behave in exactly the same 
manner. Such policies only threaten the professional identities o f numerous teachers, 
clearly exclude those with alternative orientations, and thereby make the profession 
less attractive for many.
Beyond the trend towards uniformity associated with the current educational 
reforms, some other unintentional effects o f the reforms can be found with respect 
to the manner in which teachers and others are coming to view their work, the 
motivation that they extract from their work, the energy that they are prepared to 
invest in their work, their feelings o f professional responsibility, and their feelings 
o f general self-worth (Calderhead, 2001). The current educational reforms and the 
expectations that the reforms bring with them have been found to generally intensify 
the work o f teachers (Bartlett, 2001; 2002). As A. Hargreaves (1994) has observed, 
teachers are expected to do more and more with frequently less support. In addition, 
many teachers have been found to experience considerable ambiguity due to the 
often contradictory expectations and vaguely formulated goals contained in the 
reforms. Teachers can also experience a marked loss o f self-esteem due to reduced 
levels o f autonomy and professional responsibility in conjunction with increased 
levels o f accountability. Some argue that the teaching profession is, in fact, becoming 
deprofessionalized. As Hargreaves and Goodson (1996, p. 3) state:
Some parts o f  the work o f  teachers are becoming reprofessionalized in ways that 
involve broader tasks, greater complexity, more sophisticated judgem ent, and 
collective decision-making among colleagues, while other parts o f  their work 
are becoming deprofessionalized in terms o f  more pragmatic training, reduced
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discretion over goals and purposes, and increased dependence on detailed learning 
outcomes prescribed by others.
Yet another unintentional effect, as the results o f the second and third study (Chapter
3 and 4) showed, is the shifting o f staff relationships from professional and collegial 
to financial and managerial. And as a result o f these shifts, a concomitant shift from 
high-trust relationships to low-trust relationships (Calderhead, 2001).
The work o f teachers is becoming emotionally more heavy due to the many 
unintentional consequences o f the reforms, and the effects o f this can be long 
term. According to Fredrickson (1998), the primary function o f positive emotional 
experiences is to prom ote the availability o f personal resources and thereby provide 
for innovation and creativity in thought and action. Frijda (1986) argues that negative 
emotional states orient people towards proximal, immediate events. In the long term, 
both types o f emotions can have strong consequences for people’s somatic health 
(illness), morale (general well-being), and social functioning (Lazarus, 1991a). W ith 
regard to teachers, negative emotions can lead to illness, burnout, and early departure 
from the profession in the long run (Calderhead, 2001; Vandenberghe & Huberman, 
1999). And such negative effects should obviously be avoided for, as Leithwood, 
Steinbach and Jantzi (2000, p. 27) have observed:
Historically, the profession o f  teaching has attracted a disproportionate number o f  
people extraordinarily dedicated to the mission o f  children’s welfare; most other 
types o f  organizations can only dream o f approaching such levels o f  dedication to 
their corporate missions. Reform -m inded governments would do well to consider 
w hat is lost by squandering such a resource, and w hat the costs would be o f  find ing  
an equally effective replacement.
In other words, reform-minded governments should become more aware o f the 
unintentional effects o f large-scale reforms on the emotional well-being o f teachers. 
Similarly and as argued in Chapter 1, teachers’ perceptions o f their own task should 
be clearly and seriously taken into consideration for the successful implementation 
o f reforms as the congruence or incongruence between their perceptions and the 
expectations imposed by the reforms appear to be a strong determinant o f their 
emotional well-being.
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Emotions and teacher learning
During the last decade, teacher learning and the professional development of 
teachers have become a major concern for the educational establishment (Cochran- 
Smith & Lytle, 1999; Flores, 2001; Imants, Sleegers & Witziers, 2001; Kwakman, 
1999; Leithwood & Louis, 1998). Research on teacher learning has shown that 
such processes must be clearly organized because they do not spontaneously take 
place. And the role o f school management is therefore crucial for the organization 
o f teacher learning. According to Marks and Louis (1999), the capacity o f schools 
to organize teacher learning is related to five core characteristics: school structure; 
shared com mitment and collaborative activity; knowledge and skills; leadership; and 
feedback and accountability. The results o f the present research also highlight the 
relevance of, for example, shared commitment in the sense o f similar orientations 
on the parts o f teachers and school management towards the work o f teachers. In 
addition to the aforementioned aspects o f the capacity o f school to organize teacher 
learning, we would also like to argue that the emotions experienced by teachers 
should be taken into account —  particularly within the context o f reforms. As the 
results o f the current study show, teachers are faced with many different situational 
demands that clearly touch upon their professional identities and thereby make the 
reform process very emotionally demanding. And teachers who experience negative 
emotions are obviously more concerned with survival than with learning. In addition, 
the manner in which individuals learn and their emotional states have been found to 
show strongly reciprocal relations. Such emotional states as confidence and curiosity 
relate to learning in the form o f elaboration, and an emotional state as pride relate 
to learning in the form o f externalization (Simons & Ruijters, 2001). All o f these 
emotional states are positive and therefore stimulate teacher learning, which means 
that a productive school management should attempt to create a positive emotional 
climate and thereby a climate in which teachers feel that they can experiment and 
learn. According to Kwakman (1999), school leaders must invest in teachers and 
take a personal interest in them; that is, the motivation and stimulation o f individual 
teachers appears to be m uch more important than the adoption o f general policy 
measures.
In closing, the emotional dimension o f teachers’ daily work should be taken into 
account in the sense o f “organizational literacy.” According to Kuzmic (1994) and 
Kelchtermans and Ballet (2002), beginning teachers are not only faced with a so- 
called “praxis shock” at the level o f the classroom but also at the level o f the school 
as organization (cf. Flores, 2001). At the level o f the classroom, beginning teachers
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are confronted with the complexity and responsibilities o f the classroom (Gold, 1996; 
Veenman, 1984). At the level o f the school, beginning teachers jo in  an organization 
with different members, different interests, and different concerns, which can strongly 
affect their work and general well-being (Blase, 1991). Along these lines, Fineman 
(2000, p.1) characterizes organizations as “emotional arenas” where “workaday 
frustrations and passions —  boredom, envy, fear, love, anger, guilt, infatuation, 
embarrassment, nostalgia, anxiety —  are deeply woven into the way roles are enacted 
and learned, power is exercised, trust is held, commitment formed and decisions 
made” . And according to Kuzmic (1994), therefore, teachers should also be taught 
about “schools as bureaucratic organizations (...) and the limits and possibilities this 
affords those who work in such institutions” (p. 24). M ore specifically, becoming a 
m ember o f a school organization means the acquisition o f “organizational literacy” 
(Blase, 1991; Kuzmic, 1994; Kelchtermans & Ballet, 2002) or learning how  “to handle 
the norms and values that prevail in an organization, to deal with a principal or with 
the colleagues in the staff, as well as with the parents o f their pupils” (Kelchtermans & 
Ballet, 2002, p. 1). As argued in Chapter 1, the strong personal involvement o f most 
teachers makes their perceptions o f just who they are as teachers an important source 
o f self-esteem, self-fulfillment, and vulnerability, which also means that teacher 
education and professional development programs should attempt to make teachers 
more aware o f the emotional dimensions o f their work and the reforms related to 
their work.
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F o o t n o t e s
1. The term  professionality is preferred over professionalism because the latter often 
refers to the aspiration to acquire the status associated with a particular occupation 
and touches on the so-called profession debate (Hoyle & John, 1995; Hargreaves
& Goodson, 1996; Englund, 1996; Kimball, 1988; Oxford English Dictionary, 
1989).
2. The subject matter was grouped as follows: languages (Dutch, English, French, 
German, and Classic languages), social studies (geography, history, economics, 
social studies, philosophy o f life, and religion), math and science (mathematics, 
chemistry, physics, biology, and natural sciences), expression (drawing, music, 
handcrafts, drama, and gym), and vocational and technical (office practices, sales, 
hygiene, home economics, metallurgy, electro, and construction).
3. The transmission-oriented scale only exists o f two items, therefore Cronbach’s 
alpha was not computed. The loadings in Tabel 2 indicate that both items refer to 
the same construct, and also that they strongly correlate (correlation coefficient is 
.59). W ith regard to the content o f the scale, we assume that the two items can be 
used as a tentative indication for the Transmisson orientation.
4. “Given k subsets, this methods permits their reduction to k-1 mutually exclusive 
subsets by considering the union o f all possible k(k-1)/2 pairs that can be formed 
and accepting the union with which an optimal value o f the objective function is 
associated. The process can be repeated until all subsets are in one group” (Ward, 
1963, p. 243).
5. The terms used to typify the professional orientations o f the teachers are not meant 
to be normative; they do not represent the views o f the authors on what they think 
the best professional orientations may be; and they do not refer to the quality or 
competence o f the teachers. However, the terminology has been derived from the 
current discourse about professionality o f teachers.
6. These distinctions in orientation and the classification o f teachers according to such 
constitute, o f course, a rather limited manner o f representing how  teachers think. 
The categories are not clear-cut or mutually exclusive but nevertheless useful for 
analyzing the reactions o f teachers to reforms.
7. The influence o f the school culture or the specific workplace o f the teachers on 
teachers’ emotions was not explicitly taken into account because the focus o f this 
explorative study was only on teachers’ emotions related to the current changes. 
See for research on the relationships between teachers’ appraisals and the cultural,
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structural, and more proximal aspects o f the school context Ball & Bow (1992) and 
Bartlett (2001; 2002).
8. Two teachers indicated that they would like certain fragments o f the interview to 
be omitted due to the personal nature o f the information for either themselves or 
colleagues. The relevant fragments were clearly marked and have been used in the 
analyses but not for publication.
9. Although the so-called Studyhouse model o f teaching is not obligatory, most 
schools are implementing the model and the teachers in our sample worked in 
such schools.
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S a m e n v a t t i n g  ( D  U T C H  S U M M A R Y )
H et onderzoek heeft als doel om  meer inzicht te verkrijgen in hoe docenten in het voortgezet onderwijs de huidige onderwijsvernieuwingen ervaren in relatie tot hoe ze zelf willen werken. Anders gezegd, wat staat er voor docenten op 
het spel?
Om  grip te krijgen op hoe docenten denken over hun werk en hoe zij de 
onderwijsvernieuwingen ervaren, hebben we als organiserend kader een sociaal- 
psychologische theorie over emoties genomen. In deze theorie wordt verondersteld 
dat emoties het resultaat zijn van de interactie tussen wat iemand belangrijk vindt en de 
omgevingseisen waarmee die persoon geconfronteerd wordt. M et andere woorden, 
emoties laten zien hoe iemand zichzelf ziet en hoe die persoon de omgeving ervaart. 
Toegepast op docenten in een context van vernieuwingen kan deze theorie gebruikt 
worden om de reacties van docenten te begrijpen op de eisen die gesteld worden aan 
hun werk.
Elke vernieuwing heeft explicite en impliciete verwachtingen naar docenten 
toe over hoe ze zouden m oeten werken. In dit onderzoek omschrijven we dat als 
opvattingen over de professionaliteit van docenten, waarbij professionaliteit gezien 
wordt als een door velen geconstrueerd, tijdsgebonden concept dat aangeeft hoe 
docenten zouden m oeten werken in termen van wat ze zouden m oeten beheersen, 
doen en nastreven. In het geval van het beroep van docent zijn er velen betrokken bij 
de definiëring van de professionaliteit van docenten: politici, beleidsmakers, velerlei 
onderwijsexperts, ouders, lobbygroepen en docenten zelf. H et problematische nu 
bij veel onderwijsvernieuwingen is dat ze veel uiteenlopende en vaak tegenstrijdige 
verwachtingen in zich hebben over hoe docenten zouden m oeten werken. Daarnaast 
wordt vaak verondersteld dat onderwijsvernieuwingen per definitie verbeteringen 
inhouden, maar het merendeel wordt ingevoerd zonder voldoende empirisch bewijs, 
met doelen die veelal te breed, te vaag en te ambitieus zijn en waarbij het ontwerp 
niet goed doordacht is. Onderwijsvernieuwingen zouden dan ook beter gezien 
kunnen worden als coalities van belangen o f projecten, die de waarden, opvattingen 
en politieke en morele doelen vertegenwoordigen van een bepaalde verzameling van 
personen, ingebed in een specifieke politieke context. Docenten maken echter veelal 
geen deel uit van de groepen die de inhoud van de vernieuwing definiëren. H et 
merendeel van onderwijsvernieuwingen wordt ontworpen buiten docenten om en 
van docenten wordt slechts verwacht dat zij invoeren wat door anderen is ontworpen. 
Dit stelt docenten vaak voor het probleem dat zij de algemene uitgangspunten van
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een vernieuwing m oeten vertalen naar het concrete niveau van de school en de klas. 
H et niet serieus nemen van de belangen en behoeften van docenten wordt steeds 
meer gezien als een verklaring voor het mislukken van veel onderwijsvernieuwingen 
van de afgelopen decennia. Tegelijk echter worden door politici en media docenten 
die weerstand vertonen tegen bepaalde vernieuwingen veelal gezien als traditioneel, 
conservatief o f passief, terwijl m et het voorafgaande in gedachte de weerstand van 
docenten ook gezien kan worden als een uiting van gezond verstand, gebaseerd op 
vele jaren ervaring, andere opvattingen over goed onderwijs en lesgeven o f andere 
belangen en behoeften.
Dit onderzoek neemt het idee van gezond verstand van docenten als uitgangspunt, 
ervan uitgaand dat docenten vaak legitieme ideeën hebben over hoe hun werk eruit 
moet zien en de meeste docenten ook een grote persoonlijke betrokkenheid hebben 
bij hun werk. Oftewel, hun professionele opvattingen kunnen gezien worden 
als een essentieel aspect van hun professionele identiteit; hoe zij zichzelf zien als 
docent. D it maakt dat onderwijsvernieuwingen voor veel docenten problematisch 
kunnen zijn, omdat de inherente verwachtingen over hun werk niet overeenkomen 
met hun eigen professionele opvattingen en dit raakt hun professionele identiteit. 
D it laatste kan sterke emoties veroorzaken. Deze emoties laten zien hoe docenten 
zichzelf en hun werk zien, en hoe ze de onderwijsvernieuwingen waarderen. Een 
sociaal-psychologische theorie over emoties, waarin de relatie tussen de persoon en 
de omgeving centraal staat, lijkt een geschikt theoretisch kader voor dit onderzoek 
om de manier waarop docenten de huidige onderwijsvernieuwingen ervaren, te 
begrijpen.
Centrale elementen in deze theorie over emoties zijn de opvattingen over wat 
iemand belangrijk vindt, de situationele eisen (‘situational demands’) waarmee die 
persoon geconfronteerd wordt en hoe deze eisen worden gewaardeerd in relatie tot 
iemands opvattingen. In dit onderzoek hebben we eerst onderzocht hoe docenten 
denken over hun werk, wat beschreven wordt als hun professionele opvattingen. 
Vervolgens hebben we in een tweede studie onderzocht hoe deze opvattingen 
samenhangen met de situationele eisen die door de huidige onderwijsvernieuwingen 
aan hun werk worden gesteld. Als laatste is in detail gekeken naar de ervaringen van 
een vernieuwingsgezinde docent, waarbij de dagelijkse context van de school en zijn 
werk zijn meegenomen en waarbij de situationele eisen niet alleen betrekking hebben 
op de vernieuwingen, maar ook op degenen die bij de invoering van de vernieuwing 
betrokken zijn en op het specifieke karakter van de school waarin de vernieuwing 
concreet wordt uitgewerkt.
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In de eerste studie (hoofdstuk 2) werden de professionele opvattingen van 
452 docenten uit het voortgezet onderwijs onderzocht. Gebaseerd op eerder 
onderwijskundig onderzoek, werden er verschillende opvattingen onderscheiden ten 
opzichte van drie aspecten van het werk van docenten, die nu actueel zijn vanwege 
de onderwijsvernieuwingen: het lesgeven, de doelen van het onderwijs en de rol 
van de docent binnen de school. M et betrekking tot het lesgeven werden er twee 
opvattingen onderscheiden: een opvatting waarin kennisoverdracht en de leraar 
centraal staan (leerstofgericht) en een opvatting waarin het leren van de leerling 
en de leerling centraal staat (leerlinggericht). M et betrekking tot onderwijsdoelen 
werd een opvatting onderscheiden waarbij kwalificatie en beroepsvoorbereiding als 
belangrijk worden gezien en een opvatting waarin de nadruk ligt op persoonlijke 
en morele ontwikkeling van leerlingen. M et betrekking tot de schoolorganisatie 
werd een beperkte en een uitgebreide opvatting onderscheiden. Beperkt betekent 
dat de docent vooral gericht is op de klas en de leerlingen, terwijl de docent bij een 
uitgebreide opvatting ook gericht is op wat er buiten de klas gebeurt in de school 
met betrekking tot collega’s en de organisatie. In het huidige denken over hoe 
docenten zouden m oeten werken (hun professionaliteit) zijn vooral de leerling- en 
persoonlijke ontwikkelingsgerichte en uitgebreide opvattingen dominant en worden 
vaak getypeerd als progressief, waarbij de andere opvattingen meer traditioneel 
zouden zijn. In dit onderzoek worden deze normatieve typeringen wel gehanteerd, 
maar niet per definitie onderschreven. Van meer belang is om te benadrukken dat het 
om tijdsgebonden, sociaal geconstrueerde interpretaties van het werk van docenten 
gaat.
De resultaten van dit eerste onderzoek laten zien dat de 452 docenten sterk 
verschillen in hun professionele opvattingen. In het algemeen vonden de docenten 
leerlinggerichte opvattingen belangrijker dan leerstofgerichte opvattingen en werden 
zowel kwalificatie als persoonlijke ontwikkelingen van belang gevonden. W at betreft 
de school vonden ze overleg over en invloed van collega’s op onderwijskundige 
zaken belangrijk, wat lijkt aan te geven dat het merendeel een uitgebreide opvatting 
heeft. Bij dit laatste moet worden opgemerkt dat de operationalisatie van de 
schoolorganisatorische opvattingen in dit onderzoek de interpretatie van hoe 
docenten hun betrokkenheid in de school zien beperkt. In het vervolg wordt hier 
nog nader op ingegaan.
Een paar achtergrondvariabelen bleken van invloed te zijn op de professionele 
opvattingen van docenten, waarbij vooral het verschil opviel tussen bèta-docenten en 
andere docenten met betrekking tot overleg. Bèta-docenten waren het sterkst gericht
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op overleg overleg met vakcollega’s in vergelijking m et docenten met een andere 
vakachtergrond.
M et betrekking tot de verschillende combinaties van opvattingen over lesgeven, 
onderwijs en de schoolorganisatie, werden er zes verschillende typen gevonden, 
die varieerden tussen twee extremen. Aan de ene kant vonden we docenten die 
sterk leerlinggericht waren, en die vooral persoonlijke en morele ontwikkelingen 
van belang vonden. Daarnaast waren ze, naast de klas en de leerlingen, ook sterk 
gericht op de schoolorganisatie. Aan de andere kant vonden we docenten die vooral 
leerstofgericht waren, kwalificatie en beroepsvoorbereiding van belang vonden, en 
vooral gericht waren op alleen de klas en de leerlingen.
M et andere woorden, dit eerste onderzoek laat vooral zien dat docenten sterk 
kunnen verschillen in hun professionele opvattingen. Dit bevestigt dat docenten niet 
gezien kunnen worden als een groep m et dezelfde opvattingen, onderwijsfilosofie, 
subjectieve onderwijstheorie en waarden ten opzichte van de professionele, 
pedagogische en schoolorganisatorische opvattingen over hun werk (cf. Kelchtermans, 
1993; Sleegers, 1999). D it mag vanzelfsprekend lijken, maar in onderwijsbeleid wordt 
veelal verondersteld dat docenten niet verschillen in hun opvattingen.
De resultaten lieten ook zien dat de opvattingen over lesgeven en de 
schoolorganisatie op een bepaalde manier met elkaar samenhangen. Een progressieve 
opvatting over lesgeven en onderwijsdoelen leek niet samen te gaan met een beperkte 
schoolorganisatorische opvatting en andersom: een meer traditionele opvatting 
over lesgeven en onderwijsdoelen leek niet samen te gaan met een uitgebreide 
schoolorganisatorische opvatting.
Een kanttekening bij de resultaten met betrekking tot de schoolorganisatorische 
opvattingen is dat de gerichtheid van docenten op beleidsmatige aspecten die 
samenhangen met de organisatie van de school, niet onderzocht is. Alleen de 
gerichtheid op overleg en invloed van verschillende geledingen in de school was 
meegenomen, maar deze operationalisatie geeft geen volledig inzicht in hoe docenten 
denken over hun rol in de school. Een andere kanttekening heeft betrekking op 
de kwantitatieve methoden, die de opvattingen en de onderlinge relaties wel 
beschrijven, maar niet inhoudelijk kunnen verklaren. H et vermoeden was dat de 
samenhang tussen de verschillende opvattingen gevonden m oet worden in hoe 
docenten hun professionele identiteit definiëren. In de tweede studie werd rekening 
gehouden met deze twee kanttekeningen en is een bredere operationalisatie van 
de schoolorganisatorische opvattingen meegenomen (gerichtheid op beleidsmatige 
aspecten van de schoolorganisatie) en een kwalitatieve benadering gehanteerd om de
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verschillende opvattingen en hun samenhang op een dieper niveau te onderzoeken.
In het tweede onderzoek (hoofdstuk 3) zijn de emoties van docenten in relatie 
tot de huidige onderwijsvernieuwingen onderzocht op een kwalitatieve manier door 
middel van interviews. Doel van dit onderzoek was om meer inzicht te krijgen in 
hoe docenten de huidige vernieuwingen waarderen in relatie tot hun professionele 
opvattingen en de daarmee samenhangende emoties. Hiervoor waren zes docenten 
met sterk verschillende professionele opvattingen uit de eerste studie geselecteerd. 
Drie docenten hadden progressieve opvattingen (leerlinggericht en uitgebreid) en 
drie docenten hadden meer traditionele opvattingen (leerstofgericht en beperkt).
In de interviews praatten de docenten voornamelijk over maar twee vernieuwingen: 
de invoering van het Studiehuis en samenwerking met collega’s en betrokkenheid 
bij het schoolbeleid. De resultaten lieten zien dat de docenten sterk verschilden in 
de manier waarop ze de vernieuwingen waarderen, wat sterk samenhing met hun 
professionele opvattingen. De drie docenten met leerlinggerichte opvattingen over 
lesgeven en uitgebreide opvattingen over de schoolorganisatie, waardeerden de 
vernieuwingen als congruent met hun eigen professionele opvattingen en ervoeren 
positieve emoties. De andere drie docenten met meer leerstofgerichte opvattingen 
over lesgeven en een beperkte opvatting over de schoolorganisatie waardeerden 
de vernieuwingen als incongruent met hun professionele opvattingen en ervoeren 
meer negatieve emoties. Anders gezegd, de eerste drie docenten vonden hun werk 
er leuker door worden en de andere drie docenten duidelijk niet. Aangezien deze 
vernieuwingen tegelijk werden ingevoerd, ervoeren dus die laatste drie docenten op 
meerdere terreinen negatieve emoties.
De resultaten van dit onderzoek lieten ook zien dat deze docenten ervoeren dat 
hun opvattingen over hoe zij willen werken ter discussie stonden. De opvattingen van 
docenten over hun professionaliteit worden verondersteld een belangrijk onderdeel 
te zijn van hun professionele identiteit -  wie ze zijn als docent. D it betekent dat de 
drie docenten met positieve emoties zich bevestigd voelden in hun professionaliteit in 
tegenstelling tot de drie docenten met negatieve emoties die zich in hun professionele 
identiteit bedreigd voelden.
M et betrekking tot de samenhangen tussen de opvattingen over lesgeven en de 
schoolorganisatie suggereren de resultaten van de tweede studie dat een verklaring 
hiervoor ligt in de leerling- o f leerstofgerichtheid van de docent. De leerstofgerichte 
docenten definieerden hun werk voornamelijk in termen van het overdragen van hun 
vak en zagen daardoor overleg met collega’s en betrokkenheid bij het schoolbeleid 
als onbelangrijk en zelfs als een afleiding van hun primaire taak van lesgeven. De
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meer leerlinggerichte docenten definieerden hun werk niet alleen in termen van 
lesgeven maar ook in termen van betrokkenheid bij de school. Overleg met collega’s 
werd als belangrijk gezien vanwege de gemeenschappelijke verantwoordelijkheid 
voor leerlingen en als mogelijkheid voor emotionele steun en advies. Betrokkenheid 
bij het schoolbeleid werd ook als belangrijk gezien vanuit het perspectief van een 
gemeenschappelijke verantwoordelijkheid voor leerlingen. M et andere woorden, de 
verschillende samenhangen tussen de professionele opvattingen lijken terug te gaan 
op de kerndefinities van hun werk. Aangezien de data van dit onderzoek te beperkt 
zijn om deze assumptie empirisch goed te onderbouwen en er ander onderzoek is dat 
andere verklaringen suggereert, zou het goed zijn om dit in vervolgonderzoek verder 
te onderzoeken.
Een kanttekening bij dit tweede onderzoek was dat alleen de spanning tussen hoe 
docenten hun werk zien en wat de onderwijsnieuwing van hen verwacht is onderzocht 
en de context van de alledaagse gang van zaken in de klas en in school niet zozeer 
is meegenomen. H et vermoeden was ook dat een congruentie tussen professionele 
opvattingen en de situationele eisen in de vernieuwing wel een noodzakelijke maar 
niet afdoende voorwaarde is voor het ervaren van positieve emoties omdat de 
concrete context van alledag in een school ook allerlei situationele eisen veroorzaakt. 
In de derde studie is daarom de dagelijkse context expliciet meegenomen.
In de derde studie (hoofdstuk 4) wordt de casus van een docent Nederlands 
beschreven met als doel om een meer gedetailleerd begrip te krijgen van de invloed 
van vernieuwingen op de emoties van docenten in de dagelijkse context van het 
werk. H et betrof een vernieuwingsgezinde docent (‘reformenthusiast’), wat inhield 
dat zijn professionele opvattingen sterk overeenkwamen met de situationele eisen in 
de huidige vernieuwingen.
De resultaten lieten zien hoe een docent die in het begin positief tegenover de 
vernieuwingen stond, langzamerhand zijn enthousiasme verliest tijdens de invoering. 
Het onderzoek had zich gericht op een verandering in het kader van het Studiehuis, 
namelijk de invoering van de lees- en schrijfdossiers bij Nederlands. De docent was 
met de invoering hiervan eerst erg gelukkig maar ervoer later een enorm gebrek 
aan tijd om  met deze dossiers te werken. Dit gebrek aan tijd werd veroorzaakt door 
tal van factoren zoals de invoering van andere vernieuwingen in dezelfde periode, 
het beleid van de overheid en van zijn schoolmanagement en het gedrag van zijn 
vakcollega’s.
Analyse op een dieper niveau laat zien dat niet zozeer het tijdsgebrek 
verantwoordelijk is voor het verlies aan enthousiasme, maar vooral al degenen die
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verantwoordelijk zijn voor dat tijdsgebrek. De docent werd eigenlijk geconfronteerd 
met andere interpretaties van hoe hij zou m oeten werken en dat leidde tot negatieve 
emoties en een verlies aan enthousiasme. Zowel de overheid als zijn schoolmanagement 
hadden een sterk technisch managementperspectief op het werk van docenten. 
Alhoewel de schoolleiding de vernieuwing leek te steunen op rethorisch niveau, bleef 
hun hoofdzorg toch een effectieve organisatie van de school. De docent kreeg daarom 
geen materiele ondersteuning in termen van extra tijd. Zijn vakcollega’s deelden zijn 
enthousiasme en ervoeren ook tijdsgebrek, maar gingen op een andere manier met 
hun werk om. In tegenstelling tot deze ene docent, investeerden zij hun privé tijd 
om het tijdsgebrek op te lossen. De leerlingen vorm den een andere groep, die van 
grote invloed was op de docent omdat hij zich sterk verantwoordelijk voelde voor 
hen en hen zag als de kern van zijn werk. De leerlingen verwachtten dat de docent 
voldoende tijd zou investeren in de lees- en schrijfdossiers en dus in hen, maar hieraan 
kon hij duidelijk niet tegemoet komen, waarvoor hij zich erg schaamde en zich 
schuldig voelde. Samenvattend, conflicterende opvattingen over zijn professionaliteit 
in de dagelijkse context zorgden ervoor dat de docent zijn enthousiasme voor de 
vernieuwingen steeds meer begon te verliezen.
Een ander relevant resultaat is dat zijn opvattingen over zijn vak sterk zijn 
waardering van de vernieuwing bepaalde. Hij had altijd al zo met zijn vak willen 
omgaan. Tegelijk was dit ook bron van grote frustratie want het tijdsgebrek zorgde er 
voor dat hij nu niet met zijn vak kon omgaan zoals hij eigenlijk zou willen. Hieruit 
volgt dat opvattingen over het vak in onderwijskundig onderzoek naar opvattingen 
van docenten expliciet zou m oeten worden meegenomen.
Samenvattend, deze casusstudie geeft inzicht in de complexiteit van een 
vernieuwingsgezinde docent in een context van uiteenlopende en vaak tegenstrijdige 
vernieuwingen, waarbij vele andere actoren met verschillende interpretaties van het 
werk van de docent een rol spelen. De casus laat vooral de invloed van leerlingen 
en collega’s zien bij hoe de docent met deze vernieuwing omgaat. Studenten mogen 
dan geen formele bronnen van macht zijn in de school, ze lijken een enorme invloed 
te hebben op de docent en lijken zelfs sterker te zijn dan andere invloeden als het 
gaat om het com mitment van de docent. D it geldt ook voor de relaties met de 
vakcollega’s.
Afsluitend, de drie deelstudies laten zien dat er voor docenten veel op het spel staat 
in de context van de huidige vernieuwingen, namelijk hun opvattingen over hoe zij 
hun werk zien. De situationele eisen waarmee docenten geconfronteerd worden, 
hebben niet alleen betrekking op de vernieuwingen zelf, maar ook op de degenen die
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in de dagelijkse context van de school betrokken zijn bij de invoering. Deze veelheid 
aan situationele eisen zorgt ervoor dat hoe docenten zichzelf zien, hun professionele 
identiteit, onder druk kom t te staan. Volgens Nias (1998) is een van de grootste 
belangen en zorgen van docenten juist het behoud van een stabiele persoonlijke en 
professionele identiteit.
In dit onderzoek werd als organiserend theoretisch kader een sociaal-psychologische 
theorie over emoties gebruikt. D it kader bleek zeer bruikbaar om de werkelijkheid 
van docenten in een context van vernieuwingen te begrijpen. Tegelijk werden er ook 
veel nieuwe, verdiepende vragen opgeroepen, die in het laatste hoofdstuk worden 
beschreven, waardoor het relevant is om in vervolgonderzoek dit kader verder te 
hanteren.
Tot slot werd in het laatste hoofdstuk nog impliciet ingegaan op de implicaties 
van dit onderzoek voor het huidige onderwijsbeleid en de professionele ontwikkeling 
van de (aanstaande) docenten. Gesteld werd dat het huidige onderwijsbeleid de 
professionele identiteit van docenten negatief lijkt te beïnvloeden doordat de huidige 
onderwijsvernieuwingen een sterke uniformiseringstendens lijken te hebben; alle 
docenten worden geacht dezelfde kant op te gaan. D it kan ertoe leiden dat goede 
docenten zich niet langer thuis voelen in het onderwijs omdat hun definities van 
hun werk te sterk verschillen van de dominante opvattingen. Pluriformiteit onder 
docenten lijkt een goede zaak. Naast deze uniformiseringstendens, lijken er nog 
andere onbedoelde effecten op te treden door de huidige vernieuwingen, zoals 
een negatieve beinvloeding van de motivatie van docenten, de tijd en energie die 
ze bereid zijn te investeren, hun professionele verantwoordelijkheidsgevoel en hun 
gevoel van zelfwaarde. O ok het werk zelf lijkt steeds meer overladen te worden en 
daardoor in toenemende mate te intensiveren.
M et betrekking tot de professionele ontwikkeling van docenten werd opgemerkt 
dat een belangrijke voorwaarde hiervoor is dat er ruimte is om te leren en er een 
positief, ondersteunend klimaat in een school is. In een school waar zelfs enthousiaste 
docenten meer negatieve emoties ervaren, is het moeilijk om zich professioneel 
te blijven ontwikkelen, laat staan professionele ontwikkeling beleidsmatig te 
organiseren. Oftewel, programma’s voor professionele ontwikkeling (en dit geldt ook 
voor lerarenopleidingen) zouden docenten m oeten voorbereiden op de emotionele 
arena (Fineman, 2000) waarin zij kom en te werken, die niet alleen betrekking heeft 
op het werk in de klas, maar ook op het werken in een context van voortdurende 
vernieuwingen.
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